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Abstract

This thesis explored the influence ofcultural context and reasoned action on

anitudes and beliefs towards management ofthc recreational sport fish resource in the

Indian Bay watershed. Thc communities adjacent to the Indian Bay watershed arc

struggling to initiate a new recreational fisheries management stratcgy which contains [wo

potentially conflicting objectives: (I) to allow continuation of current local recreational

angling that has its roots in a traditional open access attitude towards the land and

resources ofthe lndian Bay watershed; and, (2) encourage a stronger recreational sport

fishery for non-residents.

The traditional open access anitude might be part of a cultural belief system which

becomes a tilter through which new information is interpreted. This was explored using

Cultural Paradigm theory. Generally, thc values for communitics in the vicinity of the

Indian Bay watershed could be charactcrized as 'Humanity-oriented' with greater

influences from 'Individually-oriented' values, as compared to 'Whole earth!ecosystem

oriented' values. The emphasis on egocentric values would be consistent with the

Newfoundlander's historical reliance on the land for subsistencc and the attitude of a

traditional right of access to Crown land and resources for personal use. The resource

manager must first address these values before proposing new initiatives.

The traditional open access attilUde was further explored through the Theory of

Reasoned Action and persuasive communications. The thesis examined the cognitivc



stTUcture ofbehavioural beliefs and evaluations underlying specific altitudes towards

management proposals. Pearson correlation and step-wise linear regression were applied

to define the attitudelbeliefstructures Ihat could be targeted by persuasive messages.

While there was moderate support for this 'traditional' access, it was a sub-theme found

in the predictive relationships oCkey beliefs influencing altitudes towards spon fish

development. The underlying traditional values need to be addressed in order to move

the management agenda from conflict to cooperation between managers and the people

who use the resources. Overall, the results of the study reconfirmed the profile provided

by Hill (1984) on the value ofwildlife to Newfoundlanders whereby personal and

utilitarian values., and provincial economic values, an: given priority over

environmental/wildlife conservation. The key difference is the greater willingness of the

people in the Indian Bay area in 1997 to accept controls. There are significant

opportunities for persuasive communications and consultation to influence ambivalent

altitudes regarding regulatory and development initiatives into favourable attitudes.

Subsequent events leading up to the proposed provincial 'Outdoor Bill of Rights'

suggest that the emotional response to any threat to this traditional value should not be

underestimated. Managers need to ensure that they address the various aspects of the

traditional access issue in their day to day communications. More importantly, the results

of the study emphasize that managers in the Indian Bay area need to consult with their

public in a meaningful and consistent manner in order 10 prevent emotionally charged

conflicls that undennine rational policy development.
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1.1 Tile Resnrdl QgestioD

The communities adjacent to !he Indian Bay watershed are S!ruggling to initiate a

new recreational fisheries management strategy which oonlains two potentially

conflicting objectives: (I) to allow continuation of current local recreational angling that

is very much part of the rural Newfoundland lifestyle and. at !he same time, (2) encourage

a slrOnger recreational sport fishery for non-residents (Wicks, 1996). This new strategy is

intended to inject new monies into 3 slow economy, none!heless the prospect ofsharing

the fishery resource with non-resident anglers is a concern to local residents. Local

residents are apprehensive that this strategy might result in restrictions to local access to

the land and resources of the Indian Bay watmhed.

Newfoundland has a history ofconflict between residem and non-resident users of

wildlife resources based on the perception of unequal treatment by governments

responsible for managing the resource (McGrath, 1996). According to Buchanan et 0/.

(1994), the key challenge to the successful development of the recreational sport fish

resource in Indian Bay is the need for a change in the altitudes of local anglers:

"Local anglers roUS! change their belief in a traditional altitude ofopen
access to the land and resources of Indian Bay to an altitude that supports
restrictions 10 access in order to secure a quality recreational fishing

experience for guests ofoutfitting operations." (Buchanan et 0/., 1994)



Given the historical 'right to the commons' values of rural Newfoundlanders

(Omohundro, 1994). this connict have the potential to spark public controversy in the

[ndian Bay watershed area

The purpose or this thesis is to explore the implications ofthe culluml value of

traditional open access to the land and resources for new management and development

proposals for the Indian Bay watershed. The thesis question was fonnulated as a series of

questions: Is the attitude of traditional access still prevalent? Is there a cultural value

context which supports this attitude? What is the current cultural value context of the

local communities involved in the decision.making for the management of the Indian Bay

watershed? Are there underlying predictive relationships between key altitudes and

beliefs that can be targeted by persuasive messages in order to gain acceptance of new

management proposals? The answers to these questions would enable resource

managers to develop more responsive resource management plans and design effective

educational messages to facilitate acceptance of new management measures.

1.2 Literatll re review

1.2.1 Attlt,de ~artb I, tbe field org:eogrlplly

The study of the interaction between people and the environment is an established

area of research for geographers (Mitchell. 1989). Rescarch conducted in this human

environment tradition were often under headings such as, environmental perception.

environmental behaviour, human ecology. psycho geography and human geography

(Saarinen. 1976). There has been an increasing amount of work being done on human



perception and behaviour. in particular for resource management and environmental

issues (Mitchell. 1993). This appears to correspond with the increasing involvement of

citizens in the decision-making processes of resource management agencies (Bright and

Manfredo. 1995). The growing demand for public involvement has required resource

managers to consider a wider range of factors beyond the conventional approach to

resource analysis which focussed primarily on the biophysical components. The

inclusion of the human dimension in resource management decision making represents a

significant change from traditional practise. The need for integrating the human

dimensions component into resource management practise has been clearly identified in

the literalUre (Hendee and Schoenfeld, 1973; Christensen and Clarke, 1983; Fazio and

Raltcliff, 1989; McCool and Ashor, 1986; Norman et af.• 1989; Stroufe. 1991; Frentz. I.

C. et af.• 2000; Ewing. S. et af., 2000). Natural resource management is interdisciplinary

by definition, and as the public continues to become more aware and informed on

resource management issues, the need for a social science component in decision making

becomes essential (Bright and Manfredo, 1995).

More and more, resource managers are undertaking human dimensions research in

the areas of public knowledge and attitudes in an attempt [0 effectively address public

issues and concerns. In particular, the authors indicate the need to address the lack of

public knowledge and the need for education in order to gain support and cooperation for

resource management initiatives from an informed public. There is a recognition that

there is a need for managers to manage people (Ditlon, 1977; Bryan. 1982; Voiland and



Duuweiler, 1984; larkin, 1988; Matlock et al., 1988; Kellert. S. R. et aI., 2000; Selin. S.,

2000).

"NalUral resource agencies...have commented that communication with
their various publics is a major barrier to the conduct oftheir mission."
(Ewing., S., 2000).

These trends in education and public involvement reinforce the imponance of

perception and attitude studies as a meaningful area of investigation for geographers

(Mitchell, 1989), panicularly from an applied perspective for resource managers.

However. "Research on attitudes in the natural resources field has generally lacked a

theoretical foundation..... and on that basis the quality ofattitudinal infonnation has been

questioned (Bright and Manfredo, 1995). For this thesis, two imponant theoretical

approaches will be used: cultural paradigm theory which originates from the

environmental movement and wildlife valuation research; and the Theory of Reasoned

Action which has its foundation in socialleaming theory.

1.2.2 Recreatio.al fkk literature review

A review of the type of human dimensions literature in the recreational fishing

area found that there was a considerable body of behavioural research which became

progressively more sophisticated in approach since the 1970's. The earlier studies

addressed motivations for fishing and angler preferences for management policies which

had direct application to the fonnation of fishery management strategies (Moeller and

Engelken. 1972; Knopfel al., 1973; Bryan. 1977; Ditton et al., 1978. Dawson and

Wilkins, 1981). Other studies focussed on the characteristics ofanglers, motivations for



angling, trip satisfaction. and examination ofme variables which could influence

management ~fermces (Schoolmaster et aI•• 1985; Chipman and Helfrich, 1988.).

Moce m:cnt research ranged from looking at the quality ofangling experience in

New Zealand (Tierney and Richardson., 1992). to angling substitution choices in Texas

(Choi et aI.. 1994). the examination of the behavioun and values oftrout anglers in

Michigan (Gigliotti and Peyton. 1993). and fishing trip gtisfaction in Minnesota

(Spencer. 1993). An annotated bibliognphy focusing on "Recreational Fishing - The

Human Dimension" which reviewed six major journals for the period of 1980 to 1994.

resulted in 131 articles (Hunt and Haider. 1996). These papers were categorized by

several primary themes. ofwhich two arc of particular interest to this thesis: applied

behavioral concepts (45 articles) such as, satisfaction, motivation. substitution and norms.

and behaviornl alllecedents (8 articles) which deal with choice. preferences and

perception.

This thesis focuses on beliefs and attitudes under the behavioral antecedent

category which is defmitely a minority area in the field of human dimensions resean::h.

Tbe literature indicates the need to look beyond angler motivations in order to wxIerstand

whether they translate into behavioural choices (Fedler and Dinon. 1994). Since 1995.

the topic has continued to gain interest with regular articles published in the new journal

of Human Dimensions in Fish and Wildlife Management. Ultimately, the success ofa

resource management strategy relies on suppon. from those who use that resource. For



Newfoundland anglers. success is in continued angler use of the lndian Bay watershed

and angler compliance with new management measures.

1.3 CCHlttnfortlli:sDesis

1.3.1 T~e nesis Shdy Am: I.diu a.y w.tenlled..

1l1e Indian Bay walC'l'Shed, located in the Bonavista Nonh Peninsula. was chosen

as the thesis Sludy area. This watershed was proposed as a pilot project by the

Newfoundland government in 1997 for a new approach to recreational fisheries

management. This presented an opportunity to explore potential public reaction to

possible management measures that were under consideration for the land and resources

of the (ndian Bay watershed. The most recent amendments 10 the federal Fisheries Act in

1996. opened the possibilities for 'community-based' recreational fisheries management,

whereby the communities adjacent to the resource would have greater- participation in

management including decision making on issues ofaccess. bag limits. gear type, and

sca5OO. At this time the lndian Bay Ecosystem Corporation (lBEe) was established to

undertake this initiative. TraditionaJly the recreationaJ fish regulations were managed by

the federal Depanment of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO), with some involvement by the

provincial government. This new community watershed approach represented a

significant departure from traditional management practise.

A high priority issue for mEC was to increase economic return from this resource,

particularly from non-resident anglers who were •·...eharactcrizcd by Iheirwillingness to

pay for an enhanced fishing experience..... (Buchanan. et al.. 1994). The Buchanan report



which fonned the basis for the establishment of the Indian Bay pilot project clearly slated

that a change in anitudes was necessary if this was to be achieved:

~A change in anitudes must occur if we are to have quality angling for
both the resident and nonresident angler. High quality of the angling
experience is the key to ensuring that the province will capture sustainable
economic benefits from the resource.....Jocai anglers will have to
compromise in their use of quality fishing waters if economic benefits
are to be realized from a nonresident fishery:' (Buchanan. et a/.. 1994).

This goal represemed a clear depanure from traditional use and management orthe

resource which focussed mainly on domestic angling and generally involved minimal

and broadly applied management measures.

1.3.2 HislOry or co.Okt.

This conflict scenario (local versus non-resident use for tourism) is not new to

Newfoundland wildlife resource managers. Since the 1800s there have been ~more-or-

less vigorous attempts to promote tourism in the province...based initially on hunting,

fishing and c1imate:'(Seymour, 1980). Promotional literature, such as the publication

"Fishing and Shooting in Newfoundland and Labrador in 1903, described Ne\'!foundland

as a ~sportsman's paradise abundant in caribou and other game (Pocius, 1994; Ovcrton,

19%). Even during the introduction of the Game Board Bill in 1910, it was slreSsed

that the colony's wildlife needed protection since it was a valuable economic asset that

could help increase tourisl traffic. Yet the majority of Newfoundland's settlers were fisher

folk and hunting played an important part in their economic activity (Story, \990;

Nemec, 1993).



"Newfoundland is probably the only countty in lIIe world where venison,
salt or fresh is a staple anicleofdiet for Ihe masses:' (McGralil. 1993).

The evidence suggesls that by the early twentieth century there was social tension

and connict surrounding the use of wildlife resources in Newfoundland. Settlers

involv~ in a subsistence lifestyle saw wildlife resources as food and income, while

government and tourism promoters saw the same resources as imponant components of

the tourist trade (McGrath, 1994). This tradition ofharvesting offlhe land could set the

cullural paradigm context that conditions the goals and expectations oflocal residents.

More recently the same wildlife resource use connict between local hunters and

anglers versus outfitters caught public attention, first in the mid· I980s with lIIe

establishment ofthe Wilderness & Ecological Reserves Act in 1983, and later in 1987

with the introduction of the Government policy paper: "Discussion Paper on Commercial

Hunting and Fishing Camps in the Province of Newfoundland." The perception of

infringement on 'traditional rights' of access to land and resources again flared in 1990,

when Bill 53, "An Act to Revise and Consolidate the Law Respecting Crown Lands,

Public Lands, and Lands of the Province" was decried by the public as 'the Outfitters

Bill' It was suggested that the provincial government was considering the possibility of

leasing the Indian Bay watershed for outfitting purposes. Despite the controversy, in

1991, the Economic Recovery Commission (ERe) released "A Proposal to

Commercialize the Atlantic Salmon Fishery in Newfoundland and Labrador" suggesting

that salmon rivers be leased to outfitters. This was followed in 1992, by the ERC



presenlation "A Community-Based Salmon Sports Fishel)': A Proposal 10 Localize

Control and Economic lmpacl orthe Atlantic Salmon Sports Fishery" wlt.ich

recommended thai salmon pools be designated for the exclusive use ofoutfitters. In

1994, public tension arose over the facllhat tourisls on tours boats were allowed 10 jig a

cod fish while licensed fishennen affected by various fisheries moratoria were not.

In the same year, the Buchanan report was released which fonned the cornerstone

for proposed changes to the management ofthe recreational fishery in Newfoundland,

While the report indicated that the authors recognized the right of equal access for all

Newfoundlanders, Labradorians, Canadian, and visitors alike, they also indicated that

access does not necessarily mean free or uncontrolled access. However, as Omohundro,

(1994) points out, "Newfoundlanders have always put up a stiff resistance when their

right to the commons was threatened," Therefore, despite all other considerations, this

emotional response to a perceived threat to a core ideological belief(Thompson and

Gonzalez, 1997) might, in the end, delennine the policy direction taken by managers in

the Indian Bay watershed,

1.4 Tbeorelinl basis (or Ibe Ibesis.

This methodology of this thesis is based on theol)' which examines the

relationship between beliefs, attitudes, and behavioural intentions, to provide a basis for

understanding public response to management proposals, As Slated previously, the

premise that all Newfoundlanders feel that they have a traditional right ofaccess to land

and resources is at the crux of reaction to proposed changes to wildlife management



regulations which could be imerpreted as infiinging on this right. However. while this

argument has been put fOlWard by outdoor righls imerest groups (see Chapter 2) and has

received media attention, there has been no analysis on the underlying beliefs that

influence altitudes towards resource management preferences of Newfoundlanders.

In order to explore the attitudes and beliefs of the people in the Indian Bay area

regarding the potential conllict between traditional open access values and the need for

these to be modified in order to gain local acceptance of new management proposals. Iwo

theoretical approaches were used: Cullural Paradigm theory and the Theory of Reasoned

Action. Cultural paradigm theory postulates a social and cultural basis for attitude

development. Essemially the basic values of society influence an individual's reaction to

an environmemal issue and individuals make decisions based on pre-existing models

(Kempton, 1995). This hislory of subsistence use of wildlife and the high level of current

participation in wildlife harvesting aclivities would appear to be an imponant cultural

influence on altitudes and beliefs of the people in the Indian Bayarea. Principal

components analysis was used 10 explore Cultural Paradigm Theory.

The Theory of Reasoned Action is primarily concerned with identifying the

factors underlying the formation and change ofattitudes and beliefs which influence

behaviour. or behavioural intention (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1912. 1975, 1981). It provides

the theoretical basis for assessing the potential for changing behavioural intention through

targeted persuasive communication that appeal to reason. The Pearson product moment

correlation and step-wise linear regression were used for the Theory of Reasoned Action

10



to explore predictive relationships between attitudelbeliefstructures. [(these value

slnlctures were better understood. resource managers could target pelSuasive messages

towards the beliefs and attitudes which have the most influence on the individual's

actions. This knowledge would enable the resource manager to develop more responsive

resource management plans and design effective educational messages to facilitate

acceptance of new management measures.

11



2.0 Run or Llteralure aad Co.lleXf or tbe Tbesis Study Area

2.1 latroductfoa

This chapter will outline the trends in human dimensions research in the

recreation spon fishing literature. However, there has been no previous attitude research

conducted in Newfoundland with a focus on the interrelationship ofattitudes, beliefs and

behaviour in the recreational fish management context (Cumew. pers. com.• 1999).

Therefore, in section 2.3, an overview of Newfoundlander's use offish and wildlife

resources is provided. along with the results of three papers which explored the value of

wildlife to Newfoundlanders. In section 2.4, the people and resources of the Indian Bay

area are described in order to provide an understanding of the context of the survey area.

2.2 Lilerahlre Ruww

2.2.1 HUlDaD dJmeDsioD5 researcb iD Ule recrealioD sport (rsbi_g literature

Previous research indicates that the writing on angling is greater in extent and

diversity than for any other branch ofspan. In fact. it has been claimed that a full

bibliography would go back almost five centuries and would contain more than fifty

thousand entries and that troUI would be found to be the most written about fish from the

span perspective (Bry.ut, 1977). However, from the resource manager's perspective. the

professional literature on recreationallish management and particularly a theoretical

framework for human dimensions research. is relatively recenL The literature indicates a

recognition that managers need to protect a resource and provide users with a variety of

opponunilies (Dillon et 01., 1978; ProPOSI and Lime. 1982; McCool ef til., 1984) and that

12



managers need 10 manage the people who use the resource (Ditton. 1977; Bryan. 1982;

Yoiland and DultWeiler, 1984; larkin. 1988; Matlock n al., 1988; Hahn, 1991). Overall,

the publicalions lend 10 be issue and Iocalion specific and have not addressed the

devek>pmenl ofrc:search theory. In order to provide someordcr 10 the wide range of

themes found in lhe fifty-nine relevant arIicles collected in the lilerature search. the

catcgories used by Hunt and Haidcr(I996) were used to classifY the primary focus of the

papers as Ihey relale 10 Ihc human dimensions research. Thc calcgories are: Behavioural

Concepts (twenty-onc articles); Behavioural Anlccedents (ten articles); and the 'other'

category which reflects the diversity of research (twcnty-eight articles).

The behavioural concepl catcgory includes arIicles dcaling with angler

satisfaction, mocivation, (activity) subslitution and norms. As early as 1967, motivations

were exmained from an incentive approach by looking at the goals and objccts which

molivate behaviour. Motivations and expectations can then be changed by education

programs (Dawson and Wilkins, 1980). However. Huggins and Davies (1984), showed

thal, after looking at satisfaclioo and not motivation, they found that expectations differ

from river to river and this should be considered in an examination ofanglers. In

addition. the type. amounl, and oblJUSivcness of managerial activities thai shape the

nature ofa recreational setting, have been found to change the experience and possibly

hinder the objectives of the recreationists (McCool, el al., 1984). Feather and O'Brien

(1987) concluded thai motivation from a cognitive approach requires an intelleclual

IJ



process within a person. and includes analysis and interpretation of the environment

around the person.

In the early 1980's. the concept of recreation specialization was examined and a

study of anglers showed that it was predominantly behaviour which defined the level of

specialization. with allitudes and motivations being considered based on these ~haviours

(Bryan, 1977; Gill. 1980; Bryan.1983; Chipman and Helfich. 1988.) Whilespecialization

filS in with the logic that opinions and motivations of anglers are not fixed and change

over the lifetime of the angler. Condell et at. (199Ob and 19903) saw specialization as too

simplistic an explanation for predicting anitudes and behaviour and proposed that

location and situational factors played a stronger rote in decision making.

Research byClarlce and Stanley in 1979 and Fedler and Dilloo. in 1994 indicated

that the motives for engaging in the activity. the style ofpanicipation. and the resulting

experiences can vat)'dramatically from one area. or species. to another. Angling is

therefore a situational activity. Moreover. similar behaviours by dilTerent people

participating in a day of fishing may be associated with notably different internal pallems

of motivation (McCaslin. 1990). Other research examined visitor and local satisfaction

(Herrick and McDonald. 1992; Holland and Dinon. 1992). the quality of angling

experience in New Zealand (Tierney and Richardson, 1992). and fishing trip satisfaction

in Minnesota (Spencer, 1993). Research by Buchanan el a/.• 1982 and Martinson and

Shelby in 1992 explored how managers could use knowledge of motives and expectations

to direct users to alternative locations on a river. or other rivers. With a beller

14



understanding of how motivation relates to behaviour, managers can more easily

anticipate angler response to management actions and can ensure that the angling

eltpeclations are met (Fedler and Dinon, 1994).

The category behavioural antecedents include anicles dealing with anglers

choices, preferences and perceptions. The relevance ofangler perceptions. attitudes. and

preferences to regulations was discussed by Dawson and Wilkins in 1981 and Renyard

and Hilborn in 1986. Different streams attract different types ofanglers (Palmer. 1988)

indicating individual preferences for the panicular milt of scenery, angling experience.

logistical arrangements offered by different streams. Clarke and Downing (19&4)

explored the choice of fishing location and reaction 10 management activities such as

grazing or logging, and concluded that management concerns differ according to the

fishennan's resource orientation or specialization, and angling preference (Bryan, 1977).

ThllS, a bener understanding ofanglers by managers would help them to manage the

resource to enhance the angling experiences (Brown and Siemer, 1991). The link

between angling specialization and expectations in the fishing experience was examined

by Tierney and Richardson (1992) and Maninson and Shelby (1992) who published

anicles outlining Ihe distinct differences between salmon anglers and trout fishennen.

Angling substitution choices in Teltas were cltamined by Choi el aJ.. 1994. Fedler and

Ditton (1994) reviewed seventeen studies regarding incentives for angling and found that

psychological-physiological incentives were rated highly while natural environment

incentives were treated moderately to very high by most anglers.
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The review ofsport fishing literature for ani tude, belief. and behaviour research

produced many articles that contributed to an understanding of the sport. the challenges to

management, and an appreciation of the many individual components of the recreational

angling research. However, for lack ofanother specific category, these articles are

classified as 'other'. Knopf et al., (1973) slaled thai a comprehensive approach was

needed 10 angling research including an evaluation ofthe resource, the activity, economic

considerations, and participant behaviour. They concluded thatlhe role of managers

should be considered as their decisions affect places recreationists go. Clarke and

Downing (1984) and Stroud (1976) showed that fishing participation decreased after

introduction ofcatch and release and size reslrictions. II was pointed out in the literature

that managers and anglers can have different perspectives of what constitutes a resource

management connict (Gramann and Burdge, 1981). Moreover, the difference in what a

manager recognizes as a satisfactory fishing experience versus the angler's expectation

has caused tension between the angling public and agencies (Huggins and Davies, 1984).

Research has identified not only the need for the examination of angler responses to

regulatory measures, but also that the research needs to be context specific (Palmer,

1988; Dillon and Feiller, 1989). Management plans that include considerations of the

angler and seek to infonn anglers about lhe reasons for regulalions are more likely to

succeed both socially and biologically (Quinn. 1992).

Yet, even if a management agency has implemented management measures with

an intended outcome, it has been demonstrated that few recreational users learn about an
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area through infonnation from agencies; infonnal contacts fonn the most important

source ofinfonnation (Clarke and Downing, 1984). Other sources ofinfonnation include

the recreational communication nelWork described by Bryan (1982), and fishermen's

communications networks documented by McDonough. el aJ. (1987). There are few

studies available to assist managers in developing. evaluating and refining

communication techniques (Brown el aJ.. 1987).

Funher research examined the concept of willingness to pay for an enhanced

angling experience (Adamowicz el al., 1993), the role ofeducation in managing anglers

and the resource (Spence and Spangler, 1992), the elTects ofcrowding on the angling

experience (Hammill, 1983), connict management (Gramann and Burdge, 1981). and the

behaviours and values of trout anglers in Michigan (Gigliotti and Peyton. 1993). Hunt

and DitlOn (1997) explored the social context of site selection for freshwater fish by

comparing site preferences belWeen social units of participation. The units were defined

by the social unit the individual fished with most often, such as, friends and family,

friends alone, or all alone. The results indicated significant dilTerences between the social

units regarding site attributes that can be manipulated by managers, including facilities,

services and resources. It is significant that all social units regarded the following

allributes as very imponantto site selection: access, user fees, escape motivations. and

the chance of fishing success.

Researchers have also called for the need 10 look beyond angler motivations to

understand whether they translate into behavioural choices (Fedler and Ditton, 1994).
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While the literature comains recommendations for the development ofa behavioural

approach to fisheries management policies (Moeller and Engleken, 1972; Hampton and

Lackey. 1976; Carpenterer al., 1977; Bryan. 1977; Ditton el af.• 1978; Smith, 1980;

Dawson and Wilkins, 1981; Huggins. 1984; Miranda and Frese, 1991; Mitchell. 1993),

the research effort remains sparse.

As a result, the theoretical basis oflhis thesis relies on the work done in two

particular areas: (I) the social and cultural context for environmentalism explored

through the development of aUitude paradigm research (Eagly and Kulsea, 1997). and (2)

Fishbein and Ajzen 's Theory of Reasoned Action (1975, 1980, 1985).

I.I.I How Newfoundbnlkn value recreational rtsh ..d wildlife rnounes.

The statistics published by Environmental Canada (1996) regarding the

importance of wildlife and nature to Canadians describe the level of participation by

Canadians in outdoor activities ranging from low intensity non-consumptive activities

such as residential wildlife-related activities, wildlife viewing, through to the

consumptive use of wildlife. In fact, 83% of the Canadian population (aged 15 years or

over) participated in a wide range of nature-related activities; with fishing attracted 31%

or I]8,000 participants (Environment Canada, 1996). In 1996, Canadians spent an

estimated 1.5 billion days enjoying one or more nature-related activities; 86% of the

Canadian population indicated that it is important to maintain abundant wildlife.

Newfoundland residents lead the country in recreational fishing activity. In the

statistics published by the Environmental Canada in 1996 regarding the importance of
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wildlife and nature to Canadians, Newfoundlanders had the highest perct:nlage of users

proportional to population for the number of residents who participated in fishing, the

number ofdays per year that they fished, and the estimate of latent interest in future

participation in the sport (see Table 2 - I).

In terms ofthe economic value of this activity, these reports indicated that

Newfoundlanders spent $230 per person per year on recreational fishing as compared to

5462 per person per year for Canadians. Overall, Canadians spend S1.9 billion for

recreational fishing in Canada. (Environment Canada, 1996). Buchanan (1994) reported

thai resident Newfoundland anglers spent $387 in direct expenditures annually for

recreational fishing. This was broken down further to indicate that nonresident! non

Canadians spend S279.07 per day, and nonresident Canadians S162.22 per day, as

compared to residents who spend only S17.58 per day (Buchanan et ai., 1994).

However, it is important to note that despite Ihe high level of involvement in

direct wildlife consumption through hunting and fishing. Newfoundlanders had the

lowest support in Canada for the statement Ihat maintaining wildlife is very or fairly

important (80010). Moreover, across Canada. Newfoundlanders showed the least support

for paying 10 protect habilat (49% compared to 00(10) or declining or endangered species

(39% compared to 52%) as shown on Table 2 - 2.

In terms of publications focussed exclusively on Newfoundlander's attitudes

towards wildlife, only three research projects could be found: Hill (1984), Condon
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Activity location 1991 1996

% residents participating Newfoundland 38°/. 31%
in recreational fishing

c",,,", 2. 18

Number ofdays per year Newfoundland 17 24
for spon fishing

Canada 14 17

Latent inlerest expressed as Newfoundland .3 49
great or some interest in
participating in recreational

C"'''"' " 4.
fishing

Latent interest expressed as Newfoundland 3. 27
great or some interest in
participating in hunting C",oda I. 11

Expenditures on recreational Newfoundland S230per
fishing activities participant

Canada S462 per
participant

Tabk 2 - 2: Newfoundla.der's wllliDcness to pay to protect wildlife
( Environment Canada, 1996)

Questionnaire statement

Maintaining abundant wildlife is
very/fairly important

Willing to pay to protect habitat for
abundant wildlife through increases
of I - 5% on taxes or prices on 4 selected items.

Willing to help pay to protect declining or
endangered wildlife from pollution
through increases of I • 5% on taxes
or prices on 5 select items.

2.

Newfoundland C",oda

80% 86%
(lowest in Canada)

49'/0 60%
(lowest in Canada)

39% 52%
(lowest in Canada)



(1993). and Condon and Adamowicz (1995). They provided valuable information for

consideration in the design ofthis research instnJment. In particular. the key conclusion from

Hill's 1984 research indicated that:

"...Newfoundlanders indicated a high level of imerest in wildlife and the
environmem and recognized the importance ofmaimaining healthy wildlife
populations ... however. when put in the contell:t of economic welfare.
this interest was heavily tempered with the views that improvement of
personal and provincial economic situation have priority over environmentaV
wildlife conservation and management." (Hill. 1984).

Condon (1993) points out that "...a major constraint to integrated resource

management in Newfoundland is inadequate infonnation on forest land values apan from

commercial timber. ~ She seeks to find an instrument to adequately quantify these other

values using contingent valuation methods (CVM). She defines CVM. or 'willingness to

pay' as the amount of money an individual would pay to obtain change and still be as well

ofT as before the change. Her conclusions were: 46% of the hunters would not pay any

more than they already pay in the CVM question dealing with doubling the season length

and/or increased out.of.pocket expenses and 46% stated that they could not afford

or would not pay any more than they already paid in the contingent valuation question

deal ing with seeing twice as many moose and/or increased out-of-pocket expenses during the

season. For comparison purposes. in Kansas a similar CVM survey found that 61% of the

hunters indicated that they were not willing to pay for private hunting access (Goodwin el

al.. 1993). Further. when hunters in Newfoundland were asked to rank the reasons for moose

hunting (choices given were sport. food. recreation. or other) in order of importance. food
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ranked first 67% of the time. Condon concluded that it is likely that moose hunters would

not be willing to pay much more for moose hunting than for the equivalent amount ofmeat

that could be purchased from the maJket (Condon, 1993). This raises the question as 10

whether the local spon fishery would have a similar response to 'willingness 10 pay'.

Condon and Adamowicz (1995) further examined Newfoundlanders motives for

oUldoor recreation and use ofwildlife Ihrough a household moose hunting survey. When

asked 10 priorilize reasons for going on an oUldoor trip, the responses ranked as follows:

opportunities 10 view wildlife, 10 fish, to take part in aclivities wilh friends or family. and

naluralness of the area or lack of development. Regarding fundraising to improve

recreation opponunities and habitat enhancement, the following sources were listed in

order of acceptance: lonery funds, donal ions, sale of wildlife stamps and/or

memberships, and increased hunting and fishing fees. However. when respondents were

constrained 10 choosing only one mechanism. 36% chose louery funds and 22% chose

increased hunting and fishing fees.

In summary, the IWO key conclusions which provide direction to further research

are (I) thai wildlife is important [0 Newfoundlanders. with an important qualification

favouring utilitarian values, and (2) that there is a limiled 'willingness to pay' for

maintaining or improving thai resource.

2.3 History of eonDiet betw~ local and non·loeal wildlife usen

The attitudes and beliefs regarding the use of wildlife held by the people living in

roral Newfoundland have been shaped by a history of relying on wildlife resources as a
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source of food and income. Like elsewhere in Nonh America. the first European senlers

to the island were initially unrestrained in their hunting elTon as they were free of the

English traditions which favored the exclusive use ofwildlife by propertied spon hunters.

Wildlife was viewed as a free-for-the taking resource (Montevecchi and Tuck, 1987) and

game laws were regarded as laws made to be broken. "An Act for the Prolection of the

Breeding of Wildfowl in this Colony" was passed in 1859 and the rights of 'poor senlers'

to take wildlife resources for consumption was still recognized (Montevecchi and Tuck.

1987). During the introduction of additional wildlife legislation in the late 1800's, 'poor

settlers' were not mentioned specifically (Ovenon. 1980). The hunting ofcaribou for

subsistence by residents was gradually eroded by legislation passed in J859. J879 and

1889, which limited the number and method ofbarvest. This resulted in an increase in

poaching (Montevecchi and Tuck, 1987). As Ovenon (1980) notes......The class bias of

the game laws is clear in Ihe way they were designed 10 curtail the use of caribou for food

in the interest of the developing lourist industry, ..."

By the late 1890's, Newfoundland's "great outdoors" had become part oflhe

tourist industry (McGrath, J994) and the Reid Newfoundland Railway Company became

a big booster of oUldoor tourist industry producing some of the first tourist promotional

literature. In fact during the inlroduction of the Game Board Bill, it was stressed that the

colony's wildlife needed protection since it was a valuable economic assellhat could help

increase tOurlst traffic.
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By lhe twentieth century, the stage had been set for conflict over wildlife

resources. This conflict pined settlers involved in a subsistence lifestyle against

sponsmen and government supponed capitalists involved in lhe tourist industry

(McGrath, 1994). The observations being made in the House of Assembly by 1910 took

on a similar flavor:

"The fact is that the sponsmen are jealous of the fishennen ...they
(fishennen) ...kill many more than is allowed by law, and they have as
much right to the deer as the outside sponsman who comes here and kills
for mere pleasure:' (McGrath, 1994).

By the lale 1930's, the use ofgame as a food item in the traditional economy was not

tolerated by government. For example, Horwood (1986) shows that the Newfoundland

Rangers pressed many charges for poaching during the 1940's.

The perception of unequal treatment of residents and non-residents in the wildlife

regulations has persisted. The reaction to a proposal for the expansion of non-resident

span hunting was unpopular in early 1980's. And in 1983, as Ihe government was

attempting to introduce the Bay du Nord Wilderness Reserve under the Wilderness and

Ecological Reserves Act (1983), they were met with accusations of double standard of

treatment between residents and 'elite' (Evening Telegram, 1983) as the residents feared

restrictions on traditional access and use rights. Time was never allowed to assuage this

fear. In 1985, Lee Wulff, a renowned outdoorsman brought in by the government to

promote the great Newfoundland outdoors to prospective non-resident anglers, claimed

that salmon would be better protected ifNewfoundland rivers were privatized. This
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argument is based on the "tragedy of the commons" viewpoint; however.lhis posilion has

been widelycriliqued (Marchak. 1987; McCay and Acheson, 1987). By 1987.

government issued a draft policy paper: "Discussion Paper on Commercial Huming and

Fishing Camps in the Province ofNewfoundland.". with the objeclive offinding a

balance belWeen protecling the economic viabililyofthe oullilting induslry and meeting

the residenl demand for wildlife resources (Earle, 1987). This too crealed greal media

heat and public outcry (See 2-3). Three years later. a different piece of legislation dealing

with Crown land sparked a renewal ofthe oulcry as Bill 53. "An ACI to Revise and

Consolidate the Law Respecting Crown Lands. Public Lands. and Lands ofthe Province"

was castigated by the press as the Oulfitters Bill (See Table 2 - 3). II was laler

abandoned.

Table Z- 3: Articles aad Edilorials oa the BiIIS3 coatroveny publislled la the
EveDlag Tdegram. (Sourc:e: Tile Evealag Telegram, 1990, 1993)

"Proposed bill threatens public access to ponds. rivers." January 26. 1990.
"Protecting Public Waters:' January 27.1990.
"Enclosing the commons." January 29. 1990.
"Bill 53 a threallo oUldoors access." February 3. 1990.
"Killihe clause!: February 10, \990.
"Outdoors freedoms are under attack." by Bill Power, February 16. 1990.
"No need to hold public hearing on new Lands Act." February 18, 1990.
"Opposition leader rips into 'Oulfitter's Bill·.·· February 18, 1990.
"Public access, a Newfoundlander's right: More opposition 10 Lands Act changes."
February 21,1990.
"Residents oppose the new Lands Act." March 12, 1990.
"Bill C-53: kill it or let Ihe people decide it's fate." February 21, 1993.
"Province may lease lndian Bay waters." September, 1993.
Patrick's Pen by Patrick O'Flaheny. October, 1993
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The economic benefits ofoutdoor adventure tourism continued to be promoted by

various agencies (Hamillon and Seyfiit. 1994). The 1990's saw a concened effort to

generate policy to facilitate economic returns from wildlife resources. In 1991. the

Economic Recovery Commission (ERC) released "A Proposal to Commercialize the

Atlantic Salmon Fishery in Newfoundland and Labrador" suggesting that salmon rivers

be leased to outfitters. This was followed up in 1992. when the ERC presented "A

Community-Based Salmon Sports Fishery: A Proposal to Localize Control and Economic

lmpact of the Atlantic Salmon Sports Fishery" which recommended that salmon pools be

designated for the exclusive use ofoutfitters. In 1993, Provincial government

departments prepared an adventure tourism discussion paper which stated that the attitude

of residents toward land ownership and development regulations was one oflhe most

significant hurdles 10 implementing integrated resource planning. The paper concluded

that information, education. and communication was necessary. It concluded that;

"Local residents are sometimes resentful of adventure tourism bllSinesses
and environmental regulations that affect Iheir access to the natural
resources. The public has to be informed of the economic benefits of
adventure tourism and understand the importance ofenvironmental
management:'

In 1994. the tensions again arose over the fact that tourists on tour boats were

allowed to jig a cod fish while licensed fishers affected by the cod moratorium were nol

(Evening Telegram. 1994).

In March of 1994. government policy makers held a strategic planning workshop

in Gander with recreational fishing stakeholders who were invited to discuss the strengths
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and weaknesses of the recre.l.tional fishery (Buchanan, 1994). The fundamental issues for

discussion were the recognition ofthe perception of the right of"equal access" for all

Newfoundlanders, Labradorians, Canadian, and visitors alike, and the reality that "equal

access' does not necessarily mean free or uncontrolled access. The Buchanan repon stated

clearly:

"Change in attitudes must occur if we are to have quality angling for both
the resident and nonresident angler. High qualityoflhe angling experience
is the key to ensuring that the province will capture sustainable economic
benefits from the resource..... local anglers will have to compromise in their
use ofquality fishing waters if economic benefits are 10 be realized from a
nonresident fishery." (Buchanan. 1994).

Again, in 1995, the provincial government proceeded to privatize provincial

parks which created another public outcry. In Ihe meantime, other research initiatives

explored the queslion of the value of access 10 the countryside. Felt and Sinclair (1995)

while doing research on Ihe Nonhero Peninsula found that two oflhe three factors people

liked most about living on the Northern Peninsula were freedom and outdoor activilies

nearby. A 1997 survey of salmon anglers on the Humber River found thai 87 per cent of

residenl anglers were against conlrolling access, while 68 per cent of non-resident anglers

surveyed favored controlling access as a way 10 enhance Ihe angling experience (Van

ZyJl, pcrs. com.• 1998).

The Gander River Management Association requested and received pennission to

launch a rivcr specific salmon licence as a 2-year pilot project for the Gander River. This

was a special additional licence thai salmon fishers would have to purchase over and
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above the standard provincial licence that, in the pasl, would have let them fish the

Gander River as well as any other salmon river across the province (subjecllo the annual

Anglers Guide regulations). This announcement set otTanother public outcry when:: the

issue 'privatizalion' became the focus of public concern (see Table 2 - 4). But did the

outcry in the media truly n::presenl the values and beliefs of the public as a whole?

It is evident from Ihis hislorical overview that, since the tum of the century, the

issue of 'traditional' acceSS 10 land and resources continues 10 be a subjecl of public

controversy. This 'traditional attitude' of access to lands and resources has been a

Table 2·4: Sample of O••door RfgklS .rtk:les
p.bllshftl ia The Evt.iag Ttlt&ram.

(Sour«: Tile Evning Telegram. 1998)

April 4, 1998
April 9. 1998
April 23. 1998

May 201998
May 25,1998
May 2', 1998

June 10, 1998
June 10, 1998
June 1998
Undaled

Community river management versus equal access
Privatization ofthe Gander River
Laying the ground work: CORA oUllines plans aimed al preserving
access to oUldoors
The necessilyofan Outdoor bill of Rights
Another way of privatizing rivers
CORA (Citizens Outdoor Righls Alliance) presenlS concern to
ministers
ThrealS Upsel tourism minister
SAEN's silence
River lalk is 'fear mongering'
Common Good (leUer to editor)

fundamenlal issue for managers responsible for the wide range of resources, such as,

parks and wilderness protection, commercial huming and fishing, adventure tourism, and

Crown land allocation policy. This issue ofa traditional access attitude sets the cultural

context for this research.
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1.4 T"e Tbais 51ueIy Area: I.dian Bay walerslted.

Located about 50 kilometres northeast ofGambo. the Indian Bay watershed. is

well known to Newfoundland anglers (see Figure One) for producing some of the largest

eastern brook trout in Newfoundland (O'Brien. 1992). The Indian Bay watershed drains

an approximate area of700 5(juare kilometers and includes some ofthe largest and

deepest interconnected lakes in a single system in insular Newfoundland (H. Khan. pers.

com.• 19(7). A major portion of the forest in the watershed was harvested in the 1920's

which left a legacy of interconnected woods roads. Therefore the watershed reasonably

accessible by automobile and. more importantly, by ATV and snowmobile. There are

approximately 200 remote cabins registered in the watershed (Earle. per. com., 1997).

The only historical research conducted in the area consists of a local recreational

activity survey undertaken by the local Development Associations during the summer of

1992. It was an on-site intercept survey administered by Social Services clientele. Of the

886 questionnaires returned to the Indian Bay Infonnation Centre, 67% were completed

by local people, 22% were filled out by eastern region visitors, and 10% were byout-of.

Province visitors. The chief activities were trout fishing (58%) and camping (24.7%).

Only 7.6% went salmon fishing and 6.1 % went big game hunting. On average. only 2.2

days were spent in the watershed itself, although non-local respondents spent 14 days in

the region. This is explained by the fact that 87% had family and friends in the area. Of

the 80% who bought supplies in the area. the estimated value of$50.600 translates to $72

per respondent. Of the details filled out by the fishennen. it is worthy to note that. on
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average, these fishermen have fished in the Indian Bay area for almost 11 years, and of

these long-time anglers, 980ft were ofthe opinion that the trout stocks have decreased:

38% say the decrease is between 26-50%.. and 39'% say it is between 51-15%.

The study area for this thesis was defined by natural boundaries of the watershed

itself and the geographic location of the closest neighbouring communities which made

up the Indian Bay Ecosystem Corporation. These included: Gamba, Hare Bay, Dover,

Centreville-Wareham-Trinity.. Indian Bay.. Greenspond, Badger's Quay, Valleyfield..

Pool's Island, Wesleyville, Newtown, Pound Cove.. Templemann, Brookfield, Lumsden.,

and Musgrave Harbour (see Figure One). Overall this area has a high rate of

unemployment, however.. there are pockets of local entrepreneurship. Most oflhe

residents of the Gambo and Dover area commute to Gander for work as they are located

within onc hour's drive ofGander.. a manageable commuting distance. The Indian Bay

area which was traditionally dependent on the forestry industry, both through the large

scale pulp and paper company activities and independent small-scale sawlog operators,

now suffers 90"10 unemployment. Centreville is a relatively new lown made up of former

residents of Fair Island, Silver Fox. Island, Sydney Cove, Bragg's Island and Newpon

(which used to man the schooners of the Labrador fishery) who were moved in the 1960's

period ofresenlement. Economic diversification has been the byline in this community

for the past 30 years, and this is renected in the businesses which are located here: two

fibreglass building companies (ofthe eight or nine in the province), a wood molding

manufacturing plant.. using kiln dried pine from the Eastern Seaboard (A & N
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Enterprises) and lndian Bay Frozen Foods selling blueberry and partridgeberry products

to international markets. Many of these new finns were established by Newfoundlanders

who 'went away' and came back: with new skills. Wareham has been recently

amalgamated with Centreville and provides home base for Woodpik Enterprises which is

involved in lumber related products as well as food products like smoked salmon.

Along with Indian Bay, these communities define the line separating the

traditionallurnber/logging communities of the south and the predominantly fishing

dependent communities of the Cape Freels area. The fish plants traditionally processed a

wide variety of species, today they rely predominantly on the crab fishery. Nonh of

Pool's Island there is a strong lobster fishery. Greenspond was once the capital of

Bonavista Bay in the early 1900's. II housed the court house for the region and was the

main sailing point for the Labrador fishery. Even as recently as the 1950's.60's, boats of

Norway and Gennany came into harbour. Needless to say, all the fishing communities

felt the impact of the Northern cod moratorium of 1992 and the additional moratoria and

quota reductions on a range ofground fish species. The rate of unemployment is high.

and the population has declined. Overall. the two regions have an average unemployment

Tate of 47 % which ranges from 25% in Gambo to 61'"10 in Indian Bay (Census of Canada.

19%). Therefore, as the traditional sources of employment in the commercial forestry

and fishing have disappeared, the communities have looked at the recreational fishing

resource as a one possible source ofdiversified economic development.
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The lndian Bay Ecosystem Corporation (IDEC) was incorporated in 1995. There

were a variety of significant players involved in accomplishing this ranging from

community lead~ and volunt~ the Ecooomic Recovery Commission, businessmen,

academics, scientists, federal and provincial government planners and biologists. The

goal was for mEC to develop a community-based management approach for the

watershed. In 1996, amendments to the fedentl Fisheries Act indicated a movement

towards community management of rivers and fish which was expected to act as ...the

cornerstone for development ofa new relationship between DFO and fisheries

stakeholders .. ." (DFO, 1996). This would allow communities adjacent to the resource to

have greater participation in management, including decision making on issues of access,

bag limits, gear type, season, etc., Traditionally these decisions were made by the federal

Depanment ofFisheries and Oceans (DFO), with some involvement by the provincial

government and stakeholders.

Under this new direction, the IDEC's watershed management proposal was the

first community-based recreational fishery management project to receive official Pilot

Project status from the provincial Government of Newfoundland and Labrador in 1996.

This was an important step for the subsequent negotiation of a Memorandum of

Underslanding (MOll) between the Federal and Provincial governments which allowed

for the delegation ora number of federal management authorities for recreational fish

managcmentto IDEC as a pilot project with a fixed time limit (five years). This MOU

was achieved in the fall of 1996. The Corporation now had the authority to put in place
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the management policies stated in their management strategy to protect and enhance the

trout fishery resource and the watershed. but equally important, to generate economic

wealth for the local area by deveklping Indian Bay as a recreational fishing destination for

out-of-province anglers.

Originally, the emphasis ofmEC's work was on habitat restoration and fish stock

(Eastern brook trout) rehabilitation. The results showed that with strict management

which included a moratorium on fishing on three ofthe largest ponds in the watershed,

the stocks had the potential to return to their historic trophy size and legendary

abundance. lnitiaJly, the moratorium approach was applied to select ponds as an extreme

management technique simply to save the resource. mEC recognized that the pond

closure policy could not remain in place indefinitely. Yet, ffiEC was concerned that the

free and open access traditionally enjoyed by those who fished the Indian Bay waters

resulted in the over fishing that depleted the resource almost to the point ofna return.

The recreational fish management plan and land use stralegy had to address the question

of bow 10 meet local fishing demand, which reflects local recreational angling and rural

lifestyle objectives, and conservation ofthe recreational fish resource. They also needed

to incorporate a third management objective to design a management strategy to produce

the type of recreational angling experience that would attract the non-resident angler.

Whatlimils on traditional fishing 'rights' would local anglers be willing 10 comply with?

To attract the non-resident angler, mEC needed to implement management

measures 10 guaramee delivery of the type of experience that would altraet these anglers
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to Newfoundland. mEC considered management options such as, setting limits on

fishing season, size. retention, or even the possibility of charging for a licence to fish in

special areas. Until now, there had been no intensive management afthe recreational

fishery anywhere in Newfoundland. DFO only set the fishing seasons, daily bag limits

and some gear conditions for broad zones across the province.

The mEC had to consider the implications ofadditional regulations for the

watershed. They also had to find ways to fund the enforcement effort that would be

needed to ensure compliance with these new and different requirements. One of the key

reasons for encouraging community·based management was to facilitate voluntary

compliance with regulations and local 'policing' of a common resource. However. ifthere

was no acceptance of the rationale for the regulations and support forthc objective of

securing the nonresident angling market for the purpose of injecting new 'outside' dollars

into the local economy. the project would not succeed.

Yet before they went ahead, IDEC needed some way to predict the outcome of the

range ofmanagement choices they had to malc:e within the time period of the pilot project.

IDEC had to assess whether the neighbouring communities would voluntarily support the

management decisions. To evaluate public reaction. ffiEC needed to identify those direct

and indirect values and activities associated with the resources in the watershed that

could somehow be compromised. or perceived as being compromised. by changes in the

management of the watershed. There was no information on the beliefs and attitudes of

local resident's and users of the watershed towards existing regulations and activities in
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the lndian Bay watershed. WEC had no infonnation to assist in anticipating reaction to

proposed management changes. Without a frame of reference, the ffiEC had no guidance

to develop educational messages which would help them achieve the level ofpublic

awareness and support they needed.
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3.0 ntory

3.1 I.trodadio.

The theoretical basis for this thesis is outlined in the following two sections.

Section 3.2 provides the background of the cultural paradigms approach to describe pre

existing cultural models which influence how new information is processed. Section 3.3

outlines the Theory of Reasoned Action developed by Martin Fishbein and Isaac Ajzen

(1967.1975.1981).

In the 1950's Hovland's research focussed on learning principles assuming that

aUitude change involved learning a new response to a given stimulus: the attitude object

(Manfredo. 1982.). Research was done within a conceptual framework that incorporated

context variables (source. message. channel, and receiver factors. target variables,

immediate attitude change. retention. behaviour change). and mediating processes

(attention. comprehension. and acceptance). However, this 1950's and 1960's research on

contextual factors which showed weak anirude·behavior relationships was largely a

failure. This resulted in a controvmy about validity ofthe attitude concept with a central

concern in particular over whether or not attitudes influence behavior (Manfredo. et al.•

1992).

The value ofattitude research was further challenged by the fact that people often

harm the environment despite holding attitudes that are environmentally friendly

('Thompson et al., 1997). Moreover, environmental disputes are often difficult to resolve

because they involve scarce resources and touch on people's core ideological beliefs
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(Thompson and Gonzalez, 1997). In an effort to address the issue of inconsistency

between people's altitudes and their behavior, researchers felt that further investigation

should focus on finding a way to measure people's fundamental attitudes and values,

rather than more volatile and superficial perceptions ofspecific problems (Van Liere and

Dunlap, 1980; Kuhn and Jackson, 1988; Kempton, 1995).

In 1967, Fishbein, noted the prevailing understanding ofan altitude, stemming

from research in the 1930's and 40's, was a tendency to act toward or against something in

the environment which becomes thereby a positive or negative value. Altitude surveys

were, and still are, often used simply to obtain the answer to a specific question and find

out how common a particular attitude might be in a certain population. There was no link

to behavioural intention or decision making. Therefore the results were of limited value

to managers who are interested in understanding how respondents would act or react to

new initiatives. In contrast, the 1beory of Reasoned Action describes the structural

relationship between beliefs, altitudes, and behavioural intention. This theory has its

grounding in sociallcaming and altitude theory. The Theory ofReasoned Action

provides the theoretical basis for designing the statements used in the survey instrument

to explore the salient beliefs and attitudes which might innuence decisions by local

people about the use and development of the Indian Bay watershed.

3.1 Cullural r.n1dlgm Tbeory

Research into social values and wildlife has a broader context than simply

application in wildlife management. A fairly extensive list has been produced of the
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kinds of personal satisfaction that comes from engagemelll with wildlife, including

recreational fishing (Spaulding 1970; Knopfet al., 1973; Driver and Knopf 1976;

Kennedy and Brown, 1976; Driver and Cooksey 1978 and Manfredo et al.. 1980, 1984).

There has also been research illlo the influence of the social or cultural contel't on

panicipants. such as the effect of socialization on participation in hunting and fishing

activities. and research regarding cultural values (Kellen. 1980). Many authors

transform value statements into statements ofpreference. Decker, et al. (1987)

summarized the primary foci of past studies of human dimensions in wildlife research as

M ...attemptsto:

understand human attitudes and beliefs about wildlife;
qualify human preferences for wildlife and wildlife-related phenomena;
qualify in economic and non economic terms.. the value humans assign to
various uses ofwildlife;
understand human behaviour related to wildlife;
relate human wildlife-related preferences and behaviour to wildfire
management issues."

The contribution ofwildlife to society has been related to a sense of historical

tradition and cultural ties or even to engaging the human capacities for intellectual growth

and a sense of spiritual meaning (Leopold. 1%8) Yet Kellert (1996) asserts that the

public remains sceptical and unconvinced of such broad valuation. Recent studies

revealed a degree of appreciation of wildlife among the general public. but it is typically

narrow in its emotional and intellectual focus and largely directed at a small component

of the animal community, such as large carnivores or endangered species (Kellert, 1980).

However, the literature continues to explore whether the cultural framework shapes the
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issues people see as important and affects the way they act (Kempton, 1995). For the

Indian Bay watershed, the question remains: what is the local cultural framework, what

combination ofvalues makes up this framework. and how might a change in the beliefs

and ani tudes associated with these values initiate change in this cultural framework?

The IiteralUre on the development ofenvironmental concern provides a theoretical

approach which looks at the social or cultural basis of anitude development. Theorelical

research pointed out that social paradigms condition individual goals and expa::tations

and provided a definition ofsocial problems. Paradigms established a structure of social

and metaphysical rewards for various types of preferred behaviour. and created shared

gains and deprivations that make social hannony in complex societies possible.

Paradigms arc made up of beliefs about what the world is like. thereby providing a guide

to aClion, bUI they also serve the purpose of legitimizing or justifying courses of actions.

They function as ideologies (Milbraith, 1985). Swan in 1971 argued that .....at the mot of

the ecological crises are the basic values which have buill our society," Albrecht et af.

(1982), concluded that a major theme in the literature on environmental problems in the

United States was that such problems stemmed from American society's traditional

values. beliefs. and ideologies.

These were characterized as the 'Dominant Social Paradigm (DSP)'. In summary,

the DSP consisted of: (I) a beliefin limitless resources, continuous progress and the

necessity of growth; (2) a faith in the problem-solving abilities of science and

technology; and, (3) a strong emotional commitment to a laissez-faire economy and to the
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sanctity of private property rights. Funhennore, research conducted by Albrecht et aJ.,

1982 substantialed the claim that OSP posed barriers to the: development of a strong pro

environmental orientation.

However, Dunlap and Scarce (Bazerman. 1997) conducted an extensive survey

which concluded that there was an increase in environmentalism among the U.S. public

and speculated that environmentalism represented a new paradigm. Dunlap and Van

Liere (1978) constructed a survey instrument to measure the beliefs comprised in this new

paradigm. They argued that in the seventies, Americans were in the process of

developing a "New Environmental Paradigm," (NEP) including such beliefs as the

frailness of nalUrc, natural limits to growth, need for environmental protection, and

desirability ofa steady-state economy (Milbraith, 1984). As described by Albrecht et aJ.

(1982) the NEP scale was designed to measure the extent to which persons accept

premises of the NEP paradigm asoomparcd to those of the OSP. Research applying the

NEP would empirically examine the linkage between commitment to the OSP and

concern for protecting environmental quality. Kempton (1995) stated that over the past

thiny years there have been significant environmental changes and that environmental

beliefs and values of human cultures arc also rapidly evolving. In this research project, it

is proposed to explore and describe the cultural paradigm for the Indian Bay communities

through an analysis of the valuation of traditional values ofepen and free access (to the

land and resources of the watershed for personal use), with development and management

values.
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Van Liere and Dunlap (1978) developed anitudinal paradigms incoflKlraling a set

of internally consistent anitude statements to construct a profile ofindividllal's

environmental orientation. Commitment to either the nsp or NEP depends on the

acceptance or rejection ofa number of altitudes, values, and beliefs, Hence, a series of

statements that represent the key aspects ofeach paradigm can be formulated and then

used to measure an individual's adherence to either the DSP or NEP (Kuhn and Jackson,

1988). Results suggest modest support for the hypothesis as higher correlations among

environmental anitudes and behavior occur for groups who have a greater integration of

important social and environmental beliefs (Van Lierc and. Dunlap, 1978). This

cognitive integration refers to the extent to which beliefs that are intrinsically related are

held in isolation (Rolr:each, 1968). Individuals often hold beliefs that are inconsistent. A

basic premise ofcognitive consistency theory is that individuals will feel pressure to

reduce these inconsistencies (or 'dissonance') if they become aware of them (Albrecht,

1982). Individuals integrating their DSP and NEP beliefs should experience cognitive

reorganization in the direction ofaccepting or rejecting either the DSP or NEP.

People do not passively receive environmental news, but rather, they actively

interpret what they hear via their preexisting cultural models. Milton (1996) observed

that starting in the late 1960's through to the 1980's, anthropologists were asking how the

observable panems ofsocial organization were generated, and how people's actions

changed their understanding of their 0 ....'11 society and generated new norms. Milton

maintained that culture is sustained and modified through social interaction in which
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individuals act on the basis of their own knowledge of their own cultural understandings.

Some researchers have suggested it might be more appropriate to view the person

environment relationship as necessarily specific to a particular historical and geographic

context (Kuhn and Jackson. 1988). The NEP scale would also be a useful technique for

charting change over time or investigating geographic variations for the NEP variables.

Kempton (1995) recommended that anyone trying to communicate with the public

about global environmental change needed first to address the pre-existing models and

concepts rather than assume they are writing on a blank slate. A generalized media

message stating that the recreational sport fishing is important to the local economy might

not make any difference to the angler who traditionally fished to the maximum daily bag

limit. Recent worle on risk communication has shown that notably bener results are

achieved when communications are designed on the basis ofcultural models research on

how people understand the subject of the communication. For example. if the message

was linked into the angler's values regarding trout in the Indian Bay watershed. there

would be a higher likelihood of achieving cooperation on proposed management

measures intended to promote development of the recreational sport fishery.

For the purposes ofthis research. the attitudinal questions were designed to fit into

the general frame ofthe NEP as proposed by Van Liere and Dunlap (see Table 3-1). The

research would provide an indication of the community's position on lite paradigm scale

between DSP and NEP. Eagley and Kulsea (1997) describe four other studies that

concluded with a similar categorization ofattitudes as defined by Van Liere and Dunlap
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(1985). In an examination ofhunter values and attitudes.. Kellm, in 1978 (Eaglyand

Kulsca, 1997) concluded that there were three types of hunters: doministic, utilitarian and

naturc-oriented. In 1992. Merchant (Eagly and Kulsca, 1997) examined environmental

ethics and defined motivations for behavior as egocentric. homocentric and ecoccntric. In

1994, Axelrod (Eagly and Kulsca, 1997). who was researching a parallel classification of

values relevant to environmental attitudes, classified social values as economic, social or

universal. And finally, Stem (Eagly and Kulsca, 1997), after examining values associated

with a general attitude they tenned 'environmental concern', charncterized behavioral

motivation on the basis ofegoistic, altruistic and biospheric. Table 3 • I summarizes the

grouping ofattitudes or scale ofattitudes that were considered to have internal

consistency (refer to methodology in Chapter 4).

The New Environmental Paradigm attitudinal scales were used to categorize the

belief system characteristic ofthe communities adjacent to the lndian Bay watershed.

The resulting attitudinal scale would describe the pre.existing social or cultural model

that the lndian Bay respondents apply when processing new infonnation. Therefore. this

attitudinal model represents an important influence on local behavior regarding usc of the

land and resoun::es of the watershed.

3.3 The Tlleory of Reaso.ed Actioa

3.3.1 Soti.lleaniac.ad .ttitlldt tlleory fond.tioDs

Hovland in the 19505 developed a message·leaming approach, and according to

this traditional approach, the fundamental process in attitude and behaviour change are
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attention, comprehension, yielding and retemion. later, MacGuire (1%8) added two

additional Sleps to persuasion process, retenlion of the advocated position and actions that

are consistent with the advocated position. This served as a foundation for the

development of socialleaming theory, as described by Bandura (1977) wltich provides a

framework: for explaining bow people fonn the values, beliefs, and attitudes that lead to

decisions to behave in particular ways. In essence, socialleaming theory states that

people learn their goals, values, attitudes, and so on, by doing and watching others and

through verbal and written communication. Social learning theory is both behavioristic in

that it emphasized the consequences of behavior, and cognitive as it considers that people

interpret past events to set goals for themselves (Bandura, 1988, 1989). From this

groundwork, attitude theory, the Theory of Reasoned Action and related persuasive

communication theory were premised on viewing the individual as a rational decision

maker, that is, the individual actively processes infonnation, or 'the message', in a

systematic manner when fonning beliefs/altitudes that ultimately innuence their

behavioral intention.

This premise went a long way in addressing the inconsistencies in attitude

behavior observations repeatedly demonstrated in the attitude research ofthe 1940's to

60's (Himmelfarb and Eagly, 1974). In 1980, Fishbein and Ajzen fell thai the problem of

the inconsistencies in attitude-behaviour research lay in methodology. They noted that

inconsistencies in traditional attitude research was due 10 two facls: a poor definilion, and

therefore poor understanding, of 'attitude', and the habit of simply ignoring the content
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of the 'message'. In fact, given the traditional all inclusive definition ofauitude where the

tenn was used to refer to affective feelings (affect) toward some object and also their

cognition (or beliefs) and c:onations (behavioral tendencies), investigators felt free to

select the dependent measures in an arbitrary manner as long as it appeared to be related

to the issue under consideration (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975; Petty 1981). This resulted in

inconsistent and contradictory research findings. Therefore, the clarification ofthe

components ofanitude provided by Fishbein and Ajzen in the Theory of Reasoned Action

(see Table 3-2) helped to redirected emphasis in the research on the content of the

message and also draw attention to the need to direct the infonnation (or message) at a

Table 3 - 2: Compo.eats or Attitude Strw.cblre

ReliponHcategory (Ajzm.1988).

Cognition Affect Conation

Rcsponscsuscd Expressions of Expressions of Expressions of
lOinferattirudes beliefs about feclingsto....-ard behavioW'a1

anitudeobjtct* anitudeobjecc incentions

E.ulllllequestions People should be Some:pondsintIK: Iwooldbeable
from Indian Bay able co go anywhere Il'atel"$hedshouldbe 10 drive a vehicle

survcy in tile Indian Bay keptasremote(vCl'y anywhere I want
walel"$hcd. difficult 10 access) in the: IndianB3y

M=. wlIlmbcd.

larget, thai is., the appropriale belief (or set ofbeliefs) and aniludes in order to influence

behavior. They also examined the influence thai the message structure and content have

on the effectiveness of persuasive communication.
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3.3.2 Tilt T1Itory of Rtasoatd Actio.

Ajzen (1988) defined attitudes as leamed predispositions to respond to an object

or class ofobjects in a consistently favourable or unfavourable way. This definition is

still used in current research as an attitude was defined as a disposition to respond

favorably or unfavorably to an object, person, institution, or event (Eaglyand Chaiken,

1993). Ajzen distinguished beliefs as the hypotheses concerning the nature of the objcct

and its relationship to other objects. Thus, if an individual evaluates information and

believes that panicular infonnation is associated with an object, this belief fonns the

basis for the reaction (attitude) to the object, which can ultimately lead to specific

behaviour in relation to the object. However, this relationship is not a single item, cause

and effect situation. Rather, an individual can learn many different things about an

object, and it is only those beliefs which ace salient to the behaviour that come together to

affect an attitude that is brought to bear in a behavioural situation. This sum afthe

beliefs, described as a summated evaluative response by Fishbein (1967), becomes

associated with the object. Thus, when the object is presented, it elicits this summated

evaluative response, that is, it will elicit this learned attitude. This is known as the ''belief

system" (Fishbein, 1967).

Furthermore, Eagly and Kulesa (1997) also examined the concept ofaltitude

structure where they claim to imply relationships between attitudes which they refer to as

molar structures that encompass more than one attitude. These attitudes become linked to

one another when one altitude implies another attitude psychologically, and sometimes
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logical analyses forges relationships between attitudes. Detennining the salient beliefs to

incorporate in Ihe beliefsystem and attitude structure is offimdamental importance 10 the

construction of an attitude (See Chapter 4). Ideally it would consist ofthe selection ofa

small number of representative and valid items which demonstrate statistical inlernal

consistency. Fishbein and Ajzcn (1981) assert that only in the aggrcgatecan responses to

an altitude scale be said to assess the general behavioral disposition of interesI.

Fishbein and Manfredo (1982), summarize the Theory of Reasoned Action as

primarily concerned with identifying the factors underlying the fonnation and change of

intentions. However, the relative imponance ofaltitudes and subjective norms could vary

among individuals. II views behaviour change as being a matter ofchanging the

cognitive structure underlying that behaviour. The key to developing a successful

intervention is through identifying and examining the cognitive structure of beliefs,

evaluations and motivations underlying specific allitudes. Eagly and Kulesa (1997) stated

that communications directed to the general public are important, not only because they

may influence public opinion and therefore have an impact on public policy, but also

because they are potentially persuasive in inducing behaviour. They concluded that in

order to design an effective persuasive appeal, it is important to understand attitude

structure, especially the link between attitudes and important social values. In addition.

the mode ofeffective persuasion needs to be considered in order to understand the

conditions under which changed attitudes would promote the desired behaviour.
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Fishbein and Ajzen (Peny, 1981) state that information is the essence of the

persuasion process, however, they found that message content had been largely

overlooked in communications theory. Persuasive communication is the only

communication strategy that appeals to reason (Ajzen in Manfredo, 1982). Based on the

TheoryofReasooed Action, a message can be designed to influence differentlc.inds of

target variables, such as beliefs, attitude, and behavioural intention. The effectiveness of

a persuasive communication depends on the extent to which it influences the

determinants of the target variable selected by the investigator. Therefore, this thesis will

be focussed on exploring whal might be the detenninants of the differenltarget variables,

each denoting a type of access to land and resources in the Indian Bay watershed.

Persuasive messages that aim to change behaviour should target atlitudes toward

behaviour, and change in these attitudes requires change in the perceived consequence of

behaviour (Ajzen and Fishbein. 1980; 1981; Eagly and Chaiken, 1993).

Motivation to process the message has been determined to be significantly

influenced by the level of tile receiver's involvement with the target of the message. The

message may create involvement by dealing with receiver's enduring values (Ajzen

1988), such as the traditional right of access, or with receiver's ability to obtain desirable

outcomes or avoid undesirable outcomes, such as, unlimited or unregulated fishing will

deplete the trout stock. Therefore, this research also anempted to define the factual basis

and underlying belief structure that influenced key attitudes supporting or hindering the

objectives of IBEC.
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4. Methodology

4.1 I.trod.dioa

The primary reason ror using a survey approach is that there is no other source of

inrormation which addresses the fundamental research question. As Sheskin (1985) aptly

stated "...when such 'reatures' include the behavioural characteristics of human subjects,

SW'Vey research becomes a primary data collection tool.". The main reasons ror using a

mail survey for this thesis were that mail surveys are simple and cost effective (Lowery,

1978; Hams and Bergersen. 1985; Williams et al., 1986; Pollock et al., 1994). The

application of the questionnaire was undertaken using a modified version of the approach

outlined by Fowler (1988) ror this typeofresean::h.

4.2 Rdlalac the Researdl Qaestio.

The research question emerges from a combinatic'O of the historic connict in

wildlife management objectives in Newfoundland, which remains unresolved, and the

current management needs and goals of the Indian Bay Ecosystem Corporation. The

literature on society and wildlife suggests looking at the broader context ofcultural

values. Yet, the growing body of literature on human dimensions in resource management

potentially offers more specific insights through research into the behavioural antecedents

(beliefs, attitudes, and behavioural intentions) of direct action. To ensure that the key

questions are relevant to the IBEC, two steps were followed in focussing the research

question: (I) meetings with the stakeholder groups, including review of government
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agency responses to the mEC proposal; and. (2) a workshop with key participants

involved in the mEC project.

Bright el al., (1993) summarized this pre-questionnaire process whereby the

content ofa message should be developed by eliciting the beliefs regarding the outcomes

to implementing such a policy which are most salient to the public. This may be done by

using an elicitation study (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980). that is. asking about the important

positive and negative outcomes of implementing a particular management policy.

Interviews were conducted with the key agencies involved with the Indian Bay

recreational fish management project. They were asked for their general perceptions

about the proposed management approach and what infonnation would be most useful

and appropriate to gather through a survey. This was done to ensure that salient attitude

and belief statements would be included in the survey. Their answers are summarized in

Appendix One. In summary. the resulting comments focussed on the issues surrounding

delegation of management and enforcement authority. the public reaction to changes in

access and resource use regulations. the potential to realize economic benefits as

projected by mEC. and the viability ofthe recreational fishing resource to sustain the

various demands on it. As a next step, a workshop was held to build on the comments

gathered during the previous interview process in order to further refine the areas of

focus for survey research.

The workshop had invited representation of key interest groups directly involved

in the development of the Indian Bay project. The main concern with this approach was
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the Hawthorne effect whereby the participants might be conscious of their participation

and might therefore modify their reactions and participation accordingly (Spector, 1981).

During the two day workshop. presentations were given on previous research methods

applied in recreational fish management prior to the focus group discussion in order to

give a broader context for discussion.

Table 4 - I lists the participants who brain-stormed various issues relevant to the

mEC proposal, and then worked together 10 merge these ideas inlo subject groupings

which were then priorized. Table 4 - 2 lists the groups of issues discussed, and the results

of the vote for inclusion in the proposed sUJ'\ley research. Based on the ranking of priority

issues by the workshop anendees, it was apparent that the key areas of research were

regarding attitudes towards development and access, and public acceptance of

management proposals for the watershed.

Based on the research and consultations, it was hypothesized that the key

innuence on these attitudes and acceptance was the 'traditional' open access attitude of

rural Newfoundlanders. II was further hypothesized that this anitude was inter-related

with anitudes regarding the economic use of these resources and anitudes towards

regulations and other management decisions which might involve infringements on this

access. Therefore. the thesis question was formulated as a series ofquestions

Is the attitude of traditional access still prevalent?

Is there a cultural value context which supports this altitude?
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T.ble 4· 1: U •• of INIrtkip••ts ia:
(A) Research .to"l iakme"'..

Alastair Allan. Consultant: and. Mr. Michael Doyle. Senior Policy Analyst.
Ecaoomic Recovery ColDItissioo (ERe)

Mr. Mike Joy. D~tor. Tourism Division. Govemrnent ofNewfoundland

Mr. John Power. OmlOr. Land Management Division. Lands Branch. Govemme:Q1 of
Newfoundland

[ormkpartmtntallaDd Usc Cornninee. Government ofNewfOllDdIand. Intemal swnmaryof
comment!; 10 Indian Bay Management Plan from 16 provincial ami federal government agencies.

Mr. Bany Wicks. Senior Biologist and Projecl Manager. and Ibe project~gcr for the !BEC.
The Indian Bay Ecosystem Corporation.

(B) Workshop to refine resnr~. qllestioa

Mike van Zyll de Jong. Freshw.ner Fi5b Bioloz:isl.lnIand Fish and Wildlife Division. DqwtmeOI
ofFom>l Rcsoun:es and Agrifoods, Govemmmi ofNewfoundJand and labrador.

Rob PerT)'. FresltW1lef Fish BioJogisl.lnland Fish and Wildlife Division. DepartmmlofForest
ResolllttS and Agrifoods. GOVernment ofNewfound1aDd and labrador.

Dave Vardy. Ecos)'Slml Manager for Gaodcr River pilo! project. Departmenr of Development and
Rural ReneW1l. Government of Newfoundland and LabradoI".

Dr. Alistair Balb. Thesis Advisor. Department ofGeograpily. Memorial University of
Newfoundland.

Dr. WoIfg;mgHaidcr. Senior Researcher. MinistryofNaroral Resourtes. Government ofOnwio.

Dr. Larry Felt. Department of Psychology. Memorial UniversityofNewfOWldland.
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FOI'mtt:

A core group of len individuals (Iisled on Table 4-1) wae selecled 10 panicip:ne in this two-day worbbop.
On the firstd:ly, prcscn13lions wen: IT1IIde by lhe graduatesrudcnlS and Ihc gucst rescarcha providing an
ovcrvicwof~lionangling rcscarch and comnunilybascd dcvclopmenl initiatives in Newfoundland. as
well as some nev.' direclions in hum.1ll dimensions researcb for resource managemcnl problC11l-solving.
On the second day. the p;uticipanlS were given an o..ervicw of the Indian Bay management project A
brainstonningscssionpro\·idcdaliSlofissucswhicbwerecondellSCdintoeightgeneralarcasofconcem.

How 10 fllld appropriate funding 10 Plan for economic development

\\rh.al arc people's attitudes toward de..elopmeDI and access in the Indian Bay watershed?

Nced to explore knowlcdgc. beliefs and pcn:tplionsoflocalrcsidctllSlowaniswalersbed
dcvclopmentoptioll$.

4. How to gain acceptance ofrecmltional fISheries maJl.1gemmt oprions. particularly those whicb
will involve enfOKCtllClllofdiffCfellI regulations 10 cnhance cconomic goals.

Economic .... lue:s: Whal do local peoplcscc in lheireconomic future?

Political and Institulional issllCS: How IOdcvclop an inlegratcddccision-makingpl'OCeSs thai
incorporatCSconscrvalionandccollOmicgoals. How loachiC\'ecoopcr.loon berwccn regional
gwls''Cr5l1s zonal. or local goals: and. how loenslll'C political and institlltional accollntooilily.

Corrmunily·based management issues: How 10 do if!

Angler motivations: Why do people fish'!

KcyissllCS:

TbeparticipanlS wen: then asked to priorize the issIICSby ranking theu top thm: issues. Forcach calegory
the mWng5 were lotaled. Two key issues wen: identified:

The need to understand local anilUdes IOwaed development md access; and.
Howtogainaccepcanceofnew~l~forthewatenhedandilSrcsourccs.
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What is lhe current cultural value context of the local communities involved in the
decision-making for the management of the lndian Bay watershed?

Are there underlying predictive relationships between key attitudes and beliefs
that can be targeted by persuasive messages in order to gain acceptance of new
management proposals?

Ultimately the goal for the mEC would be to move the management agenda from the

historical conflict fonun to one of negotiation, perhaps even cooperation?

The issues with respect 10 the research question that would be relevant to both

anglers and non-anglers within the mEC area fell into three themes:

Access: access into the watershed; access to recreational cabin development
opportunities; and access 10 the trout resource;

Development: general economic development; specific sport fish development
options; perceived impacts of development on the angling experience; and,

Management: condition of the trout resource and who should manage.

It was necessary to frame the hypotheses in the context of the statistical methods

chosen to analyse (he theoretical framcwork of the thesis (see Chapter 5). Principal

component analysis was used to explore the social values in the local communities

following the Cultural Paradigm Theory. For the Theory of Reasoned Action, the

Pearson product moment correlational (r) analysis and step-wise linear regression were

applied to explore attitudelbelief structures.

4.3.1 The Antlude aad BeliefQuestioas

This was a one-time survey where all measurements were taken at one point in

time. The selection ofthe variables thai were to be incorporated into the attiturlefbelief
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questions considered !he personal relevance of the issue to the participants, !he

accessibility ofthe respondent's attitude when reading the statement. and the salience of

the content of the statement to the topic. Noe and Hammitt (1992) observed that, as the

personal relevance ofinfonnation or action increases, individuals are increasingly

motivated to evaluate more highly the consequences of an action. Because oithis

increased evaluational introspection. attitudinal beliefs or opinions may be less directly

influential in predicting an outcome. For this reason, the variables derived from the

interviews and workshop were translated into questions focussed on activities that were

directly relevant to management of the watershed and the interests of the rural

populations that would be responding to the questionnaire.

According to Sigler (1990), questions should be briefly worded, straightforward.

unambiguous, and deal with only one topic or idea per statement. Sigler (1990) further

states that each item should have 'face validity' which clearly contributes to some facet of

the overall concept being evaluated.

Another consideration in selecting the statements that might compose an attitude

structure is an uootrntanding of the link between environmental attitudes and important

social values (Eagly and Kulesa, 1997). This was particularly important in selecting the

subjects and developing the statements that would incorporate the environmental altitude

in a r«reational activity context that is relevant to the respondents. In Bazerman (1997),

it was indicated that high accessibilityofan attitude is not sufficient to induce a strong

attitude-behaviour relation. the attitude must in addition be perceived as relevant to the
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behaviour. Since the survey was being applied to both anglers and non-anglers., the

questions posed to both these groups included statements regarding access 10 the

watershed and cabin development in general. Bolh recreational activities have been

claimed as a 'traditional right' by the public. The interview and workshop exercises

confinned these issues as main issues relevant to the lndian Bay projeet. The thesis

explores Ihe relationship, ifany, of the salient beliefs associated with these key activities,

angling. access within the watershed and cabin development, and attitudes towards use of

these resources (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980).

Ajzen's (1988) attitudinal research distinguishes between three categories of

responses: cognition. affect, and conation. In this survey, the attitude queslions were

structured to correspond 10 these three categories in an effort to build an attitude scale,

otherwise referred to by Eagly (1993) as an attitude structure. Responses are aggregated

in order to eliminate the influence of unique factors associated with any given time

(Ajzen. 1988). The selection of survey questions attempted to follow Azjen's logic

whereby the responses 10 these items in their totality would reveal the respondent's

overall altitude. The ilem lotal correlation, or internal consistency, is important.

Construction of an attilude scale need only involve the selection of a small number of

items with internal consislency(Eagly. 1993).

Historically social psychologists have emphasized the properties ofdirectionality

and intensity when using scales 10 measure attitudes, and the Likert technique assists in

establishing a hierarchical ordering of the variables. The altitude questions were designed
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for the respondenlS to indicate their level of agreement wilh a statement on a 7-point

Likert scale (strongly disagree had a value of I and strongly agree had a value or7). An

odd number scale was used in order to allow respondenlS to indicate a neutnll response

(value = 4), otherwise the lack ofmis option would essentiallycfeale an attitude. When

using !he Likert scale, Petty and Cacioppo (1981) recommended that each statement

should clearly express either a positive or negative feeling about the issue under

consideration. The presence of an object elicits a generally favourable or unfavourable

evaluative reaction which is the allitude toward the object. This attitude, in tum.

predisposes cognitive. alTective. and conative responses to the object. responses whose

evaluative tone is consistent with the overall altitude (Ajzen. 1988). For example,

Statement I: Tourism is a valuable economic asset to the Indian Bay area.

Statement 2: The recreational trout fishery of Indian Bay watershed could
become an importam pan of the local economy.

Statement 3: We should encourage more people to fish in the Indian Bay
watershed.

For this hierarchy. if a respondent indicates a positive altitude towards tourism and holds

the belief that recreational fishing is imponantto the economy, then they would logically

support the action stated in Statement 3. Yet, researchers have repeatedly demonstnlted.

general environmemal altitudes such as thc popular cnvironmental concern variable are

usually only weakly correlated with particular environmemally fiiendly behaviours

(Finger. 1994). Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) stale that only when a measure of attitude can

first be shown to serve as a detenninant of intention does it pay to investigate the beliefs
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that underlie the attitude. A given set ofbeliefs is ofexplanatory value only if it can be

shown to be the detemtinant of the altitude or subjective nonn that underlies the

intention. and ultimately the behaviour. under investigation. There is no direct predictive

connection between altitudes and subjective norms to behaviour. 1berefore, it is

impet;ltive to be able to identify an intention thac is highly related to the behaviour under

examination. More specific attitudes are more predictive of behaviour (Bazennan, 1997).

Another impottant consideration in the design of the questions. according to the

Theory of Reasoned Action, in order to change behaviour. the arguments included in the

persuasive message should be statements regarding lhe consequences of perfonning the

behaviour, not statements about the larget of the behaviour (Ajzen and Fishbein. 1980).

This principle applies to the development of the attilude questions as well. Eaglyand

Chaiken (1993) lake this theory a step further in lheirdefinition ofan attitude structure

which implies relationships or linkages between altitudes. While three statements might

be sufficient to construct an altitude scale, there might be a relationship between attitudes

that could allow more than one attitude to be changed ifa targeted message affected a

fundamental belief underpinning altitude structure. The variables chosen for the lndian

Bay survey may show similar consistencies between attitudes which might in tum be

useful to explore in the statistical analyses.

There are three themes in the lndian Bay attitude survey stemming from the

Management Plan prepared by the Indian Bay Ecosystem Corporation and the discussions

at the workshop held to identify the key issues for the survey. These are: access to the
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watershed and its resources. development issues related to general values. span fish

development and the impacts ofother development (industrial). and the management of

resources. The questions are found on Table 5·1 (where they are categorized by theme).

4.3.1 RespondeDt profitt q.estioas

The only questions that provided any specific infonnation about the respondents

were those regarding their involvement in recreational activities in the Indian Bay

watershed. Schoolmaster er al.. (1985) made the observation that, the experience level of

an individual has been shown to be related to the specificity with which recreationists

defined their expectations for a particular experience. Manfredo. et al.. (1992) preferred

the rationale that when attitude-behaviour relationships are weak:. one explanation could

be altitude accessibility. i.e. attitudes might not guide behaviour because they are not

accessed or available in memory because they are not pari of the individual's immediate

experience. Resuhs of attitude-behavioural intention relationship tests show that, at

higher levels ofexperience. there is an improved prediction of intentions to support the

policy and attitudes tend to be more extreme.

A limited number of knowledge questions were asked. For questions answered by

all respondents, the knowledge questions were phrased as opinions on such items as the

condition of the lndian Bay fish stocks. the effect of mining on fish stocks. or the effect of

logging on a fishing experience. The answers were indicated on a Likert scale. The only

other question answered by all respondents related to the reoognition of mEc. For

anglers only. there were additional technical questions about fishing gear, reasons for
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fishing (motivations), and specific recreational fish management preferences. This

infonnation was expected to be useful to the lBEe.

No socio-economic infonnation was gathered. Although this linkage between

user attributes and preferences may appear logical, evidence as to it's reliability and

usefulness is inconclusive. Researchers have questioned the use ofsocio-demographic

variables as predictors of recreational panicipation (Schoolmaster et al., 1985). therefore

it was decided not to risk antagonizing the respondent (Sheskin, 1985) with questions on

personal infonnation which were not essential to the central questions ofthe survey.

4.4 Research Design

4,4.1 Whom 10 s.rvey?

The research question involves the management of public resources and the

implications of management decisions on the people who use these resources. Natural

resources are to be managed by government in 'trust' for the benefit of all the residents of

the province. While the main beneficiaries of the recreational trout resource of the Indian

Bay watershed could be said to be the anglers who harvest the fish. nonetheless the

resource belongs to a larger public. and the perspectives of that larger group needs to be

considered in the development of management policy. Moreover, the infonnation sought

will be used in an inferential manner to characterize the response from the Newfoundland

public, not only to the lndian Bay proposal in particular, but to other similar proposals

elsewhere in the province. Therefore, for this research, the questionnaire was sent to

anglers and non-anglers alike, irrespective of membership in any associations,
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municipalities or other defined constituency within a specific geographic area

surrounding the lndian Bay watershed. According to Gigliotti and Peyton (1993), if

agencies are obligated to allocate resources equitably among users, it is important to

detennine the extem to which the objectives of influential interest groups. such as the

lBEC. represent all users of a par1icular resource before allocation decisions are made.

Only the public can answer that question. Therefore, both anglers and non·anglers were

included for the sampling frame.

Another concern in deciding on the sampling frame was the element of emotional

response on the pan of panicipants. Given the potential for emotion as outlined in

Chapter 2, there could be a concern for bias and skewed reaction to the questions in the

survey. As noted by Vining (1987). ..... it is likely that emotional or passionate advocacy

motivates protest and challenge of professional resource management decisions." To

counter this concern, the questionnaire was applied during a time when there was no

appreciable public profile ofany infringement of 'traditional' public access. In fact, the

special pilot Gander River licence was issued two months after this survey was

conducted. Therefore. these results are indicative of public beliefs and attitudes prior to

the 'privatization' controversy (see Chapter 2).

To detennine the sampling frame. the selection factors itemized by Sheskin

(1985) summarized the approach: cost, time. geography. level of accuracy and sub.group

analysis. The most imponant factor is the quality of the data to be collected. This is

measured by the level of accuracy which is the standard in questionnaire research studies.
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The standard in the field is a 95°/, confidence level with a +1- 5% confidence interval

level. a goal which requires a minimwn of384 responses to the survey (Sheskin. 1985)

The sludy area for lhe thesis was the Indian Bay watershed. therefore the sample

population was selected from the communities which were in the local area (refer to

Figure One in Chapter 2). These communities were selected on the basis that they were

the communities which elected the memDeT's of the Board of Directors for the Indian Bay

Ecosystem Corporation. Therefore, the questionnaire was sent to randomly selected

residents in the Indian Bay project area, proportional to population. including: Gamba.

Hare Bay. Dover. Centreville·Wareham·Trinity, lndian Bay, Greenspond. Badger's Quay.

Valleyfield. Pool's Island. Wesleyville, Newtown, Pound Cove. Templemann. Brookfield.

lumsden, and Musgrave Haroour. At the time ofthe survey, the population in the area,

for 1991, was 13,261 (1991 Census). Subsequent to the application of the survey. the

1996 Census data was released indicating a population of 12,367 which represents a

declineof7%.

In order to obtain addresses ofpotential participants in the study. a telephone

survey was undertaken. A list of telephone numbers, the script, and record forms was

prepared by the coordinator. and callers were recruited in the local area which made it

easier for repeat calls. A proportionate stratified random sampling approach was applied

to obtain the telephone number lists for each caller. As noted by Dillman (1978), the

telephone directory was the most readily available source of addresses and telephone

numbers, moreover, it was relatively recent and a public document. Telephone calls were
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made for random telephone numbers selected proportionately by exchange from the

above communities.

Fowler and Mangione (1990) stress the importance of training of interviewers in

order to enable interviewers to have fewer non-responses. Therefore, interviewers were

given a presentation which explained what the project was about. and stressed the

importance for an accurate list ofaddresses ofparticipants. Interviewers were given a

prepared script (as per Fowler, 1988) and then supervised as they practised it on each

other (Sheskin. 1985). The script included an introduction to the reason for the telephone

call and instructions for the caller that they were to ask to speak to the person in the

household, over 18 years old, who would be celebrating their birthday next. The purpose

ofthis question was to ensure randomness in the selection of respondent from any

particular household or family unit. This was done in order to avoid bias, such as, the

head of the household always filling out the questionnaire, or any other pattern of

response that might be characteristic of that particular area (i.e., women might handle

most telephone calls in the household). The individual contacted was asked if they were

willing to participate in the survey, and if they fished (or not). The callers were

periodically supervised during the interview process, which was important for

consistency and to limit interviewer effects (Fowler and Mangione, 1990).

Oksenberg, et a!. (1986), concluded that interviewers with low refusal rates were

likely 10 have comparatively higher pitched voices, greater ranges of variation in pitch,

greater loudness, faster rates of speaking, and clearer and more district pronunciation.
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Successful interviewers were characterized as more competent and as having a more

positive approach to the respondent and the interview, and exhibited smooth. unhesitant

speaking. For the telephone survey, there was overall a 76% rate ofsuccess resulting in

900 addresses of individuals who agreed to participate in the survey. In discussing this

result with the group leaders, we attributed this rate to several factors including the age of

the callers (15-17 yean). the lack of previous experience in telephone interviewing, the

complexity of the respondent selection question, and surprisingly large number of

telephone number that were no longer in service. Female interviewers t}Jlically have

higher success rate than male interviewers (Fowler and Mangione, 1990); this was not

evident here as all but one interviewer was female.

One of the initial concerns with a mail survey. as pointed out by Sheskin (1985),

is the t}Jlicallow rate of return. However, in recent research undenaken by Condon and

Adamowicz (1993), in Newfoundland, they reponed a response rate of52% for a general

household survey. In a moose hunter survey conducted in 1994, Condon achieved a

response rate of84% (sample size of 1,495). On the basis of these response rates, it was

decided to cut off the telephone interviews once 900 addresses had been secured. As

there were two distinct groups ofpanicipanlS: non-anglers and anglers, 400 non-angler

surveys and 500 angler surveys were sent out.

4,4.2 Appllc::atioD of the survey proc::m

The approach to the layout. printing, and mailing of the questionnaire followed

the 'Total Design Method' outlined by Dillman in 1978 where he stressed the imponance
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ofprofessionaJism, personalization, honesty, directness, and anention to detail in survey

work. Table 4 - 6 outlines the procedures followed in carryingoot the mail survey, which

is summarized in Sigler(I990). The first mailing was the most comprehensive and

included the cover letter, which in this case was on the first page of the booklel

questionnaire. The numbered queslionnaire and a postage-paid return envelope which

had Ihe Memorial University of Newfoundland address were the only two items in the

envelope. The return envelope was preprinted which meanl that it was nOI as

personalized as a return envelope with a stamp which Dillman found 10 result in increased

returns. However, this preprinted relurn envelope did resull in cost savings as only the

postage on the used envelopes had to be paid. In order 10 increase the response rate

(Sheskin, 1985) the survey was sent in white envelopes rather than manila with colorful

adhesive postage stamps. 1be package was sent by firsl class mail and the return address

was clearly indicated. The envelope was specifically addressed 10 the individual who had

responded positively in Ihe telephone interview 10 participating in the survey.

Although the letter was not on official letterhead, it had a title, plus a map of the

area referred to in the leiter, and the full title and the original signature of the project

leader. The letter clearly identified the purpose ofthe questionnaire and the importance

of the individual's panicipation (Dillman. 1978), and a telephone number was identified

for the respondents to call ifthey had any questions. The survey presentation, in booklet

fonn for a less fonnidable appearance, used straight-forward, unambiguous questions

carefully ordered and presented in a visually attractive manner (Dillman. 1978). To offset
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any qualms about expressing their personal preferences and thoughts in a questionnaire.

the lcner indicated that the respondents confidentiality would be assured.

McDonough el af. (1987) discuss how angler reactions are influenced by the

characteristics of the communication about regulations. They described the existence of

a network approach to the communication of infonnation. This would suggest that

network position. i.e., links with other organizations such as. lBEC or government, may

be more powerful than individual attributes in explaining resource valuation. Patterns of

control and exchange of information influence the value people place on a resource

because these patterns influence knowledge. beliefs, and attitudes toward that resource.

To counter this concern, the questionnalre was prepared under the auspices of Memorial

University ofNewfoundtand.

Heberlein and Baumgartner (1978) proposed that the number ofcontacts and

salience to the respondent were found to explain 51%ofthe variance in the final

response. They found that government organization sponsorship, type of population, such

as specialized sub-groups (i. e.,students, employees. and military personnel) as compared

to surveys of the general population, are more likely to return questionnaires. The use of

a special class of mail or telephone on the third contact, and the use of metered mail on

the outer envelope were found to affect the final response rate. The length of the

questionnaire had no or only a slightly negative effect. Dillman (1978) has provided

some evidence that length is not necessarily a disadvantage for mall surveys.

Sponsorship through Memorial University, doing the pre-mailing telephane survey, plus
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following the total design method were hoped to offset the disadvantages ofa general

public mailing.

The survey was conducted during the period between February 10 April of 1998.

This timing was selected in order to avoid the ChrislmaS season and allow enough time

for follow-up mailings well before the summer angling season would begin. The overall

response rate for the questionnaire was 486 useable returns, or 54%. Of these. 270 were

anglers questionnaires (65%), and 216 were non-angler queslionnaires (42%). This

means that the response rate achieved the 95% confidence level (+1. 5%).

4.4.3 Preplntio. of dala for 1.llysis.

Data were coded and entered into the SPSS 7.5. Graduale Pack for Windows.

SPSS lnc.• 1996 statistical program. Missing data could pose a problem for analysis.

Tabachnick and Fidell (1996) indicated that Ihe pattern of missing data is more impor1ant

than the amount missing. In the case of the Indian Bay data, the missing data appeared 10

occur at random. Approximately 8% ofdata (N=19) would be missing on average for

each variable. Nonetheless. for this research. it was decided to omit the missing data

rather than to try to calculate an average value on the basis of an educated guess. This

substitute value would have an effect on the statistical calculations as it would modify the

emphasis of the real values. Given the generous number of responses to the survey (more

than N=486). any surveys which missed an entire seclion could be omitted from the data

base withoul significantly jeopardizing the validityoflhe resulls.

Another consideration for data screening is whether data should he transfonned.

however. this is only necessary ifthedala must be normally distributed for statistical
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application. For example, the general statement "Tourism is a valuable economic asset to

the Indian Bay area" and "Some ponds ...should be kept remote...." and the statement

that '''The trout resource ...was an imponant tourist attraction," received very high

endorsement by respondents. Therefore, these variables were omitted from some of the

statistical calculations. However, according to Tabachnick and Fidell (1996), nonnal

distribution is not necessary for attitude research, therefore no transfonnations were

undenaken for the descriptive statistics or calculation of the Pearson correlation

coefficient. The only transfonnation technique applied was a varimax rotation used in the

principal component analysis. This is commonly used to enhance the results of this type

of analysis (Tabachnick and Fidell, 1996).

Multi-<:ollinearity and singularity were issues that were addressed during the

application of principal component analysis in developing anitude scales. This occurs

when variables are very highly correlated, or redundant, that is, one of the variables is a

combination of several other variables (Tabachnick and Fidel!. 1996). If an index value

>30 was found, then multi·collinearity was present. The variables which contributed to

this high value were omitted and these were selected based on similarity to other

statements (redundancy), and the index value was re-<:alculated until the appropriate value

below 30 could be obtained. Therefore, for the first principal component analysis using

all respondent statements only, three statement were excluded in order to achieve an

acceptable multi-<:ollinearity value. These were:

Some ponds in the watershed should be kept as remote areas. (pondremote)
Tourism is a valuable economic asset to the Indian Bay area.
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Trout fishing in the Indian Bay watm;hed is an important tourist attraction for the
region.

All three of these statement had very high agreement from all respondents.

Statements which conveyed similar values were included. For example, statemems

regarding access into Ihe watershed. the value of the recreational fishery to the local

economy, and specific recreational sport fishing options. were included in the survey.

For the second principal components analysis using angler respondem statement

only. five statements were excluded in order to achieve an acceptable multi-collinearity

value. This was done by systematically running the test for multi-collinearity on these

statemems. The statements which were excluded were:

The scenery is important to the enjoyment ofa fishing experience in Indian Bay.
Iwould not like to fish in an area where I could hear mining activity.
I would not like to fish in an area where I could hear logging activity.
It is important to increase the trout population.
It is important to leam what people think about the trout in the watershed.

For each ofthese statements, a statement which captured the same value was included.

For example. statements about seeing mining or logging activity were included. as well as

a statement about the condition ofthe trout population, and a statemem about the

importance ofleaming what people are willing to do in order to have a healthy trout

population in the Indian Bay watershed.

The third principal componems analysis included only seventeen of the possible

40 statements applied to all respondents and anglers. This was applied to angler

responses only to these chosen statements. The statements were selected to focus on the

key value under examination, the traditional open access attitude toward lOe land and
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resources ofrural Newfoundland. Therefore, each ofthe lhree themes were represented:

access to cabins. the watershed and fish; developmem options for the recreational sport

fishery and industrial development; and. managemenl issues regarding the condition of

the resource and public involvement in management of the resource. Each theme and

sub-Iheme polentially involves infringemenl on the open access value. Moreover, this

combination ofstatements allows the respondems to indicate preferences that. when

combined. could reneet broader value struelures. such as: humanity-orienled, individual

orienled. or biosphere-orienled values.
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5.0 Res.1ts or~ Saney

5.1 latrodlldioa ••d Dtscriptive St.lilliel

S.1.1 latrod1H1i08

The survey was structured to ask the questions focussed on the traditional open

access attitude. This included access into the watershed, access to build recreational

cabins. and access to the recreational fish resource. The statements were also structured

in order to define the cultural belief system in the Indian Bay area meeting the needs of

the methodology applied in previous Cultural Paradigm research. The statemems were

designed to meet the needs oflhe Theol)' of Reasoned Action research by providing

sufficient related concepts to explore possible underlying attitude and belief structures for

the key issues in the proposed Indian Bay Ecosystem Corporation Management Plan:

access. development. and management.

The questions were in lhe fonn ofstatements posed against a 7-point Likert scale

where respondents indicated their degree ofagreement. disagreement or neutrality. For

the purposes of this chapter. each of the twenty attitude and beliefstatements given to all

respondents are referred to as .All' stalements. and the 20 altitude and belief statements

given to only angler respondenls are referred to as •Angler' or'Angler only' statements.

Furthermore. in order to minimize the volume of this chapter, these forty statements have

been assigned an abbreviation (see Table 5- I) which is used in this text.

The results ofthe survey are organized into four sections. This section (5.1)

outlines the presentation of the slatistics and the descriptive statistics (frequencies).

Section 5.2 describes the cultural paradigm models which were developed using principal
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Table 3 - I: List orSanrey State...tJ

NOIe: Bold leXI are 3blm:viations for staremmts as used in !be leXl oflbe thesis and refermces to
'watershed' is understood by respondenlS to be the Indian Bay walCrshed.

Ttteme:AcctsS

SlIb.flleme: Access to the watershed. (Questions answered by'All' respondents)

People should be able to 10 IlIywltn'c in the Indian Bayw.llcrshcd.
I should be abl.e 10 drive a vehicle anywhere I want in the Indian Bay watershed.
There should be areas ofthc: Indian Bay wall:rsbcd lhat have DO read access.
Some ponds in Ibe wateoocd should be kept as moolC areas. (pond fftMte)

Cabin deve&op_t CIlI$eS damage to the natural envimllfTlCllL
No mott cabins should be buill in the Indian Bay watershed.
Cabin development should be rcsuietcd!O a few select areas. (CabIM rnlricftd)
There should be no rntricrkNrson building a cabin in thcw.uershcd.

Sub-1M,.; A"ess to tlte troUf rnoflrft, (Queslions answered by'Anglen' only)

AU Newfoundlanders h:lve a InIIlfionaJ right!O fish anywhere in the watenlled.
There should he a eheek poill' on the access t'OIId ... where everyone must report.
Different rq;.lafiolts are necded on different poods io order to provide range of;mgling
opporruniliainlhelndianBaywatcrshed.
Some points in the Indian Bily watershed should he closed to i<:e fishing (no ice).
Trout fishing on some ponds in the watershed sllould be caldl and rekaseonly
Some ponds in the watenhed should he R1lnaeed specirlcally for U'OPhy lrOut.
Trout fishing on some ponds in the watershed should he ny fklllni only,

Theme: Development

Sub-thmv: Gflleraltourism developmellt (Questions answered by'AU' respondents)

Tourism is a valuable economic asset 10 the Indian Bay watershed.
Trout fishing in the watersbed is an impcrtanttouriSlanractlon f<wlhcregion.
The rec:rnticllla' trout fishCIY of Indian Bay watershed could become an ilJ1lOrtant part of lhe
local economy.

Sub-theme: Sport fkhill'C dncloplllCftt (Queslions answcn:d by 'Atr respondents)

An ournnill& lodge should be allowed in tht Indian Bay walCT$hed.
Recreational &uldin& services should be Increased in the: Indian Bay watershed.
I woold be conttmed about 100 many tourists lak.ingour fish in the walcooed.
Wt should tntourage more people to fish in lhc Indian Bay watershed.
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Table >1: List of Survey Staleme.tli (Co'II'd)

Mini... should be allowed in the Indian Bay WlIrershed.
Mining will directly affect the trout population. (Mi.,-p)
Toorists would not fish in an area wheretheycoold hear or scc mining aetivity(ltnrml.).

Questionsanswertd by °Anglers' only:
The SCCHry is~t to thcenjoymcnl ofa flshingellperience in Indian Bay.
I would not fish when: I could we II ubi•.
I WQuld not like 10 fish in anan:a where I could we mlnJalactivity.
I would not like to fish in an an:a where I could hnr mini activity.
[WQuld not like to fISh in an area wh~ I could Ittar I xfivirieso
[wouldnotliketo fisltwhert[cooldSftlldtar-cu•.

Theme: MaDagemenl

Sub-thtme; Pnttplio.llJId ~dilioaof trout racMlr&:e.

Questions answered by 'Air respondenfS;
More b6eleglul infonnafion is needed in order to manage the rrDUt in Indian Bay mort
errecti~'tly.

Questions answered by °Anglers° only:
I would like 10 have a VlIrie!yofdirren:muctinlopportullities in the water.;hed.
The rrDUt population in the Indian Bay wafersbed has decreased.
It is important to IlKre_ the trout population.
Very unle is bown about the trout population of the Indian Bay watershed.
The trout population in the watcrshOO is \-uIMt'able and can be easily over fished.
IWQuldliketoha\·ea~1trietyofdifTerentan"lalopportunitiC'Sinthewatershed.

Questionsans""eredby'An'~dc:nlS;

People who use the Indian Bay WlItmhcd should hal'e a say in managing the trout fisllery.
(lIlaaacc)

Questionsanswcm:lby'Angler.;'ooly:
It is import3nl to leam what people think abouf ttOllt in the watershed.
It is importallt to Ieam whal people are williDg to do iD ort!er to halle a healthy trout populatioDin
thc Indian llay ...."3ter.;hed.
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component analysis. Section 5.3 summarizes the application orthe Theory of Reasoned

Action by identifying beliefor attitude structures that have a predictive relationship with

detenninant attitudes. Depending upon the receptivity ofthc determinant attitude to

persuasive communications, key messages could be targeted towards the beliellattitude

structure that in tum might influence the determinant attitude. The final summary can be

found in chapter 6, where the three statistical methodologies will be reviewed in the

context of the theoretical framework orthe thesis.

5.1.:! DeKriplive Stltistin

The descriptive results are summarized by the strength of respondent answers to

the forty attitude and belief statements (Refer 10 Appendix Two· Tables Two and Three).

These results provide a profile of the prevailing attitudes and beliefs. Moreover, by

analysing these attitudes and beliefs by direction and strength assists in exploring

opportunities to apply persuasive communications more successfully. There are three

categories of attitudes and beliefs: strongly held beliefs. ambivalent beliefs. and the third

category consisted of beliefs which had some agreement or disagreement. however. there

were over 30% of respondents indicating ambivalence.

Strongly held beliefs were defined as having a Likert scale score of6 and 7 (on a

7-point scale) where over 50"1a ofrespondenls agreed with the statement. For example. if

52% of respondents agreed with a statement then ifall the neutral and disagreed scores

were summed. they would not be greater than the number of respondents that agreed.

There were eighteen strong beliefs and attitudes overall. eleven held by all respondents
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and seven altributed to the angler only statements. There were no strong beliefs regarding

specific economic development or management statements for either group.

Four statements had over 800;. agreement from all respondents including three

statements overwhelmingly supporting the general economic development statements,

plus the value of keeping some ponds remote. Three statements answered by anglers only

had over 80"10 support. Anglers were very interested in increasing the trout stocks (90%,)

in learning what people would do to manage the stocks effectively (84%), and believed

that sceneI)' was important to the angling experience (82%). All respondents show very

strong support for general, broad statements, while the anglers indicate very strong

support for statements for personal angling satisfaction and consultation values.

The next set of statements representing strongly held beliefs and attitudes for all

respondents (with 52%-65% scores) dealt with the control ofvchicular access and cabin

development in the watershed, the importance of consulting with users oflhe watershed.

the need for more biological infonnation, and the concern about potential impacts of

mining development on the lroUl resource. For anglers. the corresponding strongly held

beliefs (having 540/. - 73% scores) included support for voluntary reporting to a

checkpoint by all anglers, which is consistent with their equally strong support of the

beliefs that trout nllmbers have declined and they are vulnerable to over fishing. Anglers

also strongly believe that we need to know what people think abollt the trout stocks in

order to manage them more effectively. These results indicate that regulations are

supported. While trout decrease in population is acknowledged, there is no dear
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indication of a potential cause, allhough there is recognition ofthe human impact. Again.

consultation is strongly supported.

The second category was 'ambivalence' where the sum of the Liken scale scores

for slightly agree, neutral and slightly disagree (Licken values 3, 4, and 5) were greater

that either the agree or disagree scores. These ambivalem beliefs and attitudes might offer

the greatest opportunity fm persuasive communications due to the lack ofcommitment to

a strong position regarding the statement. All respondents were decidedly uncertain about

whether cabin development caused damage to the environment or whether a policy of no

more cabins should be applied. They were uncertain about allowing mining

development. They were still quite ambivalent about allowing outfilling developmem or

encouraging policies in support ofdeveloping trophy size trout to aUract sport fishermen,

and they were very uncertain (52%) about whether to encourage more people to fish at

all ~ Anglers indicated a significant lack ofcommitment to further scientific research

(60%). They were not convinced that the presence ofresourc:e extraction related

activities, such as mining and logging, were a deterrent to angling activity. On the other

hand. they were also ambivalent about having a traditional right to fish anywhere, or

having some ponds designated for fly fishing only, catch and release only or closed to ice

fishing only. These results indicate that, for all developmem initiatives whether

recreational cabins, recreational fishing or industrial developmem, the Indian Bay

respondents had no fixed position. It is important, from the thesis question viewpoint. to

note thai the traditional right of access for fishing is also not a fixed belief. How this
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belief is associated with the other statements will be explored in the anitudelbelief

structural analysis.

The third category consisted ofbeliefs which had some agreement or

disagreement, however, there were over 30"10 of respondents indicating ambivalence. All

respondents supponed the current open access (go ••ywhere) in the watershed. There

was suppon for contradictory statements that is, suppon for increasing guiding activity,

yet respondents were concerned about tourists taking their fish. For the statements

provided to anglers only, the results revealed anglers wanted a variety ofangling

opportunities and they suppon regulations. Also, cabin development has little impact on

choice ofangling destination.

These analysis of the attitudelbelief statement results are summarized in Chapter

6.0 whcre they are presented in the context of their underlying predictive relationships

and the implications for persuasive communications.

The recreation participation results indicated a high level ofactivity in the lndian

Bay watershed (Table 5 - 2). Familiarity of the area reduces the possibility of 'created'

attitudes where respondents make up an opinion in response to the statement in the

questioMaire. Most respondents pursued snowmobiling and visiting a friend's cabin

within the lndian Bay watershed. Hunting was also done by most anglers (54%), but only

40% of non-anglers. In contrast, few respondents pursued wood cutting, cross-country

siding and trapping. The primary motives for fishing were priorized as, enjoying nature,

relaxation and enjoying friends and family. Yet, anglers indicated that they prefer larger

fish and no maximum size limit, and an increased daily bag limit.
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TableS-I:
RftreatiOllal Activities pln.ed by Rnpoadtats ill the I_dl.. Bay watershed.

-AdMIy All AqIen .:.
s--. 61'/0 65% 56%

VIdtbtc a frtead'a abIII 55 58 5\

Uo_ 48 54 40

c....-. 37 43 31- 30 42 2.W_I 34 34 34--I 34 30 32

AI Ternia Veil.. 20 32 18

8..,..' • ..,. ... 22 24 20.....
W.... e-ttiII, 12 13 11

CnIa CoutryS-. 11 \2 11

T_ O • 4
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5.2 The Cultw:ral PltacUC_ I. tate (.dl.D s.y .re.

5.2.1 ......eipal CompoDnlts ApprollCh

Principal component analysis was chosen as the statistical method to assist in the

development of the cultural paradigm as this technique is concerned with discovering the

underlying structure exhibited by a group of variables, in this case, value statements. The

resulting groups of variables or values into Components can be interpreted as the

underlying value system ofthe survey respondents related to the Indian Bay watershed

and the key management issues related to the Indian Bay watershed. Principal component

analysis is concerned only with the "common" sources of variation, that is, the results

indicate an estimation of the proportion ofthe variance ofthat variable that is held in

common with all the other variables. To achieve a solution which sorts out components

that best summarize particularduSiers of variables, which is the goal of the cultural

paradigm research, principal component analysis requires the application of a varimax

rotation to the results ofthe principal components (PC) extraction (which was the firsl

step in the Principal component process). Varimax rotation puts loadings on the variables

identified as contributing to the common variation (PC) with the result of maximizing

high correlations and minimizing low ones (Tabachnik and Fidell, 1996). This is a

transformation process which maximizes the variance of Components by making high

loadings higher and low ones lower for each Component. Varimax rotation is most

commonly used by human geographers (Tabachnik and Fidell, 1996).

There were three applications of principal component analysis 10 the Indian Bay

questionnaire results. The first 20 questions that were answered by all respondents, hath
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anglers and noo~anglcn, provides a sample size of 464. The second set of20 questions

which were answered by anglers only represents a sample size of 260. And a third

principal component analysis involved separating the non.angler responses from the first

20 questions and applying principal component analysis to variables selected from the

angler responses to all 40 questions (N=260). According to Tabachnik and Fidel!, sample

size is an important consideration to ensure reliable results. They indicate that a sample

size of200 is considered fair, 300 is good and 500 is very good. Based on this guide, the

first proposed application of principal component analysis has a very sound comfon level

and the second and third applications, which were for the angler-only respondents, have a

rating which is closer to 'good' than 'fair'.

Another consideration for the application of principal component analysis is the

distribution of the data. While nonnality is not required. it does enhance the results. In

the results of me Indian Bay questionnaire. there were several variables which had severe

skewness. These were removed from the analysis. Another concern in reviewing the data

for principal component analysis is the pcesence of multi-collinearity and singularity.

With multi-collinearity, the variables are very highly correlated and with singularity, the

variables are redundant (Tabachnik and Fidel!. 1996). In order to screen the data, the

conditioning index was detennined for each set of variables using the criteria of a

conditioning index of >30 (Tabachnik and Fidell. 1996).

The questions posed in the questionnaire were broken down into three categories:

(I) access to the watershed and resources by local residents for personal use (access,

cabins. fishing); (2) development in the watershed: possible economic development of
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the trout resource (contribution to the economy. development ofoutfitting lodge. guiding

services) and the impact of industrial development (logging, mining); and, (3)

management: the condition and management oflhe trout resource (local involvement,

knowledge ofresource). 11lese three categories deal with the central questions at issue

with the IBEe watershed development planning process. All three categories were

covered in the first 20 questions posed to all respondents. However. in the 20 questions

posed to anglers only. the economic development of the trout resource was not covered a

second time. The questions were also structured to reflect the three broad categories of

cultural values defined in the Generalized Value System summarized in Chapter 3:

Individual-, Humanity- or Whole eanh/ecosystem-oriented values.

5.2.2 Cult_tal Paradigm bastd OD questioas answered by All Respo.dnts

In the first principal component analysis for all respondents of the 20 questions

asked, 17 variables were used as three variables were excluded on the basis of

redundancy: "Tourism is a valuable economic asset to the Indian Bay area." and Trout

fishing in the Indian Bay watershed is an important tourist auraction for the region" due

to skewness. and, "Some ponds in the watershed should be kept as remote (verydifficull

to access) areas," which was skewed but also redundant. Removal ofthese three

statements resulted in an acceptable conditioning index <30 (See Table 5 - 3).

Six components which explained 600;. of the total variance, The first component,

which explained approximately 14% of variance. could be characterized as filting most

closely to the "Humanity oriented" value system. in that the variables comprising this
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T.ble ~3: 'AU' respoadeab 10 'All' q.esdHs
Rn.lts of Rouled Compolle.t M.bix. V.rhus: rob.tioa

Total variance explained by six components: 60.2&4%.

Compo.e.II: Pro-.pcH1 fisbl_. devdopmeal- "H......lty orittlled"
(13.933% of variance; Cronbach Alpha= .6911)

Recreation guiding services should be increased in the Indian Bay watershed.
(.820)
An outfitting lodge should be allowed in the Indian Bay watershed. (.108)
The recreationallrOut fishery oflndian Bay watershed could become an imponant
part of the local economy. (.655)
We should encowage more people to fish in the Indian Bay watershed. (.613)
More biological infonnation is needed in order to manage the trout in the Indian
Bay more effectively. (480)

Compoaut 2: Aati-Mla'a. (11.166% of variance; Cronbach Alpha= -.8666)
Mining should be allowed in the Indian Bay watershed. (•.829)
Mining will directly affect the trout population. (.118)
Tourists would not fish in an area where they could hear or see mining activity.
(.676)

Compoaeall: AatkabiJI developmeal (9.9950/. of variance; Cronbach Alpha= .6090)
Cabin development should be restricted to a few select areas. (.651)
Cabin development causes damage to the natural environment. (187)
No more cabins should be built in the Indian Bay watershed. (.655)

Compoaeal4: Pro road ud cabla developmeat
(9.838% ofvariancc; Cronbacb Alpha= •.3182)

There should be areas of the watershed that have no road access. (-.122)
1should be able to drive a vehicle anywhere I want in the Indian Bay watershed.
(.709)
There should be no restriction on building a cabin in the Indian Bay watershed.
(.594)

Compoaeal5: "ladlvldu.1 omleel" (1.686% of variance; Cronbach Alpha= .3091)
People who use the Indian Bay watershed should have a say in managing the trout
fishery. (.611)
People should be able to go anywhere in the Indian Bay watershed. (.120)

CompolleDt 6: Aati-Iourist (1.562% of variance)
rwould be concerned about too many tourists taking our fish in the lndian Bay
watershed. (.811)
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Component favoured economic development oflhe trout resource, such as guiding

services and an outfitting lodge as well as encouraging more people to fish, as an

imponant part oflhe local economy. The inclusion oflhe statement for more biological

information could also be construed to mean that this would enhance management for

economic benefit from the resource. This would maximize use ofthe resource for the

greatest number of people as discussed by Merchant, and is consistent with Stem's

Altruistic concept, Axelrod's social value, and fits somewhat into Van liere and

Dunlap's "Umits to Growth" value category in the recognition of the need for

management and control (see Chapter Three). This is consistent with the second

component which was an anti-mining development message (12% variance explained),

and the third component (10% of variance) was an anli-cabin development message. All

these three components exhibited internal consistency with Cronbach alpha values >0.6

(Nwmally, 1966).

The remaining three components did not exhibit internal consistency.

Component four (1()01o ofvanance approximately) was a pro-road and pro-cabin

development message. Component five (8% of variance approximately) indicated more

"Individual oriented" values, and Component six (7.5% ofvariance) consisted ofone

statement which could be interpreted in different ways depending upon context. If it was

read in the context ofthe recreational sport fishing questions, il could be interpreted as an

expression of resentment to olher fishermen. On the other hand, if it was read in the
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COnlext of lack of biological knowledge of the trout resource and the vulnerability of the

trout population, the statement could be interpreted as a concern for the trout as a species.

Overnll, the component analysis results indicate that the economic development of

the recreational sport fish resource represeniS the most important underlying strucrure to

this particular list of variables. Component two (anti.mining) and Componem three (anti.

cabin) statements indicate a protective attitude towards the primary interest in the use of

the watershed and trout resource.

S.l-l Cllituni Pandigm for A_glen based 0.11 •A.IIgler O.ly· statCIMDt5

The results oftile Component analysis of the angler only responses reveal a

different attitude profile. Angler questionnaires contained a second set of20 questions

specifically related to recreational sport fish management. Five of the slatementss were

removed in order to achieve an acceptable conditioning index. The components that were

removed were either highly skewed, redundant, or both. The results of the Component

analysis with varimax rotation are found in Table 5 . 4.

Four Components accoumed for 55% of the variance. Component one (28% of

variance) consisted of five regulatory variables. Interestingly, the statement that

"Newfoundlanders had a traditional right to fish anywhere..... had a negative coefficient

value which indicates that when this Component is removed from the calculation, a

reliability estimate of .6077 occurred. All the management alternatives were new

regulations, i.e., catch and release ponds, nyfish only ponds. management for trophy fish.

and closure to ice fishing.
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Table 5-4: 'A.Bpn' 0_1y to •AaJler' q.adoas
Results of Rotated Compoae.t Matrix

Total variance explained by six components: 55%.

Compo.tot I: Pro RtpJatioa (27.791% of variance; Cronbach A1pha= .4320; If
remove 'traditional", then Cronbach alpha - .6077

All NewfoundlandCB have a traditional right to fish anywhere in the I.B.
watershcd.(-.552)
Different regulations are needed on different ponds in order to provide a range of
angling opportunities in me lndian Bay watershcd.(.642)
Some ponds in the Indian Baywatcnhed should be closed to ice fishing. (.655)
Trout fishing on some ponds in the Indian Bay walershed should be fly fishing
only. (.705)
Trout fishing on some ponds in the I.B. watershed should be calch and release
only. (.526)
Some ponds in the Indian Bay watershed should be managed specifically for
trophy trout.(.697)

Compoaeat Z: ADaiu lavolvemeat(10.206% of variance; Cronbach Alpha=.5692)
There should be a checkpoint on the access road into the Indian Bay watCBhed
where everyone musl report. (.650)
I would like to have a variety ofdifferent angling opportunities in the Indian Bay
watershed.(.773)
It is important to learn what people think about trout in the Indian Bay watershed.
(.597)

CompoDeIlt 3: Develop...t deten aDallag
(9.268% of variance; Cronbach Alpha:. .7114)

I would not like 10 fish in an area where I could see a clear-cuI. (.791)
I would not like 10 fish in an area where I could see mining activity. (.782)
I would not like to fish in an area where I could see a cabin. (.705)

CompooCllt 4: Vulaerahle trout stocks (7.054% of variance; Cronbach Alpha= .4889)

The trout population in the I.B. watershed is vulnerable and can be easily over
fished. (.490)
Very little is known about lhe trout population oCthe lndian Bay watershed.(.776)
The trout population in the I.B. watershed has decreased. (.582)
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These restrictions are internally correlated with the statement "Different

regulations are needed on different ponds in order to provide a range ofangling

opportunities in the Indian Bay watershed." Therefore, these restrictions are linked to the

objective ofpersonally being able to derive a wider range ofangling opportunities from

the implementation ofthese measures.

Component two (10"10 approximately of variance) is an inleresting combination of

variables which indicate a direct personal interest in achieving a varietyofangling

opportunities linked with consultation with people on what they think about trout and the

need for mandatory reporting to a checkpoint on the access road into the watershed. This

would imply a belief that 'anglers know best' and that their interests should be served in

priority. Component three (9% approximately of variance) was comprised completely of

variables indicating that anglers would not fish where they could .>ee cabins, clear-cut or

mining development. Component four (7% approximately of variance) consisted of

variables speaking to the condition of the trout resource itself: a vulnernble, decreasing

population, of which lillie is known.

Overall, the anglers exhibited values which are reflected most accurately in the

"Individual oriented" value category with a 'humanity over nature' hierarchy in values

and a clear objective to maximize their own self interest in the trout resource. The

modifying Component is thatlhese anglers are willing to be subject to regulations (which

translate into restrictions) provided that the objectives ofthese regulations will enhance

the angling opportunities.
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5.2.4 Culhlr.1 hradtg... b.sed a responses by A_elen for'All' ..d •A_Cler Only'
5C.Cements

The third principal component analysis consists ofresponses from anglers only for

a selection of variables from all 40 questions (see Table 5-5). Nine oflhe questions were

derived from the first 20 questions, and 8 were derived from the second set of20

questions. Again, variables were removed from the principal component analysis due to

skewness and redundancy, and the need to achieve an acceptable conditioning index

value.

Component one (20% approximately of variance) consists of three variables

indicating that the anglers would not fish where they could see a cabin, clear~ut or a

mine, moreover, that mining would directly affect the trout population. As well, two

other variables indicate angler's concerns for too many tourists fishing, and the fact that

Iiule is known of the trout population. These variables exhibited internal consistency with

a Cronbach alpha of .6836. The six variables comprising Component One indicate a

mixture reflecting the 'whole earth/ecosYSlem oriented' values by revealing the concern

for the condition of the trout resource and lack of knowledge about it as well as the belief

in the impact that mining would have on the trout population. This would be consistent

with the Van Liere and Dunlap's 'Balance of nature' category (Eagly and Kulsea, 1997).

This is taken further in the more personal statements of intention not to fish where they

could see mining or clear~ut activity or a cabin revealing an anti-deve!opmem attitude.
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Table 5-5: Res.1Is of PriIIdpai COIllpOHilb Aa8lysis
for AD.len oilly to t 7 of 40 qaatioaL

Tolal variance explained by six components: 6()'l1o.

CompoDeat t: Allti-deYeiopmeat (19.735% ofvariance; Cronbach AJpha=.6836)
Mining will directly affect the trout population. (.570)
I would be concerned about too many tourists taking our fish in the Indian Bay
watershed. (.533)
I would not like to fish in an area where I could see mining activity. (.791)
1would not like to fish in an area where 1could see a cabin. (.522)
I would not like to fish in an area where 1could see a clear-cut. (.657)
Very little is known about the trout population oflbe watershed. (.522)

CompoDeDt 2: Tr8dltioaal val.es a.d parttdpadoa
(11.163% of variance; Cronbach Alpha=.5371)

People who use the Indian Bay watershed should have a say in managing the trout
fishery.(.501)
People should be able to go anywhere in the Indian Bay watershed. (.718)
All Newfoundlanders have a traditional right to fish anywhere in the Indian Bay
watCTShed.(.713)

Compo.eat 3: Pro RegaladoD (9.257"1. of variance; Cronbach Alpha=.5935)
Trout fishing on some ponds in the watershed should be ny fishing only. (.742)
Trout fishing on some ponds in the watershed should be catch and release only.
(.84\)

Compoaeat 4: Pro Outfittiag (7.095% of variance; Cronbach Alpha=.6768)
An outfitting lodge should be allowed in the Indian Baywalershed. (.821)
Recreational guiding services should be increased in the watershed. (.830)

Compo.eDt 5: Coatrol cabiD developmatt
(6.811 % of variance; Cronbach Alpha=.5386)

Cabin development should be restricted to a few select areas. (.829)
Cabin development causes damage to the natural environment. (.616)

CompoaeDt 6: Restrict access 10 "'aknlled aDd lis"
(6.1190.4 ofvariance; Cronbach Alpha=.4175)

Some ponds in the lndian Bay watershed should be closed to ice fishing. (.415)
There should be areas of the watershed that have no road access. (.716)
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Component two (11% approximately of variance) consists of three variables

which express the traditional right to fish an)'Where, go anywhere in the watershed, and

that the users of the watershed should have a say in management. These variables indicate

a more ~Individual-oriented" set of values. Component three (9% approximately of

variance) indicates support for fly-fishing and catch and release regulations. While these

two variables relate to restrictions to angling activity, it is not certain whether this

Component has any relationship to conservation (whole eanh!ecosystem oriented). or a

utilitarian approach to management for the purposes ofcontrolling the trout population

for the enjoyment of the angler (individual-oriented). Component four (7% of variance)

indicates support for an outfining lodge and recreational guiding services. 1llese variables

also exhibited internal consistency with a Cronbach alpha of .6768. However, it is

difficult to establish the significance of this Component as there is no third variable to

shed a moderating effect on the relationship of these two pro economic development to

the trout resource statements. Component five (7% approximately of variance) indicates

support for reslrictions on cabin development related to a beliefof damage to the

environment, and. Component six (6% approximately of variance) consists of variables

supporting no road access and closure of some ponds to ice fishing.

5.1.5 Sum..ary of tile searcb for .lIIe Cal"nl Pand1lm of IlIIe ladi.. Bay
walenllled.

There were three principal component analyses conducted to explore the cultural

value system of the respondents. The first analysis involving all the participants who
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responded to the first twenty statements resulted in a combination of intem,lIly consistent

statements that could best be characterized as 'Humanity-oriented' or 'homocentric', The

support of the economic development ofthe sport fishing sector and encouraging more

people (not just tourists) to fish as well as the re<:ognition that more biological

infonnation is needed to manage the fish resource could be characterized by Merchant as

putting the interests of the greatest number of people first (Eagly and Kulsea., 1991). It

could also be interpreted to be somewhat 'Individual-oriented' as this would involve an

approach putting Van Liere and Dunlap's 'Man over Nature' values (Eagly and Kulsea,

1997). However, Component two (anti-mining) and Component three (Cabl. rKtrk')

indicate more ofa "Limits to Growth" approach, The remaining three Components with

no internal consistency reflect 'Individual-oriented' values.

The second principal component analysis involved angler responses to statements

only given to anglers (the second set of twenty statements). Only four Components

emerged and these also resulted in an interpretation of the statement combinations that

favoured first, a Humanity-oriented value system somewhat modified by Individual

oriented values. For example, the denial of the 'traditional' right to fish. combined with

support for regulations in general and very spedfic tenns would indicate the interest in

maximizing the resource for all users not just for oneself , i.e., the homocentric values of

Merchant (Eagly and Kulsea, 1991). Yet again, these can be seen as measures which

assert Van Liere and Dunlap's 'Man over nature' values (Eaglyand Kulsea. 1997).

Unlike the development orientation of the first principal component analysis, these
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regulations aTe aimed at protecting the fish resource which is more of a 'Whole

eanhlecosystem oriented' value system, or Merchant's eccentric approach (Eagly and

Kulsea, 1997) which reflects Van Liere and Dunlap's 'Balance of nature' values (Eagly

and Kulsea, 1997). This is reinforced by Components two and three that reflect

Axelrod's values that are socially-oriented (Eaglyand Kulsea, 1997). The fourth

Component reflects more whole earth concerns regarding the condition ofthe stocks.

The third principal component analysis was undenaken for anglers responses only

to a select number of Components taken from both sets of statements. This allowed for

the regulatory statements to be considered in the same analyses as the economic

development statements. In this scenario, the individual-oriented values were

predominant in Component one (seeml_g, kenml_e, see nbln, and see clear, and

10urisIS). These were all very egoistic values (Eagly and Kulsca, 1997). Two statements

included in Component one provide a modifying affect with 'whole earth' values

(Mlnepop and IlnlekDown) expressing 'Balance of Nature' concerns. Stem's 'egoistic'

values (Eaglyand Kulsea. 1997) arc further reinforeed in Component two (man.ce, go

lDywlJ.ere, and Iradltion.l). Component three which supports catch and release and fly

fishing measures could be interpreted from Stem's bio-spheric point of view in terms of

conserving the resource (Eagly and Kulsea, 1997). Combined with the support for

outfitting and guiding indicated in Component four, this could probably be more

appropriately construed as being part of a 'Humanity-oriented' value system. The final

two Components are whole earth oriented (cabi. mlricltoD, DO road and DO lee). Note
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thai only the individualistic values ofComponent one and the humanity -oriented values

ofComponent three had any internal consistency.

In summary, while there arc strong humanity-oriented values being expressed in

the Components for each analysis, there are also strong individual-oriented values which,

particularly for anglers, influence the priority values expressed in the principal component

analyzes. Which values exert the greatest influence in a decision-making scenario? It

would most likely be an issue specific reaction. It would seem that the comparison of the

three principal component analyzes reveals that the more directly personal statements

explain lIle greatest variance as compared to lIle more general. broad statements. 1bese

direct personal statements express the anglers intention not to fish where development

activity couid be seen or beard, whereas gener.tl statements consist of statements

concerning broader concepts, such as, lIle imponance of recreational sport fishing to

economic development.

The cultural value system in the lndian Bay area does not clearly fall into anyone

cultwal paradigm category. Generally, the balance of values for communities in the

vicinity of lIle Indian Bay watershed could be characterized as 'Humanity-oriented' with

greater influences from 'lndividually-oriented' values, as compared to 'Whole

earthlecosystem-oriented' values. The emphasis on egocentric values would be

consistent with the historical reliance on the land for subsistence (see Chapter 2). The

generally lower concern about the condition of the ttout stocks (which would constitute

'Whole earthlecosystem oriented values) would be consistent with the history ofover
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fishing which caused the decrease in both size and numbers of trout in the Indian Bay

watershed (Wicks, 1996).

While the survey respondents (N=486) were balanced at non-anglers (N=216)

and anglers (N=270), it would seem that the overall population, based on the Canadian

Wildlife Service reports (Filion. 1991) indicate proportionately a much higher number of

anglers in the Newfoundland population. Therefore, the individualistic values expressed

by the anglers need to be addressed carefully in management proposals designed to

accommodate or promote economic development of the sport fish resource. There is

clearly support for regulations, but these must be designed. to balance local needs with the

needs ofa successful sport fish operation.

5.J Tkeory of Reasoeed Actio.: Atttt.de aDd Belief Stractares

5.3.1 laCrodadloD

The pwpose of this thesis was to explore the implications of the cultural value of

traditional open access to the land and resources for new management and development

proposals. There were three major themes used to develop this thesis for the Indian Bay

watershed: access, development and management. Due to the specialized nature of this

sport fishing management issue, it was necessary to identify different beliefs under these

themes in order to access values held by both anglers and non-anglers living in the

communities adjacent to the Indian Bay project area. It was hWOlhesized that these

beliefs would reveal possible belief structures that either reinforced or offset the

traditional open access attitude.
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Under the theme of access, there were three sub-themes: general access in the

form of freedom of movement within the watershed; access to a specific privilege. to

develop a recreational cabin that enables residents to access the recreational resources of

lhe watershed; and. access to me trout resource itself. The lalter relates specifically to

regulations concerning bag limits or gear restrictions, thereby changing the anglers use of

me resource. Under the theme ofdevelopment. two sub-themes were used: sport fish

(tourist) related development, which would increase use of the resource or require

different management objectives 10 be employed in order to succeed and industrial

resource development, such as mining and logging. which could also have implications

for the enjoyment of the angling experience. The third theme, management. first explored

the local beliefs about the state of the trout resource and. second. preferences about who

should be responsible to manage that resource.

This section describes the underlying beliefs or attitudes (independent variables

that combined constitute an attitude or belief structure) which have a predictive

relationship with the statements which were posed to both •All respondents' and 'Anglers

only' (dependent variables). The statements included in the survey were developed to

lest for logical consistency or reasoned action. and to explore inter-related values that

might provide the basis for persuasive communications. For each statement. a beliefor

attitude structure was identified using step-wise linear regression (Moores. 1983; Bath.

1993). The Pearson correlation test was used to idemify statistically significant

relationships r values (see Appendix Three. Tables I. 2 and 3). The screened statements
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were included in the linear regression. The resuhing cumulative Rsquared values

indicate the per cent of total variance explained, that is, the proportion ofexplanation of

the statement that could be predicted from the panicular anitude or belief strucrure

(Tabachnick and Fidell, 1996). Therefore, for each statement tmder each sub-theme, the

predictive relationships will be summarized as follows. The percentage of variance

explained by the statement structure will be given and the statements comprising the

statement structure will be listed in order of imponance (listed in order ofstrength of

influence, the R squared value). The interpretation of this equation would be. for a

positive relationship, as respondent support for the dependent statement increases, the

support for the statement with the predictive relationship increases. Figure Two depicts

this relationship based on the explanation by Tabachnick and Fidel! (1996). The

statistical equations are summarized on the following four tables:

Table 5-6: Access Theme: The Results of the Step--wise linear Regression;

Table 5-7: Development Theme: The Results of the Step-wise Linear Regression;

Table 5-8: Management Theme; The Results of the Step-wise Linear Regression.

In each Table the results for' AII' statements are applied against'All' statements

(N=468); the results for <Angler' statements applied to 'Angler' statements (N= 254); the

results for <All' statements applied to 'Angler' statements (N= 254); and the results for

'Angler' statements applied to <All' statements (N= 254).
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FigueTwo:
EIplaDatioa or Prediclive relatioDsbip belWen staltlllealS.
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Table 5-6: Access Thenw: - Ret.lel or Seep-wbe U.eu RqrnlkHl.

Queselonnalre Seaeeme_'1 anlwered by •All «Ipo"denll' (nn. 20 I.alemenb)

Otpndnt v.rWlk: ' ........ bI ... I••• uY"'....... 11•• 1....~ w.I...........
R'l!:rnsiontqUlllon:VllO"')".i~)"l.7l'''0.2l1{dri~.1''0.2ll{mIIIIlIFJt-o.llllnoabint).. ·.116Inbin~ricIN)

~IV.ritIbk:I ...... IN ... I.drtvc.'ftklc ••Y"'..... lwUI .. dwl......~WMtnlltd.
RCll'tstioncqualion: V(drivcj- 4.4M" -o.H7(Pond.mlOI.)+ O.202IJ0lln)'WIocre)+0.168{Minins) t 0.169 (No rclilric1ioni) t
-o.ll6(Noroad)t .O.14Jlllioloaical)

o.p.',",1 V.rIablt, T".re $IlJII1d lit una..- ••••ndIa. II,. watcnlMd I••• "~t IIJ rMd_,
Rqrnsioncqlllllon:Y(no..-l)·2.1(ljtO.j4()(pond.tmolc) .. -o.117(driw:).0.092Iclcv.loprneftl)

DtpndnM V.rtaWt1 S-""I. lIN Wlla'llltd IhtokI bellqll.i_1tftI.
Rcgm.sionequllion:V(pondrmlOlCI"4.171"0.J26(noIClldlt •. IIO(d1Iw:),,-o.11S(no~rio:Iions)"O.070(h •.,mlne)+0.07SC.....in

rnIricltd)

§ All' ~~;.:a~~=t~;~:n(=i:~~:;;)~.':~~~ ;,I~~~=::.~.~.~r;:~%=): Y (dc~clopmc'Il)·2.26S

~IY.rtabk:N.~C'IIblai ....... IM ...'" .. I... I lI"wlkrtlMtl.
R~ionequation:V(nocabllll)tl.l}7.. 0.279tokvclojlnlml) .. O.I90(nbi... rntrittcd) .. O.161(_i.l)t·.12O(101II~1

.. O.I22tmillinll

lkpt.dnM V.rt...: C.bla tkvdopmr.t IhMId be rtllrktM ID' rtw ItlKI.rt!lL
RCgmliioo equation: V(Cubin I.llricloo)" 2.2'J4 .. 0.1% (dc~clopmrnl) t •. 177 (no rclllr;,;lionl)" O.O'JS (,uldinll)" O.I51lno nbinl)

"O.lJl(PondICmol.) .. 0.149(rc~Ratiol\lll)

~V.riIblt:11Itft""llIbe_,,",rin"'t .. bttatI'-I ......... dltl"',")'wNtrlMtl.
Rcpnlionequalion: Y(no.ntric1ion1) " 4.546 + ·,206 IPond ICmot.) .. .o,I1S(cabilllntJ'icttd) ... ISI(driw:)' -0.105 (clcv.lopmml)

Qualionnalre Sialements a.lwered by •All rnpondenll' applied 10'A.&~r· Iialemeall

Dqln*.t V.riablttSt.I~~............ btalttitl y"'..... I.IV.IIdiI. Ila)'wlI.nlltcl.
R-tl'ftll• ..,11"" Y(.. ,,~wMn)"1.571 + t.lM(lndM ' .. 0At1 (......ll ......74 (III kt)
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Tablc 5-7: Develop.al Thcme - Rnah. or Slep-wise Linear Rearn.lon.

Q_eseio••alre SealellWtlCl a••wertd by •All re.po.deat.' (RntlO .eatelAtal.)

rkpnctr," V.mble: TMlrtlllll, ....Iu.blr totOllomlr.tId" lilt 11NIUl. h)' .re•• No U'W111 fOf slep-wiK liMlr ,eirculon

All.! ()rpndtll4 v.l1a1lk: TrMlI flsWllIla 1M I.... II)' wlltBIl.. b •• 1"""111 l..rtu '"1'11(1101 for 11M
rec\1L RegrusIoneqllillK.:Y(lItrXlionj-U21.0.486(fUrUlionllj'O.08'(mrour8fC)

DtjInNItItl v.......:TIM rerra'.....ll ...... thHry If I..... h)' ",_...aH -.W ,",-.11 I.,....... ,.n .rllM *"1--.,.. Rewnsion
c:qullion:Y('fC,ulionIIJ-I.291'0.437(annw:llonj'lJ.204(lUklingj'0.120(ml:OUIqC)"0.O'9(elbinresuieliOllllJ

~tV.rUblr:A. OlItfllll'I!odpshMld br.ltow.. I...... I.dl•• ")'w.lrnlMd.
R~eq.... ion:Y(OUllillilll)-1.0I1+lJ.47Ulluklin,)"lJ.236(aw:ounIae)·..(I·(MI(noubillS)

DtpNdnI VimWI': ItIrral..... ....,... Mn'kn sllMIld _1Ilrftawd III rM IINIUl. II)' waernM4.
RqRuiOll eqUllIon: Y ('Iliding) - ..(1.336' O.JlO{OIlIfinin.)' 0.l71 (r«rrllional)' 0.221 (biologkal)' ..(1.011 (driw) • O.l.l96 (abins
'fSIriCled)

Orprlllltat V.rIllblol1 I "'........ tMRnr'd ....11.. _1l)I1..rbb lI....... t IlIlIlIlllllllldl.u", .'lrnIItd. kcvrculon eqlllUion:
Y(IOUf'illS)- l.119,o.2n(MillqlDp)+ •.2H(fIKOIIQJC)'O.IH(noablns)"0.117(~)

Dtpndnl YarllIINrl Wtsllallld_.... _,..,..I.IlIlI .. Ill. ladl.. lI)'wll.nlMll.
Regrcssloneqllllllon:Y(mcolll'lllle,·1.112'0.242(IU,elllionll)'O.200(OIIIfinln,l)'.0.168(IOllriSlI)' 0,088 (iO Inywherr)' 0.119(anrlftlon)
,0,103 (1IlIdin.)

DepeMn, VaNbk: "...... sIt1IIW be ....nfll. ,........ wlltnllfd.R~ equallon: Y{Minill&) - 6.))1 + ..(I.Wl (MiMJlOP)' 0.134
(d,i~)

Prpmdml V.rtablt: MI•••• ,,"l directly .lfnt Ill.ll'IIlIl p'P11I.......
Reg'l:IIion eqll.llon Y IMinfPOll) -3.293 • 0.)76 (miM)" 0,19(1 (l00riSlS)" 0.181 (1IIIIlCllonj" .137 (he.....l1iM) l' 0.122 (bllllllaka1)

DtpnIdraI VlrlIbl.: T...rtIIs WIllId _ fhlll••••rtI.lwn 'My ....111 -.,.......... adMI'.
Regrnsion~ion:Ylhunnine)-l.014"0.2'4(Mlnrpopj• ..(I.204(Minin.I"O.I)'(Pond_e)

Questio••alre Stalemeat. a••wered by •All rnpoDdeDls' .Dd applied 10 •Aaaler' stalellte••1

A-A.l Turfs_Is. nluble totll.1IIlr __ I' the 1.61111 II)' .n.. NOle: 1>0 U'WIII for IIC'))-wIK liM'" ,eg,ellioo.
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T_ble 5-8: M_n_aemeat Theme - Ktsalll or Slep-wise Line_r Rtamllon.

QUllio...ire SI_teIMall ..Iwel"td by 'All rtspcMldea..' (Om 20 11_le...'I)

AII.l Dept.cIt.l V.....ble: Mllft b1....calInfor",atlo.I. aftlkd In ordrr 10 .Inace 1M lrout In Indl.n aay ",alentled. egression
equation: Y (bloloIPCIII) - 2.811 + 0.214 (guidinll) + 0.136(mining) + ·0.096 (drive) + 9.412 (no cabins) +0.128(lllTacllon)

AU Drpr"'1 V.rlabk: rc.par W.I WIt Itie 11Id1•• Bay "'alenlled .....W bye I ...y I" ....... ttle t,..t IhMty. RrgrcssioQ
cquatioa: Y (manage). 2.564" 0.148(10 ll(j)'Whm:) +0.211 (recreational) +0.121 (kllIrist.\) + 0.125 (pond remoIr) + .Q.I02(deY'l)

QafSllo••alre SI_lemtal, _nswered by 'All mpoadent" _ad applied to •Anakr' Iiale.al'

A-A.I DrptlKlelll Varliltle (Slllelntllt): More bIoaotk.ll.'............. "ted la ....r II _ .. lile U·llIll. 11Id1....y wltrnMcl.
RtgJessklnrqUllion:Y(biological)-1.351+0.439(lram)+0.224(vulnerlblc)

A-A.l Drprndrnt VIri.1tle (SIMrmtlll): Propk "'bo UH 1M w.lenbtd tftolild ••ye •••y I....ql"lllle trolll reM_ret. Regression
eq~lion: V (mlInagc)" l.115 + 0.267 (anglinl) + 0.145 (KcnCO)')" 0.149 (bioloillcal) + 0.117 (lnIdillonll)

8: I QtlnliCHI.alre Sialeawal....wered by 'Aa,ler RlpcMldeall' applied 10 11_lelD815 a.awned by 'All reapoadnb'

AA.I Drpmclr.l V.rilltle (St.te_.l): Tile treul poplIIII'-aln Ihe ladl.a lay walenlled tla. drcrraKd.
Rel:fCUion equal ion: Y (populalion) - 3.381 + -0, 162 (no refilncllons) + 0.153 (pond rrmole) + 0.156 (blolotticll) + 0.122 (manage)

AA.1 Dtpe"'1 Variable (Slatrmtllt): It I. InIpcH1a.llIIKRuelk troul poplIt.lhMI.
RegressQn equation: Y (iOCfnSC) - 4.783 + 0.113 (pond mnotr) + 0.104 (recrealional) + 0.089 (no road)

AA.3 Deprndt.l V.rilble (Stale_.l): Very 11"1e I. kII_n aboulille 'roul populallon of Itle Indian lay "'alentled. Regression
rqualion: Y (llllie known)- 3.427 + 0.165 (loUf'islS)

Drpndnt Vari'" ISlat_al): TIM! IreUI pepIIlaclall II 11M! lIM1l....y walenMclIl ,..llltl'lltle lIIet e.. eully enr fbIMd.
Rq:JasioncqUillon: Y (Ylilnenblr)" 3.746 + -.112(00 rMrictioM) +0.1&1 (mlnlnld +O.I06(bioloalrll) + 0.111 (lOurisu) + 0.121

(rttrcaliolllll)

AA.S Drptadelll Varlaltle (Stllemrnl): I "Guld like Ie baye a Ylridy of dlrrertnl anlWI. opporl_allirll, 'lile I,dlaa la, watenbrd.
Re~ionequalion: Y (InKling) 1.215 +0.149(manlll') +0.2\3 (atmK:lion) + 0.t47 h,'O anywhc~) +0.130thclr mille)" 0.135 (pond
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In order to assess the opponunity for persuasive communications. it is necessary

to understand the strength ofcommitment to the attitude or belief and degree of

ambivalence or uncertainty that could render the respondent susceptible to persuasive

messages. Each statement was evaluated by respondents on a 7-poim scale to indicate

strength ofagreemem or disagreement. The survey resulls were grouped into three

categories. strongly held, ambivalent. or somewhat supponedlnot supponed but with 30"10

ambivalent response (Refer to Figure Three). If respondents are uncertain or ambivalent

about a particular issue. then the success ofa persuasive message could depend on

addressing the underlying predictive attitudes and beliefs. The message could be

conveyed through education. dissemination of new information. or persuasive

communications that is specifically targeted towards influential underlying belief or

altitude structures. The strength of commitment to the dependent beliefs and attitudes is

then assessed to identi fy the potential opponunity for persuasive communications.

5.3.2 Theme: Ac«ss

5J.2.1 Sub-l.lIeme: Ac:«ss to the watenbed (All respondeats)

This sub-theme was explored through four statements:

People should be able to CO uywhere in the Indian Bay watershed.
I should be able to drive a vehicle anywhere I want in the Indian Bay
watershed.
Then: should be areas of the Indian Bay watershed that have DO road
access.
Some ponds in the watershed should be kept as remote areas (pond
remote)
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Go aaywllen was hypothesized as the traditional outdoor right value that would

influence local reactions to new land and resource management proposals. Drive is an

extreme fonn of access which opens up the back country. No roads represents an

extreme vehicle control policy (it was also included to lest for consistency); and, poad

nmo'e represents an environmental protcction value.

For the statement go ..ywllen. only 14% ofvarianee was explained by four 'All'

statements: drive, maDage, and a negative relationship with DO cablD, and cabi.s

restric.ed. When go ••ywhen was applied to the 'Angler' statements, three statements

explained 26% of variance: traditioDal, aDgliag and a negative relationship with DO ice

fishing. Overall, these results represent a consistent 'no interference' attitude towards

control oftype of access, cabin development, or access for fishing. However, one

relationship was more abstract and expressed the belief that users of the watershed should

be involved in the management of the trout in the watershed. All respondents agreed with

&0 IIDywhere (overall 42% agreement/ofwhich 27% strongly agreed), However, given

the level ofnon-i:ommittal 33% respoase (compared to 25% disagreement) there is an

opportunity for changing this belief. The difficulty will be in developing a persuasive

message as the results of this statistical analysis indicated the low percentage ofvanance

explained by the above belief statements. Therefore, there is minimum guidance in

designing a persuasive message.
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Drive had six'All' statements explaining 33% ohotnl variance. Not surprisingly,

the first variable was a negative relationship with p<Nld nmote. The other five

contributing attitudes included go .aywlllere. mi."g. no restricdoas. and a negative

relationship to ao road and bioiOCic8I. For the' Angler only' statements which

accounted for 22% of total variance. the strongest positive relationship was with

tradllional, and a negative relationsltip with nlaenble. caleb. see mlae, and

populalloD. Obviously the belief system underlying drive consists of ani tudes supporting

unrestricted recreational and industrial use of the watershed combined with a lack of

knowledge about the pressures on the fishing resource. Drive elicited is a finnly held

belief by all respondents where 63% disagreed with drive (only 26% were ambivalent).

Therefore, proportionately all respondents would reject the underlying beliefs and

attitudes which have a predictive relationship with drin.

No road had 30% of total variance explained by three 'All' statements: poad

remote. a negative relationship with drin, and a positive relationship with developmen

'Angler only' statements explained only 16'/0 of variance and included: no Ice,iacrease

and bear mIDi.g. These underlying belief systems consist of preservation oriented

attitudes for both the watershed and the trout resource. No road had a high level of

suppon with 60% ofrespondents indicating that they agreed with this statement;

therefore. combined with the 30% predictive relationship with this attitude and belief
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structure. the values ofpoad remote and aD I~e in particular could be considered

reasonably prevalent in this Indian Bay area.

All respondents indicated very slrong support for poad remote wi!h 80%

agreement Five 'All' stalements explained 38% of!he total variance: .0 road.

disagreement with drive. and a no ubin restrictions policy, a positive relationship with

hearmine and ubln restrict. When pond remote was applied to 'Angler only'

statements, five statements explained 28% of total variance: learn. managed, scenery.

population and bearlog. Support for pond remote does not involve outright rej«tion of

all development. but rather support for regulatory management measures combined with a

concern about the impact of these developments. This anitude strongly rejects the notion

ofbeing able to drive anywhere. The strongest relationship for anglers was associated

with managing the trout population. where there is slrong support for consultation

(lean). Interestingly, there is a positive relationship with managing the stocks for Irophy

trout which would be supportive of recreational sport fish development. Considering the

80% support for this statement and 38% variance explained by this belief structure, it

could be considered an important set of values in the people living in this area.

In summary, for the sub-theme, access to !he water.;hed, there was a high level of

support from all respondents for keeping some ponds remote (80"/.1, that is, having no

roads (60"10) and no ability to drive (63%) a vehicle to these ponds. It was significant that

while the statement proposing that people should be able to go anywhere in the watershed

received 42% agreement, there was still a 33% ambivalent response. This statement was
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further separated from the other access statements in that the predictive relationships were

stronger from the angler statements (as compared to the statements provided to all

respondents). The underlying relationships were concerned with protecting traditional

access. increasing angling opponunities and aversion to closing ponds to ice fishing. The

support for the limited access statements could be attributed to the Fact that the question

was worded to relate to some ponds in the watershed as compared to limiting access

throughout the watershed. These statements also had strong predictive belief structures

(30-38%).

Combined with the high level of overall support, these attitudes and beliefs could

be considered to be representative ofa broader value system for the people living

adjacent to the Indian Bay watershed. The cultural context of the Indian Bay area could

be characterized as being supponive ofcontrols, concerned about industrial development,

and supportive ofconsultation. Interestingly. there was no direct relationship (positive or

negative) with the tourism development statements.

Therefore. if a manager was developing a persuasive message to encourage

tourism, the message would not necessarily be enhanced by including points on access

within the watershed. However. if a manager was interested in developing a message

regarding access, consultation would be advisable as respondents indicated considerable

ambivalence for both regulations and concern about development. This is discussed in

more detail in the following text.

5.3.2.2 Sub-Iheme: Access 10 cabiDs (All respoadeals)
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Access to crown lands is currently not managed in any fonnallyorganized

manner. In order to explore the reaction to possible government regulations, which could

be construed as an infringement ofoutdoor privileges. the concept of cabin development

was included in the survey. This was important to round out the attitude towards

regulation of the out~, as there were both anglers and non-anglers included in the

survey and most ofthe specific regulatory questions were focussed on angling. The

traditional right to a cabin on crown land is recognized in government policy whereby all

Newfoundlanden; are able to acquire permission to construct a recreational cabin on

crown land for a nominal fee (Power, per. com., 1997). Recreational cabin development

is often considered a traditional 'right' to the enjoyment and use ofcrown land (Power,

per. com., 1997). Four statements were developed to explore attitudes towards cabin

development:

Cabin devtlopme.t causes damage to the natural environment.
No more eabias should be built in the Indian Bay watershed.
Cabin development should be restricted to a few select areas (Cablas
restricted).
There should be DO rntrictioas on building a cabin in the Indian Bay
watershed.

For developme.t, five statements accounted for 22% of the total variance: .0

cabi.s, cabla restricted, 110 road, milage, and a negative reaction to .0 restrletloas.

Mauce is the only statement which does not have a direct connection to the dependent

belief. When'Angler' statements were applied to development, three statements

accounted for 22% of total variance: see nbin, ny fishiDg and DO ice. Although the
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statemem expresses a concern for the potential environmental impact and visual intrusion

ofcabin development. Conservation oriented gear restrictions were also favoured in this

belief system. A total of 41 % of all respondents indicated an ambivalem response 10

development, and 31% ofall respondents agreed (190/. strongly agreed), while 24%

disagreed (14% stronglydisagrced). Therefore it would appear that there is considerable

opportunity for this belief to be influenced by persuasive communications.

The policy of no ubl.s had 24% of total variance explained by five statements:

development, tablas restricted, toarish, a negative relationship with go anywhere and

minlal. The inclusion ofioarUm and miniag indicate that this no development attitude

is interconnected with a wider concern with development and use of the resources ofthe

walershed. When DO ubiDS was applied to'Angler' statements, three statements

accounted for 19% of total variance: Sft tabiD, vulDerable and fly ndti.g. The belief in

the vulnerability of the trout resource and support for conservation motivated gear

restrictions. fly fishing, further reinfon:es the concern about development. For no cabins,

47% of respondems were ambivalent; only 30% ofall respondents agreed (22% strongly

agree), and 23% disagreed, for a total of53% wilh a defined preference. However, the

high level of ambivalence provides an opportunity for persuasive communications to

influence this belief.

For ubills rtstritled. six'All' statements explain 25% of the variance:

developmenl, a negative relationship to DO restrktions, then a positive relationship with

guldiag, DO tabin', pond remole and reneallonal. This pro-regulation statement is
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connected to pro-Walershed protection and pro-economic development beliefs. When

ublas mtmed was applied to 'Angler' stalements, !hree statements explained only

11% of total variance: Re tibia, DO Itt, and lean. While !he most influential

statements conveyed !he obvious protection oriented messages, !hey were interspersed

wi!h pro·tourism development and consultation statements. Cabins mtrkted received

59% overall agr«ment (of which 41 % strongly agreed) and 28% were ambivalent (only

13% disagreed). Given the strong agreement with !his statement and the consistent

supportive statements associated with this value, it would appear !hat protection values

via regulatory versus moratorium style measures are part of an importanl underlying

belief system for the people in the area.

For the statement, 80 rfSlrielioas, four' All' statements only accounted for 19%

of variance with a negative relationship with poad remole. cablas restritted.

deve!opme.l. The only positive relationship, not surprisingly, was with opportunity to

drive anywhere in !he watershed. For 'Angler' statements, three statements accounted

for 19"10 of total variance: a negative relalionship with vulllerable, Click and Re elbiD.

No reslrictio.s received a strong negative reaction with 65% ofall respondents

disagreeing (52% strongly disagreed) with no control over cabin development.

For the sub-theme, access to cabins, restrictions on cabin development were

strongly supported (51]010), and no restrictions were even more strongly feared (65%). The

strongest underlying predictive altitudes express a concern aboulthe protection oflhe

environment and resources, with a lesserconcem about potential intrusiveness of cabin
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development. Given the high level of non-committal response to no cabin policy

proposal (47% ambivalence) and lite statement lItat cabin development is hannfulto the

environment (41% ambivalence), it can be concluded thatlltere is not an ovetWhelming

anti-cabin development attitude. There is no strong relationship to tourism statements.

The potClltial for cabin over-development becoming a deterrent to angling activity is a

concern; however, litis issue should be addressed by lite strong suppon for controls on

cabin development. Also, lItere is the predictive relationship with cabin restrictions and

pro-watershed protection and pro-economic development values.

5.3.2.3 S.b-t.eme: Ac:c:ns to Uae trout moor« (Anglen only).

The third sub-theme under w;:ess is w;:css to the angling resource. lite trout.

Seven statements were fonnulated for anglers:

All Newfoundlanders have a traditio••1 right to fish anywhere in the
Indian Bay watershed.
There should be a c:b«k point on the access road to the watershed where
everyone must report.
Different rqulatlons are needed on different ponds in order to provide a
range ofangling opportunities in the Indian Bay watershed.
Some ponds in the lndian Bay watershed should be closed to ice fishing
(noke)
Trout fishing on some ponds should be c:atc:b and release only.
Some ponds should be au..ged specifically for trophy trout.
Trout fishing on some ponds in the lndian Bay watershed should be fty
fts.ing only.

For the 'Angler only' statementlraditional, only 14% of variance was explained

by three statements: a negative relationship with m...ged and no ke, and a positive

relationship with .ngllag. Three 'All' statements w;:ounted for 23% of total variam:e: go
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..ywbere. drive and ma.age. For traclldH.al. 47% ofall respondents indicated

agreement (31 % strongly agreed), while only 19'"10 disagreed. and 37-;. indicaled that they

were ambivalent. This is a similar pattern to eo ••ywbcrt', although not quite as balanced

as anglers indicate a stronger agreement with traditioaal versus disagreement. However,

the ambivalent responses were proportionately the same, offering some opportunity for

persuasive communications.

For checkpoinl,three Angler statemenls acCOUnled for 32% oftolal variance:

val.crable, .nglillg, and learn. Five 'All' statements accounted for 20% oftolal

variance: minepop. a negative relationship with DO reslrictioas. and positive

relationships with ret:re.lioo.l. biolollc:.1 and tourisls. Cbtdi.point. a statement that

could be interpreted as an infringement on freedom ofacccs5 as well as an undue policing

measure on anglers. nonetheless, dlleckpoint received 73% agreement (560/. strongly

agreed). This is an important response from anglers who are essentially indicating a

willingness to be pro-active in reporting fishing activity and movement within the

watershed. This reporting requirement could be otherwise seen as an infringement on

open and free use of the watershed and the fish resource, yet lhe anglers are strongly

supporting it. This strong support would also suggest that the underlying beliefs about

the vulnerability ofthe resource, particularly from the impacts of mining, are common to

the poople living in the Indian Bay area.

For regulaliollls. three 'Angler' statements accounted for 37% of total variance:

managw, vulnenblt. and caleb. Five 'All' slatements accounted for 29% of IotaI
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variance: pond remote. miaepop, .ukld&,a"~.and 108mb. The underlying

attitudes and beliefs combine support for protection ofme resoun:e with support for sport

fish development. While repUidoas received 48% agreement (30% strongly agree),

only 14% disagreed. and 38·/0 were ambivalent. Therefore, there would be some

opportunity for persuasive communications.

For DO 1«, live'Angler' Slatemenls explained 33% oftotal variance: mnaged.

s~ c~rcllt. fly nsbiDg, a negative relalionship wilh Iradilio..1and a positive

relationship with populatio.. Six 'All' statements accounted for 27% of total variance:

developmeut. a negative relationship wilh drive. a posilive relationship with anrltClioa,

a negative relationship with go aDywllere and positive relationships with DO road and

outfitting. For.o ice, there was 33% agreement (22"1. strongly agreed), 28% disagreed

(19"10 strongly disagreed), and 3~1o were ambivalent. This suggests that this attitude

would be open to influence by persuasive communications. In the recreational activity

questions, respondents indicated that 61 % participate in snowmobiling in the Indian Bay

watershed, and oflhese, 66% participate in angling. Therefore. il is notable thai the

proposal to close some ponds to ice fishing is nOI rejected outright by the respondents.

For caleb, four' Angler' statements explained 30% or total variance: fly fisblng,

IblDk. set cle"cut. and regulatioas. Four 'All' statements accounted for 14% of IotaI

variance: pond remote, a negalive relationship with dri'VC, a positive relationship with

biological and developmeDt. Caleb received 39% agreement, 23"1D disagreed and 38%
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were ambivalent. This suggesls lhal: this anitude would be open to influence by

persuasive communications.

FOf" maaaged, five'Angler' statemenls explained 29% of total variance:

regalatloas. ao Ice, Oy fishiaC and lraditioaa.. For 'All' stalements, five accounted for

29% of total variance: pOIId remote. olltflttiac. ao a1bUts, attradloll and

developllleSll. While maaagfd received 39"1. agreement, 18% strongly disagreed, and

43% were ambivalent. This suggesls that this anitude would be open to influence by

persuasive communications. When asked why they fish, anglers indicated ambivalence

towards the objective ofcatching a trophy trout (49010), and 37% indicated that it was not

imponanl. On the other hand, when asked about the size ofa lrophy lrOUt, 3OO/. indicated

46-S I cm, rather than the provincial standard of40 em (19%). Moreover, in terms of the

weight ofa trophy trout, 44% preferred a 4-5 pound fish, again larger than the provincial

standard.

For ny fislliag, three'Angler' statements explained 290/. of total variance: caleh,

ma.aged and ao Ice. Three 'All' statements accounted for 15% oftolal variance:

denlopmeal, a negative relationship 10 drive, and a positive relationship to glliding.

Fly-fbhiag had a similar paltem with 32% agreemenl (18% strongly agreeing), 260/.

disagreement (I S% strongly disagreeing), and 42% were ambivalent. This suggests that

this altitude would be open to influence by persuasive communicalions. Fly fishing is nol

the usual technique used bytroul anglers. When anglers were asked if they ever fly

fished for trout, their response paralleled the response to using the fly fishing technique as
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a regulatory conservation measure. That is, 4O"1t ofanglers have fly fished for trout, 310/.

do not fly fislt, and 31% sometimes fly fish fOT trout.

In summary. for the sub-theme access to the sport fish resource. only the statement

10 receive strong support was that all anglers should report 10 a checkpoint (730/.). The

underlying predictive beliefs and attitudes related to this statement (32-10 of variance)

expressed strong concern regarding the vulnerability of the trout stocks to over fishing,

the recognition that anglers wanted a greater variety ofangling opportunities. and that

managers must learn what people are willing to do in order to improve the trout fish

resource. Anglers indicated considerable ambivalence when addressing the five specific

sport fish regulation statements. This was a highlighted by the results for [wo opposing

viewpoims: •All Newfoundland anglers have a traditional right to fish anywhere in the

watershed, and 'Regulations are needed in order to provide a variety of angling

opportunities.' For both statements, 48% ofanglers were in agreement and 37%

indicated ambivalence. Moreover the underlying attitude structure indicated that

traditionalists rejected managing pond for trophy trout, yet supporters of regulations

supported this management measure and to an even greater extent. lfwe examine this

relationship further, as pan ofa hierarchy in the belief/attitude stnlcture, the reaction to

the proposal to manage some ponds for trophy fish received an even greater ambivalent

response (430/.). However, the associated predictive relationships indicate support from

the pro-regulation viewpoint, the control over access (pond rtmote) viewpoim, and 10 a

lesser degree, from those who support outfitting and environmental protection. The
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specific regulatory measures which propose that some ponds be closed to ice fishing. or

restricted to catch and release or Oy-fishing only restrictions., all exhibiled ambivalence

(38-46°;'). As Ihesc would be new regulations. this ambivalence is not surprising.

II is notable that there is more agreement than disagreemenl for regulatory

measures. The predictive relationships were obvious in that each regulatory measure was

supported by altitudes supporting the other regulatory measures. Only the regulation

proposed to enhance trophy fish had the obvious predictive relationship with outfitting

(which would benefit from this measure). It was surprising that there were no direct

predictive relationships with consultation statements.

5.3.3 Tlleme: Developmeat

5.3.3.1 Geaeral tourism dcvelopmeat (All respoadCllts)

There were three statements included on this theme:

Tourism is a valuable economic asset to the Indian Bay watershed.
Trout fishing the Indian Bay watershed is an important tourist attnctioa
for the region.
The recreatio.al trout fishery of Indian Bay watershed could become an
important part of the local economy.

For nluable, •All' respondenlS indicaled 99% slrong agreement with this

Slalement. For auradioa, only two •All' Slatements accounted for 39% of the tolal

variance: rttrealioaal and eac:ollrage. Two 'Angler' statements accounted for 10% of

10lal variance: a••lla. and rq:ulatioas. An overwhelming 84% indicated that 'Trout

fishing in lite Indian Bay watershed is an important tourist a«radio. for lite region.' For

recreational, four •AI\" statements accounted for 42% oftotal variance: allrac:lion,
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,.Idlag, eacourage and nbl. restricted. For recreational. three 'Angler' statements

accounted for 11% of total variance: c=hed:poiDt. DO ic=e. and ste.ery. An

overwhelming 82% agreed that 'The reern.tiMI.1 trout fishery of Indian Bay watershed

could become an important part ofthe local economy.' . Therefore, the strong support for

these beliefs could be considered to be prevailing value systems in the Indian Bay area.

Despite the strong support for these general statements, the respondents had more

difficulty in dealing with options for development ofthe trout resource.

The statements included in the general economic development sub-theme wcre

very strongly supported with 99'/0 ofthe respondents agreeing that tourism is a valuable

economic asset in the Indian Bay area. However, this viewpoint had no predictive

relationships with the other statements in the survey. All survey respondents strongly

believed that recreational trout fishing could become an important part of the local

economy (82%). While the predictivc relationships of these two statements showed the

strongest relationship between each other. the auitudelbelief structure also included the

belieftbat more guiding should be allowed and that cabin development should be

restricted.

Given the high level of support for these statements, and the strong predictive

relationship. it would be logical to assume that this belief system would be representative

of the prevailing values in the Indian Bay area. The belief to restrict cabins is strong, and

the statement to encourage guiding was supported by 42% ofall respondents. However,

both the encouragement ofguiding and having more people fish in the watershed also had
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a large ambivalent response. Therefore, if the strong agreement with these general

statements was going to be used as the basis for promoting recreational spon fish

outfining opponunities. then the persuasive messages would have to address the issue of

the perception of too many people fishing in the Indian Baywatcrshed, whether they are

local people or tourists brought in by guides.

5.3.3.2: S~ifk sport Oslliag developlllC!at (All respoadeals)

There were four statements included for this sub-theme:

An oulfittiDllodge should be allowed in the Indian Bay watershed.
Recreational laidlag services should be increased in the Indian Bay
watershed.
I would be concerned about too many tHrilb taking our fish in the Indian
Bay watershed.
We should tamar.ct more people to fish in the Indian Bay watershed.

For outfinial. three' All' statements accounted for 30"10 of total variance:

l_idIDg. tacoungt and negative relationship with ao cabius. Only one 'Angler'

statement accounted for a mere 6% of total variance: m..aged. In response to

oadittiag, 33% ofall respondents disagreed (26'1D strongly disagreed), 28% agreed. and

39'1a were ambivalent. While 61% of respondents are commined to a position on

outfining, the high level ofambivalence suggests that there is room for persuasion.

For guidlag. five •All' statements accounted for 41 % of total variance:

outfinlag. rec:reatioaal. biological. a negative relationship with drive and positive

relationship with cabiDs ratricted. Three 'Angler' statements accounted for only 13% of

total variance: regalatioas, chKkpoial aad rnaaaged. Approximately 57% of all
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respondents agreed (26% strongly agreed), only 18% disagreed and 25% were ambivalent

about supporting an increase in recreational guiding services.

For 10.ri5ts, four' All' statements accounted for only 16% of total variance:

mlDepop. eucourace, 110 "biDs, and maDlile. For tourists. three 'Angler' statements

accounted for I 1% oftetal variance: valnerable. Ilear .... and lillie know•. While

44% ofall respondents indicated agreement for 10urists (29% strongly agreed). 15%

disagreed. and 41% were ambivalent. This suggests that there is latitude for persuasive

influence on this ani tude.

For encourage. six 'AIr statements accounted for 270/, of lOlaI variance:

recreational, outfitting, IOUrists, go ..ywbeR, allraclion and guidiDg. Only two

'Angler' statements accounted for 27% of IotaI variance: angling and bear Ioggiag.

While 27% of agreed and 21 % disagreed, there were 52% who were ambivalent. This

ambivalence offers an opportunity for persuasion with regard to this attitude.

In summary. despite the strong support for the general statements. the respondents

had more difficulty dealing with specific development proposals for the trout resource.

There was considerable hesilancy aboul encouraging more people to fish in the watershed

(52% ambivalence). In addition, while respondents indicated a concern aboultourists

taking their fish (44'/0). almost as many were uncertain of that opinion (41% ambivalent).

Moreover. while outfitting was rejected by 33% of respondents. there was even greater

uncertainty about outfitting (39'% ambivalence). Only recreational sport fish guiding was

finnly supported by 42% of respondents. This positive response could be due to the less
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intrusive approach ofa guiding service as compared to the physical structure ofa lodge

which is usually associated wilh outfining. Even the positive response 10 guiding was

modified by a 40"/a ofrespondenls indicating ambivalence. The predictive relationships

indicating the underlying aniluddbelief structure consisted generally of strong

conneclions amongsl these tourism-related slatemetlls.

There were a few interesting conneclions with associated issues that are useful 10

managers who desire to address Ihe pertinenl issues related to a new managemenl

proposal. For example. iflhe new iniliative was to promole an oUlfitting development.

Ihe negative prediclive relationship with a no cabin developmenl policy becomes an issue

for the manager to address. Also, if the agenda is to promote support of the policy to

encourage more people to fish in the Indian Bay walershed. two other issues would have

10 be considered: the concern aboul tourisls taking away Ihe local anglers fishing

opportunilies; and that local anglers would like 10 be assured Ihat they would slill be able

to go anywhere in Ihe watershed.

There were three statemetlls included 10 teslthe reaclion to proposed mining

activity and how it might impact Ihe lndian Bay walershed:

MI.iDC should be allowed in the indian Bay watershed.
Mining win directly affecl the trout population. (MI.epop)
Tourists would not fish in an area where they could hear or see mining
activity. (be.rml.e)
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For ml.IDg, two 'All' statements accounted for 30"10 of variance: a negative

relationship with miDepop and a positive relationship to drin. Two 'Angler' statements

accounted for 18% of total variance: see miDe and bur miH. In response to mJ.iD"

37% ofall respondents disagreed (28% strongly disagreed), 23% agreed, and 40% were

ambivalent. 1bese ambivalent respondents are not entrenched in strong positions and

present an opportunity for persuasive communication which could undermine current

respondent disagreement with mining.

For miDepop, five 'All' statements accounted for 4OOf. of total variance: a

negative relationship with miDiDg, and positive relationships with toumts, IIUrlletioll,

"enllliDe and bioiogiul. Four 'Angler' statements accounted for 34% oftotal variance:

seeDery. len•• vulDerllble and hur log. Approximately 52% agreed (35% strongly

agreed), only 9% disagreed; and 38% were ambivalent. While there is a substantial

number of respondents who are relatively non-comminal, there is a strong commitment to

thisbelie[

For bellrmlne, three 'All' statements accounted for only 18% of total variance.

mlnepop, miBiDg and pond remote. TIuee 'Angler' statemems accoumed for 31 % of

total variance: see mine...gling. ben log and Inn. While 330/. ofall respondents

agreed (20% strongly agreed), 20% disagreed, 47% were ambivalent. This would

indicate an opportunity for persuasive communications.

To gauge the local response to industrial developmem. three statements were

included regarding mining development. When respondents were asked whether mining
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should be allowed in the lndian Bay watershed, 37% disagreed, although 40"10 were

ambivalent. This level of uncertainty should not be surprising considering the high level

of unemployment in these communities. In teMS of predictive relationships with the

other survey statements, only!Wo beliefs were relevant; that mining has a negative affect

on the health oflhe trout population, and lhat people should not be allowed to drive

anywhere in the watershed. Respondents were consistent in answer to whether mining has

a hannful effect on the trout with 52% agreement (38% ambivalent).

The strongest predictive relationships was understandably against mining

development. but also included a concern about tourists catching too many fish and the

vulnerability of trout to over fishing, the belief that recreational fishing is an economic

benefit and that to hear or see mining would deter anglers from fishing in the watershed,

the belief that more biological infonnation is nceded to manage the trout effectively, and

the statement that we must learn what people are willing to do in order to have a healthy

trout population. Yet, for the statement which claimed that anglers would not fish in an

area where they could hear mining activity, 47% of respondents were ambivalent

(although 33% agreed). The predictive relationships consisted ofthe expected

connection with anglers not wanting to fish when:: they could see a mine or hear logging

activity, but also with the desire to have a greater variety ofangling opponunities and to

learn what people are willing to do in order to have a healthy trout population.

The auilUde and belief structure underlying the rejection of mining development

stcms from concerns about the direct environmental impacts of mining on the resources
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of me watershed, as well as indirect impacts associated with increased access. The

predictive relationships indicate that these perceived impacts are in direct conflict with

sport fish development objectives. The angler's indifference to the presence of mining

when selecting angling destinations would logically reflect some of the same ambivalence

towards allowing mining development in the watershed. Therefore, if a mining company

addressed the environmental concerns and perhaps reinforced the development ofthe

sport fishing opportunities., the negative reaction to a proposed mining development could

be overcome.

5.3.3.4 Perreftred impacts or developme8t oa anglers (A8glen o8ly)

In attempt to link development and angling. the statements included in the survey

examined the value of scenery to the quality orthe angling experience and the impact of

different types ofdevelopment to the behavior of the angler. Past research has indicated

that scenery is an important aspect ofa satisfying fishing trip. Therefore, for' Angler'

only respondents. the development theme was explored by measuring the impact of

development related changes to the scenery on angling behaviour. This was confinned by

the solid positive response by Indian Bay anglers to this statement.

The suDery is important to the enjoyment of a fishing experience in
Indian Bay.
I would not like to fish an area where I could see. rabiD.
I would not like to fish an area where I could see miaing activity.
I would not like to fish an area where I could "ear mi.iDI activity.
I would not like to fish an area where I could "en loggiag activities.
I would not like to fish an area where SH a dear rut.
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For K"ery. lhree 'Angler' Slatements accounted for 24% ortolal variance:

tIlIlak, Increase and see ..inia.. Four 'All' statements accounted for 15% oftoral

variance: pond remote, lllieepop......Ie. and recreatio..1. Anglers overwhelmingly

supported the value of KftIfl')' with 82% agreement (60"10 strongly agreed); therefore,

this beliefsystem could also be considered to consist of values prevalent in the Indian

Bay communities. When anglers were asked about their motivations for fishing, 9()&1o

indicated 'to enjoy nature' (67% indicated that this was very important).

For~ cabill, Ihree .Angler' statements accounted for 22% of lolaI variance:~

tleareut,1ft minilll, and 80 ice. Three 'All' Sialements accounted for 18% of tocal

variance: development. no cabins, and mlnrbear. Approximately 47DI. ofanglers

disagreed with~ cabi. (30% strongly disagreed), only 15% agreed, and 38% who were

ambivalent and therefore possibly receplive to persuasive messages.

For 1ft milling, four' Angler' statements accounted for 56% oftotal variance:

bearmlolng, see dearcut, vulaerable and little QOWD. Three 'All' slatements

accounted for 32% oftotal variance: minepop. bear mine and pond remote. While

42% ofanglers agreed with see mine (30-10 strongly agreed). only 16% disagreed and

42% were ambivalent and therefore, possibly open to persuasive messages.

For lIear lIIininl only two 'Angler' statements accoumed for 74% of total

variance: lIear IOCKiDI and see mining. Four 'All' statements accounled for 26% of lOlaI

variance: mlnepop, mininl, biologkll and tourists. The impact ofbearmlne or~
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mlae was more negative than any other developmenl. For hearmlae, 41% orall

respondents agreed, 20'% disagreed, and 39"10 were ambivalent; therefore. potentially

influenced by persuasive communications.

For bear Ioggiag. three •Angler' statements accounted for 71 % of IotaI variance:

hear mialag, see dureat and allgllllg. Two 'All' slatemenls accounled for 24% ortolal

variance: lIear mille and milltpop. While 30% ofanglers agreed with bear log, 23%

disagreed. and 48% were ambivalent and Iherefore vulnerable to persuasive messages.

For see dearcut, seven' Angler' statements accounled for 48% of variance: see

mlae. bear log, .0 ice. catch, regu18tlolls. see cablll and popaladoll. Four 'All'

slatements accounled for only 18% of IotaI variance: ben mille, devdopmellt, ,olld

remole. and a negative rclalionship with millillg. Approximately 2~1o ofanglers agreed

with dentat (21% strongly agreed), and 21% disagreed, and 49% were ambivalenl;

Iherefore open 10 persuasive influences. This could be partially explained by the facl that

only 12% of the respondents panicipated in woodculling in the walershed. Therefore, any

logging aclivity would be commercial, and cOTTeSpOndingly on a larger scale.

The impact of industrial developmenl on angling aclivity was explored by

measuring whether anglers would be delerred from fishing in an where such development

could be seen or heard. To sci the conlext for measuring visual and audio intrusion. il

was first necessary 10 eslablish Ihal scenery was imponant [0 the angling experience and

82% agreed with Ihis statement.
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The results indicated that lhe anglers did not consider cabin development to have

a negative visual impactlhat would deter fishing in an area (47"10 disagreed). There were

no significant predictive relationships wilh olher survey statements. Essentially the same

number of respondents agreed Ihat mining aClivity was an deterrent to angling as those

indicating ambivalence. While respondents agreed Ihat hearing logging or seeing clear

cuts was an intrusion (30'4). they indicated a high degree ofambivalence towards this

intrusion (480/,). The acceptance ofcabins and resource extraction activities could be

attributed to the fact that only local anglers were included in lhe survey. and these

activities are simply everyday reality.

The mining and logging statements had extremely high predictive relationships

with lhe obvious high levels of support between statements which essentially conveyed

similar concerns. particularly, lhe statements regarding hearing mining or logging.

However, the statements regarding seeing mining or clear-cuts indicaled predictive

relationships with statements expressing concern for the trout slocks in tenns of

vulnerabilily to over fishing and Ihe fact that little is known about the trout resource.

There is also support for conservation related regulations such as the practise ofcatch and

release or not allowing ice fishing on some ponds.

Therefore. iflBEC wishes to apply a multiple use policy to the Indian Bay

watershed which would include logging. mining and cabin development. lBEC should

address the issue of protecting the tTOut resource first. The message should convey
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information on research regarding the trout stocks. as well as infonnation on the

management measures to be applied and the expected outcome of these efforts.

5.3.4.1 Perc:rptio. of tile coaditiolt of Ille IroIIl reso.r«

There were six statements included to explore the perception oflhe condition of

the trout resource. Only one (as noted) was asked ofaII respondents. and the remaining

five wen: answered by anglers only:

More bloloakal infonnation is needed in order to manage the trout in
fndian Bay more effectively. (All respondents)
The trout popal.tioa is the Indian Bay watershed has decreased.
It is important to lacrease the trout population.
Very little Is kDowa about the trout population of the Indian Bay
watershed.
The trout population in the Indian Bay watershed is valae...ble and can be
easily over fished.
I would like to have a variety of different .agU_. opportunities in the
lndian Bay.

For biological, five 'All' statements accounted for only 19% of tota! variance:

guidl.g, miai.g, a negative predictive relationship with drive, and positive again with

80 cabins, and attncUolI. Two 'Angler' statements accounted for 22% of total variaru:e:

learn and val.erable. Nearly 56% ofall respondents agreed (34% strongly agreed), and

only 7% disagreed. A large percentage (37%) were ambivalent, which indicates that they

did not have strong convictions regarding this statement and could be open to persuasive

messages.
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For populltlM three 'Angler' statements accounted for 19% of total variance:

v.loerlble. increue and no Ice. Four 'All' stalements accounted for 15°/. of lOlaI

variance: 00 restrictioDl, pH.d remote, bioloalCliI and manqe. More than 54% of

anglers were in agreement (38% strongly agree) and 3901. were ambivalent, therefore

possibly open to other persuasive influences.

For IDcrease, three 'Angler' statements accounted for 24% of total variance: leln,

scenery and popullilioD. Three 'All' SlalemenlS accounted for 120/. of total variance:

pond remote, Fet:reltionll and DO road. There was overwhelming angler support for

lacruse with 90"1. of anglers agreed (72% strongly agreed). Therefore, these belief

structures must contain important values for the people orthe Indian Bay area.

For little kIIow., two'Angler' statements accounted for only ]0/0 or total variance:

vulnerlble and see mine. One 'All' statement accounted for 4% of total variance:

lourists. Only 24% ofanglers agreed with little known, 16% disagreed and an

overwhelming 60"10 were ambivalent. When anglers were asked whether there should be

a minimum size limit. 81 % agreed; and when asked about a maximum size limit, 65%

disagreed. Also. 60"1. of the local anglers indicated that small fish should be released,

and older fish should be kept. They explained at one oCthe Ecosystem Corporation

meetings that local people felt that this would allow the young fish to become more

abundant. The provincial biologist pointed out thai the larger fish were the spawning

fish, and they were more important to the restocking of the Indian Bay watershed. While
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anglers do not express a concern about the lack of knowledge about the trout resource,

their responses indicate that their preferred practices arc selected in ignorance.

For vuln~nblt, seven 'Angler' statements accounted for 47% of total variance:

reg_lations, learn, populatioa, see miaiD:, traditioDal. and Iinle bowa. Five 'All'

statements accounted for 30"10 oftotal variance: a negative relationship with DO

rntrktioDs, positive relationships with miD~POP, blologic:al, to.rists and reueatioDal.

V.lauable had strong support with 73% ofanglers in agreement (50'10 strongly agreed);

therefore, exhibiting another influential underlying beliefsystem.

For aDlllal. four 'Angler' statements accounted for 22% of total variance:

cb«kpoiDt. llearlog, Uliak. and tndltloaal. Five 'All' statements accounted for 25% of

total variance: ma.age:, anractloD, go aDywh~re, Ilear mine and pond remote.

Anglers indicated 50"10 agreement (28% strongly agree); however, 46% were ambivalent

and therefore potentially influenced by persuasive communications. This might be

somewhat explained by the fact that when anglers were asked about their reasons for

fishing, 57-10 indicated that they caught trout to eat (30% indicated this motive as very

imponant).

If IBEC is proposing new trout management initiatives in the Indian Bay

watershed. local support would be essential to ensure voluntary compliance in such a

large geographic area. This cooperation would be enhanced if the local people believed

that the management objectives served were realistic based on their own perception of the

condition of the trout resource. There was overwhelming support (90"/.) to increase the
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trout population. While there were no significant predictive relationships, the mosl

important related statements stressed the need to learn what people were willing to do to

enhance the trout resource that they believe has declined. There was also a relationship

with the recognition ofthe importance of scenery to the angling experience.

Respondents indicated a strong concern (73%) that trout stocks were vulnerable

to over fishing. The underlying anitudelbelief structure indicated concern with the impact

of mining on trout which they believe to be declining (miaepop - 52% agreed that mining

affects the trout population), the need for regulations to enhance angling and control road

and cabin developmcnt, plus the need to learn what people are willing to do in order to

have a healthy trout population. Respondents agreed that more biological information

was needed for management (56%), and. that the trout population has decreased (54%).

Yet for both these beliefs, there was a considerable number of respondents who where

ambivalent (37.39";"). Anglers made it veryclcar that they were uncommitted to the

belief that little is known about the trout resource (60%), and this statement had almost

no relationship at all with the other survey statements that could provide an understanding

of this high degree ofdoubt. In summary, respondents want to increase the trout

population, but they do not think thai more scientific knowledge about the trout resource

is needed in order to achieve this.

5.3.4.2 CoasuU.lioa in resourte lIlIIa_gemeal

There were only three statements included regarding consultation. One statement

was answered by all respondents. and two were answered by anglers only:
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People who use the Indian Bay watershed should have a say in managing
the trout fishery (Ma••). (All respondents)
II is important to learn what people dlmk about trout in the Indian Bay
watershed.
It is important to nra what people are willing to do in order to have a
healthy trout population.

For ma••e, five 'All' statements accounted for only 11% oftotal variance: CO

allywbnc:, recrtario.al, 1000rnts, pond remote: and dc:vdopmtat. Four 'Angler'

statements accounted for only 12% of total variance: ••gUlle- settltry, biologlcal and

tndilional. Most respondents (57"10) of all respondents agreed (34% strongly agreed)

and only II % disagreed. More than a third (34%) were ambivalent, and therefore

somewhat open to pem1asive messages. For think, four 'Angler' statements accounted

for41%oflolal variance: lear•• scuery, catcll and hearlog. Four 'All' statements

accounted for 26% oftolal variance: biological, m•••ct, pond remote and attradlOli.

Consultation was strongly supported by anglers with 73% agreement with tlti.k (59%

strongly agree). For Ita..., four 'Angler' statements accounted for 46% oftOlaI variance:

think, vulntrable, l.crtast and cbeckpoint. Six 'All' statements accounted for 36% of

total variance: pond remott, biological, miDtpop, attradion, maDaCt and 110 cabl.s.

Consultation was strongly supported by anglers with 84% agreement with lean (62%

slronglyagree).

On the other hand, anglers strongly agreed that it is necessary to learn (learn)

what people are willing to do 10 enhance the lrout resource (84%), and to learn what

people think (tbiak) about the lrout (73%). While these two statements obviously had
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reciprocal predictive;: relationship, the associations with other statements in the survey

were quite different. For le_rD, there was concern about the vulnerabililyofthe trout to

over fishing that needs to be increased, and a willingness to have a mandalorycheckpoint

where all anglers would report. As well there was a strong connection with keeping some

ponds remote, gelting more biological infonnation, a concern about the impact of mining

on trout, support for the value of the trout as a lourism attraction, recognition of the need

for users of the watershed to panicipate in management, and support for a no cabin

development policy.

For Ibiak the predictive relationships were with the value of scenery 10 the

angling experience, support for catch and release regulations, and a concern that hearing

logging activity would be a deterrenlto fishing. There was agreement that the people

who use the resource should also participate in managing the watershed (56%). There was

no strong underlying belief structure associated with this statement.

In teons of who should manage the trout resource, the queslionnaire asked atl

respondents to select one of a list ofalternatives. •AII' respondents indicated a clear

preference for a pannership between the provincial government and a community group

(38%) first, and imer-govemmemal commiuee second (21 %) and a corporation elected

from communities adjacent 10 the watershed came third (16%). This was supported more

by non.anglers than anglers. Then came'Anglen;' (1 OO/a - mostly angler supported), the

provincial government (8% - again more angler support) and finally only 2% supported

community control (supported more by non-anglers). Obviously, the respondenls did not
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wish to have either total government control or total citizen or corporate control, but

rather, they supported a cooperative partnership_ This arrangement offers the opponunity

to ronnalizethe consultation thai the respondents are seeking in the devetopmeru ord1e

management plan ror the land and resoun:cs orthe Indian Bay watershed.
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6.0 COll~U.s

6.1 l.tnMI.diOII

The attitudeJbeliefstatemr:nts applied in the lndian Bay SW'Vey were used to (I)

define the cultunl value context ofthc Indian Bay communities. and (2) to describe

pn:dictive associations between attitudes and beliefs for the pwposes ofidcntifying

planning issues and designing persuasive communications 10 achieve management

objectives. The Culwl'2l Paradigm model was applied to describe the value disposition of

the communities. This type of research is useful to resource managers in order to gauge

the level ofreceplivily and cooperation in the communilies for new approaches to

management.

Using the Theory of Reasoned Action, it was also possible to identify the

underlying attitudelbelief structures associated with the attitude and beliefstatements in

the survey instrument. The results of the attitude surveyprovidcd a profile of the values

ofthe communities adjaccntto fndian Bay watershed. those that arc stronglyhcld and

those that arc vulnerable to persuasion. The underlying attitude/belief structures can

provide direction to the key issues that managers need to address in educatiooaJ or other

persuasive messages aimed at changing these anitudeslbcliefs. The attitudc'bclief

statements were also categorized by theme: access. development, and management of the

Indian Bay watershed. For each theme, the underlying attilooelbelief structures were

examined to identify key issues to be addressed in persuasive communications directed at

issues in each theme. This is useful to resource managers who need 10 address Ihese
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issues in their management plans irthey are to achieve specific management goals that

might be controversial 10 !he local people. This raean:h assists managers 10 develop

targeted messages designed to persuade the communities that !heir con;;ems wer-e--
6.2 C.Ir-nJ hradic_ RtHlts

The results oflhe CullUr'al Paradigm research using principal component analyses

indicaled that the belief structures did not fall exclusively into anyone category of the

New Environmental Paradigm of"Humanity oriented", "Man over Nature", and the

"Limits to Growth" value systems (Albrecht el (II., 1982). There wcre three principal

component analyses conducted to explore the cultural value system of the respondents.

The first analysis involving all respondents resulted in a combination of internally

consistent values that could best be charncterized as 'Humanity-oriented' or

'homocentric', The suppon ror the economic development of the sport fishing sector and

encouraging more people to fish, and acknoWledgement that more biological information

is needed to manage the fish resourtt, could be charac:terized as managing the resource

with the objective of putting the interests of the greatest number or people first

(homocentric value). It could also be interpreted to be somewhat 'Individual-oriented' as

this would involve Van Lim: and Dunlap's approach putting 'Man over Nalure' (Eagly

and Kulsea, 1991). However, Component two (anli-mining) and Component three

(restricting cabins) indicate more ofa "Limits 10 Growth" approach. The remaining three

Components which had no internal consistency reOected 'Individual-oriented' values.
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The second principal component analysis involved angler responses to statements

only given to anglers. Only four Components emerged and lhese also resulted in an

intopmation that favoured a 'Hwnanity oriented' value system somewhat modified by

'lndividual~enled'values. For example, the denial of the traditional right to fish

allY"'.'here combined with suppon for regulations in both general and specific terms,

woukl indicate the interest in maximizing the resource: for all users not just for oneself,

i.e.. homocentric values (Eagly and Kulsea, 1997). This should be positive to resource

managers wishing to impose cenain regulations, yctthese should be done with public:

involvement. These can also be imerpreted as measures which assen Van Liere and

Dunlap's 'Man over Nature' values. Unlike the development orientation ofthe first

principal component analysis. these regulations are aimed at protecting the fish resource

which renects Men::hant's 'Whole earthfeeosystem Or1alted' value system (Eagly and

Kulsca. 1997) which would be an cco-centric approach seeking 10 find Van Liere and

Dunlap's 'Balanceofnalute'.

1be third principal component analysis was undertaken for anglers responses only

toa select number of variables taken from both SdS ofSWements. This allowed forthe

regulatory statements 10 be considered in the same analyses as the economic ckvelopment

statements. In this scenario. the 'Individual-oriented' values predominant in the first

Component which indicated that development was a deterrent to selecting an angling

destination. These statemems which were primarily concerned with the recreational

fishing experience were all very egoistic values according to Stem (Eagly and Kulsea.
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19(7). Three statements included in Component one provide some modifying effect with

'whole earth' or' Balance of Nature' values by expressing concern for the impact of

mining on the trout population. the fact that little is known about the resource and a

concern about tourists over fishing the resource. Stem's egoistic values (Eagly and

Kulsea, 19(7) are funher reinforced in Component two which consists oflhe public

consultation values and 10 go anywhere and fish anywhere in the watershed. Generally,

the balance of values for communities in the vicinity of the Indian Bay watershed could

be characterized as 'Humanity-oriented' with greater innuences from 'lndividually

oriented' values. as compared to 'Whole earthlccosYSlem-oriented' values.

A comparison oflhe three principal component analyses reveals that the more

direct personal statements and the more general. broad statements received the strongest

reaction from respondenls. The emphasis on egocentric values would be consistent with

Ihe historical reliance on the land for subsistence (see Chapter 2). The suppan for

general, broad statements that are focussed on economic development ('Humanity

oriented) could be attributed to the high level of unemployment and need for economic

development in the area (see Chapter 2). The generally lower concern about the

condition oflhe lrout stocks (constituting 'Whole eanhl«osystem oriented values) would

be consistent with the history ofover fishing which caused the decrease in both size and

numbers oftrout in the Indian Bay watershed (Wicks.. 1996).

The survey results provided 486 completed surveys of which 216 were non·

anglers and 270 were anglers. This would appear to be a lower level ofparticipation as
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compared to the rest of the province based on the Canadian Wildlife Service reports

(Filion. 19(6) which indicate proportionately a much higher number ofanglers per capita

in the Newfoundland population (see Chapter 2). Therefore. the individualistic values

expressed by the anglers need to be addressed carefully in management proposals

designed to accommodate or promote economic development ofthe sport fish resource.

Overall. the lack ofa clear distinction in the results amongst the three value categories,

Humanity-oriented. Individually-oriented and Whole-earthlecosystem oriented. would

suggest that the attitudes and beliefs of respondents were not polarized. Therefore. the

use ofeducational messages would probably be effective in this cultural value

environment.

6.3 Tbeory of Rtlsoned Action Results

6.3.1 Approacll

The Theory of Reasoned Action is primarily concerned with identifying the

Components underlying the fonnation and change of behavioural intentions (Fishbein.

1967). The key to dcveloping a successful intervention. or persuasive communication. is

by identifying and examining the cognitive structure of behavioural beliefs and

evaluations underlying specific anitudes. To do this. the manager needs to know the

direction and strength ofcommitment 10 key beliefs or attitudes and their underlying

cognitive structures (or predictive relationships with detenninant attitudes and beliefs).

This analysis was conducted through Pearson correlation and step-wise linear regression

to provide the attitudelbelief structures that. in part. underlie the attitudes and beliefs held
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by the residenlS of the Indian Bayarea These underlying cognitive structures are

particularly important as this infonnation should provide some insight into the content of

the persuasive message. Fishbein and Ajzen (Petty, 1981) state that infonnation is the

essence of the persuasion process, however. they found that message content had been

largely overlooked in communications theory. The resulls of this research should assist

the managers of the lndian Bay watershed in the development of persuasive messages that

facilitate achieving the objectives of their management plan.

6.3.2 Opportu.lti6 for penuuive comllluairalioa summarized by sireagi. of
respoase 10 anitude aad belief qUellioas.

The resullS of the attitude and belief responses provide a profile of the values held

by the Indian Bay communities and reveals opportunities for persuasive communication.

The strongly held beliefs (where agreement or disagreement is greater than the sum for

the neutral and opposing views) are more difficull to influence and perhaps represent

more deep-seated cultural values considered 10 be represenlative of the prevailing

atlitudes and beliefs. The ambivalent beliefs and attitudes (where slightly agree. neutral

and slightly disagree totals were greater that either the agree or disagree) offer the greatest

opportunity for persuasive communications due to the lack ofcommitment to a strong

position regarding the statement. These beliefs are potentially vulnerable to persuasion.

To a lesser degree. there is further opportunity for persuasive communications for those

statements where there was some agreement or disagreement. however, there were over

30"10 of respondents were ambivalent.
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6.3.2.1 Firmly-lleid .Ulades ..d MUds.

All respondents indicated overwhelming suppon for the general broad economic

development statements, particularly tourism development, and the importance of

keeping some ponds remote (>80% agreement). Components inlluern:ing these

attitudcslbeliefs include the promotion ofrccreational span fish development through

increased guiding services and encouraging more people to fish in the watershed. Ponds

would be kept remote through the control of road and cabin development, both control

measures were supported by respondents. Therefore, ifthe mdian Bay Ecosystem

Corporation wishes to promote greater support for sport fish development, they would

have to address concerns related to guiding and encouraging more people to fish (60%).

Both ofthese statements had a strong ambivalent response based on the concerns

regarding restrictions to access within the watershed and the concern about tourists

catching their fish iftoo many people were encouraged to fish in the watershed.

Educational messages would have to address these issues in ordcr to create a re<:eptive

environment for new fishing regulations related to outfilting development.

All respondents indicated lesser (52%-65% agreement) but still strong support for

the control of vehicular access and cabin development in the watershed, consultation with

USCf5 of the watershed, the need for more biological infonnation. and the concern about

potential impacts of mining development on the trout resource. The underlying belief

structure reinforced support for keeping ponds remote through control of roads and

cabins, a concern for the potential impacts of development on the environment, and
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interestingly some support for guiding. There is a general consisten<:y in anitudeJbelief

relationships that complements the Indian Bay Ecosystem goals to introduce more

controls in the watershed.

Anglers indicated very strong support for statements for personal angling

satisfaction and consultation values, such as, increasing the trout stocks (90%,) in

learning what people would do to manage the stocks effectively (84%), and believed that

scenery was important to the angling experience (82%). The most important predictive

association with these beliefs was public consultation with further underlying associations

with beliefs supporting the need to increase the trout stocks, that the trout stocks were

decreased through over fishing, and the belief that scenery is important to the angling

experience, and willingness to comply with a checkpoint on access roads.

Anglers indicated lesser (54% - 73%) but still strong support for voluntary

reporting to a checkpoint by all anglers which is consistent with their equally strong

support of the beliefs that trout numbers have declined and they are vulnerable to over

fishing. Anglers also strongly believe that we need to know what people think about the

trout stocks in order to manage them more effectively. These results indicate that

controls on human activity are supported. While trout decrease in population is

acknowledged, the support for monitoring anglers would suggest a recognition of human

impact on the stock. These values were associated with the concern for over fishing.

support for regulations to increase angling opportunities. and support for consultation.

This underlying anitudelbelief structure would indicate that the recreational fishing
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measures supported by anglers are motivated by personal interest in maximizing their

angling experience combined wilh an awareness that over fishing by all of them is part of

the problem for declining fish populations. This awareness provides a somewhat

receptive atmosphere for management measures to enhance stocks which is an important

component of the satisComponenty angling experience of the local angler. These

measures do not necessarily include regulations geared towards the resource product

needed by outfining operations. The success of these measures will depend on the level of

local panicipation in developing them as anglers have indicated a strong interest in

consultation.

There were no strong beliefs regarding specific economic development or

management statements for either group.

6.3.2.2 Ambivalent altlhldes .nd btUers vallier-bit to pen••slve comm..5r.t1on.

The statements with ambivalent responses present an opportunity for managers to

apply persuasive communications to change the underlying attitudes and beliefs which in

tum might influence detenninant attitudes. The statements dealing with specific

developments and specific regulations offer the greatest potential for persuasive

communication. All respondents were decidedly uncenain about whether cabin

development caused damage to the environment or whether a policy ofno more cabins

should be applied. This could be attributed to the fact that recreational cabins are part of

a way of life and the respondents consider this type of development as part of the outdoor

landscape of Newfoundland. The underlying associations inclLKied the belief in being able
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to go anywhere in the watershed and mainlaining the option for future mining

developmenl. Overall, respondents were uncenain about allowing mining development.

This could be attributable to the high rate ofunemploymenl and obvious need for any

economic development.

Respondents were also quite ambivalent about allowing outlitting development or

encouraging policies in support ofdeveloping trophy size troul to attract sport lishennen.

and they were very uncertain (52%) about whether to encourage more people to fish at all.

These statements were associated with the concern that a no cabin policy might be an

outcome outlitting development. the concern regarding over fishing by tourists and the

potential for access restrictions that would affect local residents freedom in the watershed.

Therefore. the Indian Bay Ecosystem Corporation would have to address the issue of

local versus outfitting use ofthe fish resource if they want to promote the economic

development of the sport lish resource.

Anglers indicated a signilicantlack of commitment to further scientific research

(60%). The underlying associations were with promoting guiding and allowing mining

in the watershed. 1berefore. if a research agenda is to be encouraged, messages

regarding the impact of increased fishing pressure and the impact of development on the

resource (that is. threats to the viability of the population) would foster support for more

research. Anglers were not convinced that mining and logging activities were a deterrent

to angling activity. They did not think thai the anglers have a traditional righl to fish

anywhere. or that some ponds should be designated for fly fishing only, catch and release
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only or closed to ice fishing only. These beliefs can be explained by the concern for over

fishing combined with the fact that the heaviest fishing occurs in the winter when

snowmobiles provide easier access into the watershed. Therefore. while 00 ice fishing

might be a very effective conservation measure. it might also mean that these anglers

won't have the opportunity to fish in the area at all.

Overall. these results indicate that for all development initiatives, whether

recreational cabins, recreational fishing or industrial development. the Indian Bay

respondenls had no fixed position. Moreover, the concept of the traditional right of

access for fishing an)Where in the watershed is also not a fixed belief.

6.3.2.3 Stafemeals potealiall)' v.l.erable 10 persuasive commu_lcadoas

The third category consisted of beliefs which had some agreemenl or

disagreement, however, there were over 30"10 of respondents indicating ambivalence.

This offers somc opportunity for persuasive communications. All respondents supported

the current open access (go an)Where) in the watershed (42%) This value was influenced

predominantly by beliefs in the traditional access 10 fish anywhere, no closure of the ice

fishing season. and a desire for a greater variety ofangling opportunities. Therefore. if

the management plan addressed these issues of access to the land and fish resources for

the watershed, then the support for the traditional right of access would be diminished.

There was support for increasing guiding activity. yet respondents were concerned

about tourists laking their fish. Unfortunately. the results of the regression analysis did

nol provide an underlying aUitudeibelief structure that might provide insight into these
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apparently contradictory beliefs. Research into different techniques may be needed in

order to explore this funher.

For the statements provided to anglers only, the results revealed anglers wanted a

variety ofangling opportunities. they supponed regulations. and the presence ofcabin

development had lillie impact on choice ofangling destination. The primary underlying

association included support for angling regulations and consultation, with a minor

undereurrent of support from traditional access to angling values and a concern about

over fishing by tourists. The general consistency between the strongly held

beliefslauitudes and the underlying beliefs/altitude structure indicates that there is a

potentially cooperative almosphere for initiating regulatory controls related to local

angling needs.

6.3.3 Opportualtles for persuasive commualeltioa summnlud by Iheme

6.3.3.1 Access theme

Under the theme ofaccess, 42% of respondents still supponed the concept of

being able to go anywhere in the watershed. As 40"10 of respondents were neutral. they

could perhaps be persuaded to disagree by addressing the underlying values associated to

the strongly held beliefs to keep some ponds remote and not to develop more roads.

Therefore, the messages would address the impact on the environment by vehicular

access and cabin development in tenns ofincreased traffic and other possible

developments. thai combined. would affect the scenery in Ihe watershed.
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Regarding access to the fish resource. the proposal for regulatory controls was

associated with access into the watershed and opportunities for cabin development. Both

are issues that can easily be resolved in a management plan. As well. the mandalOry

checkpoint was supported only with respect to controlling access to the trout resource.

This indicates that respondents want to know more about what anglers are reporting

regarding their harvesting activity and their observations on the condition of the resource.

Anglers were not ready to embrace any specific management regulation. The regression

analysis did not reveal any influential underlying beliefs that might allow for further

understanding of the motivations behind this ambivalence. On the other hand, there was

support for regulations to increase angling opportunities which suggests that perhaps the

other measures are either not perceived as being effective in this regard or might produce

a situation or product that does not suit what the local angler wants. Respondents were

also concerned about the impacts ofpeople and development on the health ofthe trout

resource, and they were supportive of public consultation. Therefore. if managers are

seeking to introduce management measures affecting access. a consultation process

would be necessary to gain local cooperation.

6.3.3.1 Developmenl tlterne

For the dC'leklpment theme. respondents overwhelmingly supported general sport

fish development concepts. These strong general development beliefs were influenced by

Ihe underlying predictive association with encouraging more people 10 fish. however, in

tum. this beJiefwas associated with concerns about tourists over fishing the resource and
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limilations on local access into the watershed. This hierarchy of predictive associations

might explain why the strong general statements did not translate into suppon for specific

development options. In fact the only economic development that was supponed was

recreational guiding and there was also considerable ambivalence due to the need for

more biological infonnation about the trout and the implications for local access in the

watershed.

Respondents disagreed with allowing outfitting developmem. One ofthe

underlying factors was the concern that a 'no cabin development' policy would be

implemented in areas where outfitting takes place. In tenns ofdevelopment, respondents

indicated that their primary concern was with regard to the impact of the development,

such as increased access, on the environment or the health of the trout resource.

Despite the imponance of scenery to the quality of the angling experience (82%),

development did not appear to be an insurmountable deterrent to the choice ofan angling

destination. with highest scores for ambivalence towards all intrusions, (although there

was agreement for logging and mining and disagreement regarding cabins).

6.3.3.3 Ma.agemeallbeme

For the management theme. anglers were overwhelming in their wish to see the

trout population increase (90"/.), and strongly believed in the vulnerability ofthc resource

to over-fishing (73% agree). Anglers wished for a variety of angling opponunities (50%

agree) and anglers indicated no strong feelings regarding a lack of knowledge about the

trout in the Indian Bay watershed (60"/" neutral). All respondents supported the general
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slatement regarding the need for more biological infonnalion in order to manage the trout

more effectively (56% agreel37% ambivalent). This support was motivated by the desire

for a greater variety of angling opportunities, but more importantly, support for

regulations that would enhance angling opportunities, and the wish to be involved in

management of the resource.

Another example of the application of the persuasive communications approach is

with respect fO the local understanding of the condition of the trout stocks. While 60010 of

the respondents are neutral as to whether little is known about the trout stocks, and

approximately 56% believe that more biological infonnation is needed for effective

managemenl; 73% agree that the trout are vulnerable to over fishing. This would indicate

that the local residents are more concerned about what people are doing to the resource

than they are about the ability of the watershed to produce the frout Based on these

results, it would appear that iflBEC is looking for support from the local people

regarding scientific research, they will need to convince local residents that biological

infonnation is more important than managing the people who exploit the fish resource. II

is importanl to note that the support for increasing the trout population and having a

greater variety of angling opportunities were strongly related to the need for local

consultation. If people are perceived to be thc problem, then involving them in

developing the solution will be an effective approach to ensuring their cooperation.

The support for consultation was high with all respondents indicating 56%

support for users of the watershed to be involved in management, and anglers supporting
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the need to know what people think about the trout resource (73%). and what they are

willing to do 10 improve the trout resource (840/.). However, this support for consultation

does not lranslate into support for local control of the watershed, as 38% of respondenls

supported management Ihrough a pannership between the province and the communities.

while only 8% supported angler control and 16% supported controllhrough a community

corporation.

6.4 TheonticallmplkatioBs

The Cultural Paradigm methodology provides a general description of the value

profile of the respondents. It does not provide an understanding of me inter-relationships

of the attitudelbelief statements that make up the cultural profile. On the other hand. this

methooology only requires a few statements to test for each of the three paradigm

categories, therefore, it can be applied to a wide range ofsubject mailer. That is. the

questions ean be designed to address specific questions related to an area ofconcem as

well as represent the necessary spectrum of value statements needed to define the cultural

profile. As the literature is still inconclusive as to whether the length ofa questionnaire

has a negative influence on the response rate (Dillman, 1978). this versatility is useful to

maximize the results from a single survey instrument.

The Cultural paradigm theory states that individuals will try 10 reduce any

dissonance in their beliefs (Albrecht, 1982). The cultural paradigm or pre-existing

cultural model conditions the individual's goals and expectations and sets the filter

through which new infonnation is interpreted (Milton. 1996). The resource manager
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must first address these pre-existing models before proposing new iniliatives which might

be inconsistent with the local pre-existing goals and expectations (Kempton. 1995).

Therefore. the manager has an opportunity to influence the overall cultural model values

prior to initiating new management approaches. In areas where no previous research has

been conducted. this profile is useful to managers who might otherwise be working on a

clean slate. The real value of the Cultural Paradigm lies in providing an understanding of

the auitudinal environment that the manager is working in and providing direction for

further attitudinal and educational research.

The Theory of Reasoned Action methodology was applied to find the underlying

beliefs and values of key aUitudes and offers an opportunity to select the most effective

content for the educational or persuasive messages. The difficulty in this methodology is

in the preparation of the questions or Slalements to be included in the survey. The process

of identifying the key issues and associated values is critical to the success of this

approach. The researcher needs to invest considerable time in the pre-questionnaire

stages to ensure that the survey is sufficiently focussed to produce results that are useful

for interpretation. Regardless of statistical analysis, the predictive relationships between

value statements must make logical sense in order to be meaningful. The Theory of

Reasoned Action approach should address the concern of statemems being included in a

'shot gun' or arbitrary manner imo the survey. Only the salient attitudes and beliefs

(Eaglyand Kulsea. 1997) should be included in order to develop a meaningful

attitudelbeliefhierarchy.
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The content of a persuasive message is limited in terms of the number of concepts

that can be included before the message loses it's effectiveness. By defining the

underlying anitudelbelief structures having a predictive relationship with key determinant

beliefs and attitudes, it is possible to target messages toward the most influential values.

This approach offers the manager an opportunity to develop persuasive communications

to reinforce values supporting the manager's objectives. The manager has the

opportunity to address, in advance, the concerns underlying the values that oppose the

manager's objectives. This approach allows the manager to develop a management

strategy that combines education, consultation, and persuasive communication which

should ultimately result in informed public decision making.

6..5 Co.eluslon

Overnll, the people in the communities adjacent to the Indian Bay watershed

overwhelmingly supported economic development and felt that the recreational fish

resources of the Indian Bay watershed were important to tourism development. How the

resource managers are to achieve this goal is nol clear given that the people have also

indicated ambivalence towards specific outfitting development and recreational fish

regulation options presented in the survey. This inconsistency between a strongly held

general beliefand support for activities related to this beliefwas observed by Finger

(1994) when he found strong environmental protection beliefs were weakly correlated

with environmentally friendly behaviour.
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Yet local residents do support control over vehicular access and development in

the watershed. While they still somewhat support the notion of being able to go

anywhere in the watershed (but not by vehicles), but they do not support the notion of

being able to fish anywhere in the watershed. This would indicate that the traditional

open access attitude is not a finnly held belief that over-rides all other interests in the

watershed. In fact. the role that this value played in the attitudelbelief structures indicated

a logical consistency between cognition. affect and conation (Ajzen. 1988; Eagly 1993).

An example ofthis hierarchy was provided in chapter 4. The survey results provided

similar attitudelbeliefstructures exhibiting this logical consistency, for example:

Dependent Statement: The recreational trout fishery of lndian Bay watershed
could become an important par1 of the local economy.

Statement I: Trout fishing in the lndian Bay watershed is an important tourist
attraction for the region.

Statement 2: Recreational guiding services should be increased in the Indian
Bay watershed.

Statement 3: We should encourage more people to fish in the Indian Bay
watershed.

Statement 4: Cabin development should be restricted to a few select areas.

The logical consistency of the predictive statements must then be assessed against

their own individual responses which reveals that there is ambivalence about increasing

guiding services and encouraging more people to fish. Eaglyand Kulsea (1997) stated

that a successful intervention in the development of public opinion is through the
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identification and examination ofthe cognitive structure ofbeliefs, evaluation and

motivation. Therefore, in order for managers to promote suppon for the dependent

statement., they must address the issues that erode suppon for the predictive statements, in

particular statement 2 and 3. Statement 4 was supponed by all respondents, therefore it is

not necessary to target this issue in the persuasive communications.

Overall. the results reconfirmed the profile provided by Hill (1984) on the value

of wildlife to Newfoundlanders whereby personal and utilitarian values and provincial

economic values are given priority over environmentaUwildlife conservation. The key

difference is the greater willingness of the people in the Indian Bay area in 1997 to accept

regulatory controls. These values continue to fonn the pre..existing cultural value model

(Kempton, 1995) for the Indian Bay communities. The results of the analysis for the

Cultural Paradigm theory revealed that the primary factors which explained the greatest

common source of vanation for all respondents were economic development interests.

including tourism. recreational fishing, outfitting, guiding services, encouraging more

people to fish (Humanity oriented values). These results would suppon Nee and

Hammitt's research (1992) which stated that increased relevance (unemplo)1Tlent) created

motivation for respondents to evaluate the consequences. At the same time. anglers put

greater value on individualistic objectives when it comes to the angling experience. The

results also suppon the observations made by Manfredo et 01. (1992) that attitude

behaviour relationships would be stronger with a higher level ofdirect experience. This

was evident from the high level of recreational participation in the Indian Bay watershed
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and the suppon for personal satisfaction in the angling opponunities (Individualistic

values).

The results indicate that there are significant opponunities for persuasive

communications on the pan of [BEC to innuence ambivalent anitudes in favor of

regulatory and development initiatives that could achieve [BEC goals. There exists a

generally open atmosphere of potential cooperation provided that the local residents arc

consulted in the management planning process and that the underlying concerns regarding

access to the land and resources ofthe watershed are addressed.

It can be concluded that there was no strong support for traditional open access. it

was a sub-theme found in the predictive relationships oCkey underlying anitudes.

Nonetheless. as Omohundro (1994) points out, "Newfoundlanders have always put up a

stiff resistance when their right to the commons was threatened." Subsequent events

leading up to the proposed provincial 'Outdoor Bill of Rights' would suggest that the

emotional response to any threat to this value should not be underestimated. Therefore.

managers need to ensure that they address the various aspects of the traditional access

issue in their day to day communications. Fedler and Ditton (1994) concluded that

greater understanding of the subject matter leads to greater motivation for evaluation, that

in tum results in greater attitude·behaviour consistency. Therefore. it is important that

managers in the lndian Bay area act upon the primary recommendation ofthe study, to

consult with their public in a meaningful and consistent manner in order to prevent

emotionally charged connicts that undermine rational policy development.
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AppnldiI Oae: SUmJDllry or iIIkrVitws witl npraea.utivn or Key M.ugelllellt
Acndes lIIIvolved witll tile lacU.. Bay eonua••ity "aten.ed .....gemeat project.

ECOIIomic: Recovery CollUllilsioa (ERe)
Alastair Allan, Consultant; and. Mr. Michael Doyle, Senior Policy Analyst.
The primary goal ofthe ERC was to find a vehicle 10 generate/redistribute

economic wealth in rural Newfoundland. With all the primary resources exhausted, the
last component ofthe 'economic' paradigm was yet to be really exploited • the land. The
term 'recreational estate' was coined by the ERC in their search for recreational resource
management models. They fully supponed the concept of'user pay' fees, and delegation
of provincial authority to a local (community) management board. Information needed:
To test public acceptance ofthe lrxIian Bay proposal as originally articulated by the ERe.

Govenneat of New(o..dla.d

THris.. DMsloa: Mr. Mike Joy, Director.

Mr. Joy's division is responsible for the promotion and development oflhe
outfining sector in the province, both consumptive and non-consurnptivc. The range of
services include business development assistance, research assistance from both a
technical and market analysis perspective, plus, access to various federaVprovincial
funding sources. MrJoy's approach was less ofa exploration into the tourism
development opportunities, than an inquiry into whether the proposal indeed had any of
the potential claimed by its proponents. He also questioned the motives of tile
proponents, and their ability to 'deliver' if the requested authorities were indeed delegated
to the Comminee. His critique was based on past experience with rural Newfoundland's
non-environmentally sensitive track record, particularly the older generation which would
have been responsible for 'fishing out' the area. lnfonnation requested: Number of
fish caught and how they were used (subsiSiencelblack market, etc.) - note that this
infonnation is not gathered by the fisheries and wildlife agencies for trou!. Would the
residents accept a restriction to this freedom?

L..ds Bnadl: Mr. John Power, Director, land Management Division.

The Lands Branch developed a 'Crown land allocation plan' for the Indian Bay
walershed. An internal process, the Lands Branch is challenged by this opportunity to
include the Development Association in the planning process. Public participation in not
a requirement in the Crown lands planning process, hence, new ground is being broken
with this Plan. lnfonnation requested: A measure of public acceptance of user fees to
facilitate monitoring, enforcement and resource rehabilitation efforts within the project
area; and, acceptance of'community' management.

ISO



1.~"'LudV"C""'"
This source was used 10 stanmarize the concems expressed by the following agencies to
the proposal Time constraints limited the opportUnity 10 interview each agency.
W... IlesHn:a: Concern ova' devdopment review and approval process. and
environmentaJ monitoring;
WIItIIifr: Corx:an over access 10 Crown land; objected to any suggestioo ofdelegation
ofenfOl\':CmC':nt responsibility, much Jess authority,
Milia & EMrrT: concern about possible limitations on mining exploration activity for
unknown potential sites;
F~ t»faIMla: would like to participale in planning process in order to priorize
areas of harvesting potential in conjunction with Committee concerns for area;
D9L _,FW,nia .. Cknas: very willing to delegate responsibility for monitoring and
enforcement to a duly constituted community group;

Tile ladiaD Iby Ecosystem Corpora....: BarTy Wicks., Project Manager, and the
executive of the mEC.

The Committee had conducted a survey to detennine the level oruse ofthe
watershed (1992. results listed above in Section 1.0). They have no intentions of
undertaking further survey research. however, they would appreciate any additional
infonnation that would further their cause. They had no experience in survey preparation,
administration, much less data manipulation and presentation. CorTeSpOndingly, they did
not have any specific data request. The priority issues on their agenda include:

continued biological research
control offish harvest
control ofland allocation for any development
defining 11'I outfitting operation and potential markets
how to raise money 10 hire employees to monitor activity in the watershed
bow to negotiate appropriate enforccmc:nt authority (and training) &om the
various agencies involved in enfon::cmc:nt
control ofall temin vehicle (and other vehicle) aocc:ss

The Conunittee recognized the need for progressive resource (fish stocks)
regeneration 10 occur in order to better assess what the outfitting 'product' might be. Only
then can the market analysis provtde a reasonable estimation of the type ofoperation that
could be sustained in the Indian Bay watershed. However, in order to ensure that these
efforts are noc impc:ded, the Committee is seeking control ofthe area. They have yet to
find the answer as to what would constitute the most efficient and participatory
oper.llional model to achieve their interim and long-tenn objectives.
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AppeDdil: Two:
Table ODe: DeKrlpllve Slalllllts for Qanlloal a.lwertd by botll A••len ••d NOD.Aa.len

Bolh Anglers and Anglers I Non-Anglers
Non-Anglers

Sialement M,,,, Median S.D M,,,, Median S.D IMean I Median I S.D

Tourism is a valuablc economic 6.99 7 .13 6.98 7 .16
asset 10 the Indian Bay area.

Trout fishing in the Indian Bay 5.92 7 1.47 5.93 7 1.43 I 5.9 I 7 11.51
watershed is an imponant tourist

~ Iattraction for the region.

Some ponds in the watcnhcd 1.74
should be kept 81 remote areas.

The rccreationallrout fishery of 154
Indian Bay watcnhcd could
become an imponanl pan ofthe
local economy.

Morc biological infonnillion is I 5.43 1 6 11.63 1 5.33 1 6 11.63 I 5.54 I 6 11.64
needed in ordeT tll manage the
trout in Indian Bay morc:
elTectively.

Cabin development should be 1 5.38 1 6 11.921 5.3 1 6 12.021 5.47 I 6 11.79
restricted to a few select areas.



People who use the Indian Bay 1 '.32 I 6 11.761 '.47 I 6 11.71 1 '.4 I , 1 1.8
watershed should have a say in
managing the trout fishery.

There should be areas of the 1 '.28 I 6 12.041 S.3 1 6 12.031 S.26 I 6 12.0S
Indian Bay watershed that have
no road access.

Mining will directly affect the 1.15
trout population.

Iwould be concerned about too 1.88
many tourists taking our fish in
the Indian Bay watershed.

Recreational guiding services I 4.69 1 , 12.03 1 4.SS I S 12.031 4.8' I S 12.03
should be increased in the Indian

w I Bay watershed.

People should be able to go I 4.48 1 , 12.21 1 4.7 1 , 1 2.2 I 4.2\ 1 4 1 2.2
anywhere in the Indian Bay
watershed.

Tourists would not fish in an I 4.39 1 4 11.961 4.39 I 4 11.921 4.38 1 4 1 2.0
area where they could hear or
see mining activity.

No more cabins should be built 1.87
in the Indian Bay watershed.

Cabin development causes 1.92
damage to the nalural
environment



We should encourage more 1 4.16 I 4 11.92 I 4.16 I 4 11.891 4.17 I 4 11.95
people to fish in the Indian Bay
watershed.

An outfilling lodge Ihould be 1 387 I 4 12.191 3.77 I 4 12.21 I 3.99 1 4 12.17
allowed in the Indian Bay
watershed.

Mining should be allowed in the 2.09
lndian Bay watmhed.

Ishould be able to drive a 2.1
vehicle anywhere Iwant in the
lndian Bay watershed.

There should be no restrictions 124s1 1 11.981 2.47 I I 12.02 1 2.48 1 1 11.95

: I::::~~~~bin in the Indian
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Appe8dil: Two -Table nru:
Dacdptive statistics for Attigde ad Belief Stateme8ts for All Respolldeltts 10 ftnt
20Q.estjH..

~t: People sbould be able 10 go ..)'Where in lhe 1DdiaD Bay waktShed.

.....". .......,....... NK.... ......
C.... I 2 4 1

All 11% 8% '" 12% 12% 15'Y. 21%

"""'" 10% 1% !% 10% 12% 15% )2%
NOD-An&!as 19% 9% 10% 14% 11% 15% 22%

SIIIftntD.I: Tbm: sbouJd be arcu ofthe Indian Bay watersbcd that bavc no road i1CCess.

S....., SlnNIpy....... NK.... A....
Cro.p 1 4 1

All 10% ,% 4% 13% .% 10% 44%

"".... 10% ,% 4% 12% 9% 11% 41%
Non-Anglers 10% 4% ,% 14% 8% 15% 44%

Stak_I: Some ponds in tile watmbcd sbouJd be kepi as mnole (very difficult to access) areas.

S""'"" ....."........ Nnll"ll A....
C.... I 4 1

All ,% J% J% 9% 9% 19% 52%

"""'"
,% 4% 2% ,% 10% 18% SS%

Non-Anglers ,% 4% )% 12% 9% 19% 48%

Sill_I: I should be able to drive a vdUtle anyw~ I want in tbc Indian Bay waler$hcd.

Sin"'" S.....,....... NK.... .....
C~.. I 4 1

All 41% 14% 8% 12% 6% ,% 13%

""~= 42% 12% ,." 11% ,% 10% 12%
Non-Anglers 41". 11% 10% 13% 4% 1% 14%
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5.--1: Tourismis a valuable ecooomic U5tI to !be Indian Bay area.

s.....",.........
Gnup 1

All

An"'"
Non-Anglers

""'lnl
4

.....'".....
7

1% 99%
99%
99%

5h11_1: TlOIlt fishiDg in !be lDdiaD Baywaltr$bed is an iqlonalIt tourisl attraclion for the rtgion.

s....., S...."IIy......... Nntnl .....
Cro.p 1 4 1

All 2% 2% 4% 8% 13% 20% '1%
Ang1<n 2% 2% 4% 8% 14% 20% ""Non-Anglers )% 1% ,% .% 11% 21% '1%

5h1fftDn1l: The m;ratiooal UOUI flSbery of lDdiaD Bay watershed could become aD inlJorIant pan of
!be local economy.

s....., S.....,....... Nnlnl .....
G~p 1 4 1

All )% )% 4% 1% 20% 24% 28%
Ang1<n 2% )% 1% 6% 19% 21% 36%
Non-Ang1en; )% )% 1% 9% 22% 22% 40%

5talenmll: We should encourage more people to fISh in !be Indian Bay waltf5bed._..."
S.....,......... Ntutnl .....

G~p 1 4 1

All 1'% 6% 10% 26% 16% 12% 1'%
Ang1= 1'% .." 10% 2S% 17"" 12% 1'%
Non-Anglen 16% 1% 1"" 21% 1)% 12% 1'%
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StIIt_,n: Rccreationa.IplidiDgservicesshouidbeiDcrcascdinthelndiallBaywatersbcd.

'- ................ Nnlnl .....
G~p 1 2 , 7

All 14% 4% 4% 210/. 1'% 16% 26%
An~~ 14% ,% 4% 23% 1.% 130/. 2>%
Non-AngJas 14% )% )% I"" 14% I"" 28%

SIIIftItttII: An oullining lodge should be allowed in the lndian Bay waIef5bed.

'- S_
........ Nnlnl .....

G~p 1 2 ) 4 , • 7

All 2"" 7% ,% 22% 12% 11% 17%
An~ 29% .% 7% 21% 11% 9% 17%
Non-Anglers 24% 8% 4% 22% 14% 11% 17%

Slate_I: 1would be concerned about lOG malIy toonslS taking our flSb in the lndiao Bay
~......

,....., SCRn&!y........ Neutral A.....
G~p 1 2 ) 4 , • 7

AI1 7% 8% 8% 17% 1"" 1'% 29%

-~
8% 8% 9% 14% 18% 14% 2""

Noo-AngieB 7% 7% 8% ,.." 13% 17% 28%

State_I: Cabin developnJenlcauses damage to the natural environJnmL

SlnIaPY Stro""
DO""" Neutnl .....

Grolp 1 2 ) 4 , 6 7

All 14% 10% 13% 18% 14". 12% 19%
An~ 16% 9% 14% 13% 1'% 12% 21%
Non-Anglen 12% 11% 12% 24% 13% 12% 16%
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SlaUmeaI: Cabin developmenl sbouldbereslriclcdtoil few selccl iII'eiIS.

.......,. .....""....... Nnlr.d ......
""""' I 2 , 7

All 9% 4% 3% 11% 14% 18% 41%- 11% 4% 3% 9% 14% 18% 41%
Noo-Anglas 6% 4% 3% 12% 16% 17% 42%

Stalrmtgl: No more cabins should be buill in !he IndiaD Bay waIerSbcd.

'- .......,........ Nnlnl ......G_. I 2 4 7

All 1'% .% 11% 23% 10% 8% 22%

""gJon 19% 8% 13% 20% 9% 7% 24%
Non-Anglers 10% 7% 10% 32% 12% 9% 20%

Slat_I: ThereshouldbenoreslliclionsonbuildiDga~binintbelndianBaywakTsbed.

Slroapy '--.....,. Nnlr.d ......G_. I 4 7

All 32% 13% 9% 9% ,% 4% 8%

""oJ<n S)% 12% 9% 9% 3% 6% ,%
Non-Anglers '1% 14% 9% 9% 7% 2% .%

Slare-gl: Mining should be allowed in the Indian Bay watershed.

'- ,......,.....~ J'lleglral ......
GRUp I 4 7

All 28% 9% 9% 23% .% 12% 11%

""gJon 28% .% I"'. 21% 9% 14% 10%
Non-Anglers 28% I"'. 7% 23% .% 10% 12%
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Stile-I: MinitlSwilldirccdyaffCC1lbc:b'Outpopulatioa.

s......, .......,........ N-.J .....
G~. I 2 4 7

All 4% S% 7% 20% 12% 17% ,,%
An.... 4% 4% 8% 20% 11% IS% 38%
Non-Anglers 4% 6% 6% 21% 13% 18% 32%

SlIIkIntal: Touri$tswouldllOtrlSbinaDara~tbeytoUldbcarorsecmininSattivity.

S....., S.....,........ Nnlnl .....
G_ 1 4 7

All 12% 8% 11% 21% 15% 13% 2<l%
An.... 12% ,.. 10% 22% 17% 13% 19%
Non·Ang\ns 12% 9% 11% 20% 13% 13% 22%

Slat_t: More biological information is IICeded in order 10 manase the UOUI in Indian Baymore
effectively.

..~'" S_'"....... Nnlnl ......
CrOClp 1 4 7

All S% 2% 4% 19% 14% 22% 34%
An.... 4% 3% 4% 19" IS% 2S% 30%
Non-Anglers S% 1% 3% 19% 11% 21% 40%

State.wal: People who usc: !be lndian Bay watersbed should bave a say in managing the b'OUI
r»hny.

Slro.&Jy .......,....... Nnlnl A......
G~. I 2 4 7

All 6., S% 4% 13% 17% 22% 34%
An.... S% S% 3% 9% 16% 2S% 37%
Non-Anglers 7% 4% S% 17% ,.. 18% 30%
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SUltnw.t: Wbosbouldbe~ for managing !be !rout inlPdiul Bay?
- Anglen; who usc tile warCfSbed.

......., .......,....... N...... .....
GnMop 1 2 4 7

AD 13% .% 11% 45% 12% 7% 4%
AD~= 9% .% 10% 45% 1S% .% S%
Non-An~ 19% 7% 11% 46% W. .." )%

SUllaDtllt: Who sboIlld be RSpOnSiblc for managing !be lrOut in lndiul Bay?
- Cotmnmilics adjacenl to !he 1O'Jkrsbcd.

......., .......,....... Nwlno1 .....
Group 1 2 4 7

All 13% 7% 11% ..." 1S% 10% 4¥.
AD~ 1S% 6% 17% 40% 12% 8% 2%
Non-Anglers 10% 10% S% 40% 18% 12% S%

SUllnMtIIl: Who should be responsible foc managing tile IrOUI in lndim Bay?
- A CiXplll'alion eJccled from communities adjacent to lbe waIefShed

All

""~=Non-Anglen

Stroacly S...",....... NNlno1 .....
1 2 4 7

12% 7% 8% 28% 17% 18% 10%
13% 7% ,." )0% 17% 16% .%
12~. 7% 6% 26% 16% 21% 12%

51.ie_at: Who should be respoosible for managinillbe rrout in lndian Bay?
- A partnership beIw«n the Provincial government and a cotmlUDily group.

Strvally Strolll!Y
01...... Nwlno1 ......

C.... 1 2 ) 4 S 6 7

All 9% S% S% 24% 17% 21% 19%
AD~= .% 7% 4% 24% 19% 20% 18%
Non-Anglers 10"" )% 7% 2S% 14% 21% 20%
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Statemnl: Wbo should be responsible for maaagiIlg tile lJOut in lndiaJl Bay?
- All intergovermDClltal coamittft with wnmunity represealabvCS.

S....." S_........ Nn"" .....
C~p 1 2 4 7

All 12% 7% 8% 24% 18% 22% 9%"",.,. 10% 7% 8% 27% 18% 22% 8%
Non-Allglers 14% 7% 8% 21% 18% 23% 9%

Sblkmnl: Wbo sbould be respomible for maaaging the IrOUI in Indian Bay?
- ProYiDc:ia1 govemmenl.

Slnally ..."'"........ Nn"" .....
C.... 1 2 3 4 3 • 7

All 17% 13% 12% 31% 9% 6% 12%"",.,. 16% 10% 14% 30% 12% 3% 13%
Non-Anglers 19% 16% 9% 32% ,% 8% 11%
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DiITerml rea.I.,,"1 an: nccdcd on diITe:rrnl ponds in arm 10 provide: I Bnit ofanal ina opportIInllic:s. 1.298 I .077

Thc:rrshollldbeac:lltckpoi.'onlnuee:c:uroklmtothelndianBlywalc:nhe4. 1.330 1.109 1.032

Some ponds in lhe Indian BlY WMmhed should be -aatd ipCCirlCllIy few lJoptIy IJOUI. 1.,>6 1.127 1.018

2.6 DtpudttU V8I'tab1e(Slllt_I):' w••1d Itt~ I.t ,.. "'I'y tMrills tlkM.llUr 1b1ll",1le I...... 8Iywlltnlttd.
Re:grnsionequation: Y (Iollrim) - 1.8SS .. 0.260 (wlnerablel .. 0.163 (hearloll .. 0.16\ (link known)

The: IJOUI populalion in the: Indlln Bay WlIlershe:d in vlllntrlbte and un tully be over llahc:d.

I wouldJlOl like: 10 lilh in an arelwhc:re: leould bnrloaillllClivily.

Very IIttit II kHwl flboul the tl'out populalkMa ortbc: Ind.. Bay waknhed.

.24,fQ6,-'

.J<)4 1.09,I.oll

.332 1.110 1.011
2.1 Dtptltddl Varlablt (StI'~I):Wt I*'-Id ~np:...-cptopk ,...... II tlte '-.llI, lay wlttnllled.

Regrnsion equation: Y (mcountt) - 2.604 1- 0.192 (an&lins) + 0.127 (heuloa)

I would like. varletyorlnlliltl opporlunilies in the Indian Bay w.tmhed.

S I· I wouldnolfish Inll'llJe.whm:leouldlllnrloalqatlivily.

U Depndnt VIIriIbk (S,.~t): M1IIlllIHtdd be """_1. tlllt •.,... lay wilmllled.
Regrtuionc:qUltkMa:Y(Mining)-6.016+.Q.281 +.Q.2SI(hc:arminc)

I would JIOIlike 10 fish in an arel where: I c:oWd 1ft "".... al:livily.

(wouldJlOlfishin.nan:lwhffl:leOllldlllt.rllll.I'Iac:1ivily.

.171 .029

.217 .04' .018

.370 .m

.423 .179 .04'
:1.9 Dependtlll Varl.blt (SllItIlItnl): Mlnlnl .UI 'Inelly _rru' IlIlt trollt popul.tlon.

Re~lJkMa equation: Y (minepop)- 0.391 + 0.299 (set mint) +0.26S (kam) + 0.204 (vulnerable) "0.12S (heatloa)

IwOllldnolliktlOfidllnanlRlwhtrtl(OllIdIft ...... lClivily.

II isi~llolt_"' Whal pcopk an: willing 10 do in onItr 10Nlve. hr.llhylfOlll populalion.

The: b'OIIt populalion In the Indian 81y wllmhed is vlllac:rllWellld eln e:asily be: O¥tI" lilhed.

I would not like 10 filh In anarc:. wherr I could htlr ......".atlivily.

.499 1.249

.SS2 1.30S 1,056

.S69 1.32) 1.011

.SSO 1.336 I.Oll
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1.10 Depeade"l V.n.bIt (51"'_"1): I wouklnO! nlll where I could bur MI"I"I Kllvky.
Rcgrcssioncqualion: V (hcarminc)- .0.491 + 0.301 (sceminc) + 0.215 (analinl) + 0.171 (hurlogl + 0.235 (lcam)

1would flOC like 10 lilb in lUI ana whefe 1COIlId _1Di"lltIlClivily.

1would like to have:. variely or H&f'ltI opportunities in !he Indian Bay walmlltd.

1would nollike 10 fish in an are. where I could ~nr 1oaI•• Itllvily.

llisimportanllolflmwMlpcoplearcwillinglodomordcrlohave:lhcallhylroulpopul.1ion.

3. MANACI:MI:NT THEME

.464 1.215

.515 1.266 1.051

.5381.289 1.023

.552 1.305 1.016

3.1 DcpnckIII Vllriabk (Stl"_I): Mwe bWetkll ...,_....... Mtd I" enkr co ........ IIw 1,..1 I. JIMII_ a.,. WI'tnMd.
Rc&J'CSSion cqlWion: V (bioklaical) .. 1.]57 +0.4]9 (learn). 0.224 (vulncnblc)

lt~in1tortanllolllnwtlatpeoplearewminglOdoinonkrtoMve:ahcalthytnlutpopulalion. 1.4]5 1.119

N The troul populalion in lhe Indian Bay walmhtd in vllh.nbk and tan cull,. be ova-fished. .472 .22] .0]4

'.1 Dtpncletll Variable (Stal'lMa'): PHple W ... InC Ibe wal,nllcd IlIollld hive IllY In -q11l1 tlw tnMIl meurer.
Rcgrnsioncq\l&don: V (manaac)" 1.115.0.267 (angling). 0.245 (Kmcry). 0.149(biolo&ical).0.\17 (lradilion.al)

I would likc 10 have a variely or aqIIltI opponunitics in tbc Indi.. Bay walCnbcd.

The smIC1')' il iJT1lONllllo thecnjo~ ora li5hingCkpcricncc in Indian Bay wlttnbcd.

MorcbiofolkaJ in(Ortnllion it nccdcd in order 10 mana.ae lhetrout in Indian BaydTectively.

All Newfoundlanden have a tradlllo"ll ripllO fl$h anywhere in the Indian Bay watenhcd.

.294 1.086

.342 1.117 1.03\

.365 1.1ll 1.016

.390 1.117 1.019







C.bill"'~(1IllIad'mlIlClolhe_u...l ...virgnmelll.

lohc>uld~.tJlc:Io ....... vdlkk,")'WMreJ_iIIdw:hocli.. 8lIy~.

R«JullioNl ...... lft\llccllohowldbewfCasrdirliheIIldianBay..-.rnllfcl.

1",1·01,1
I·'" I·'" I·...

.........1v.,...... (su..-I)l nc 1ICftIH)I1I1.,..,.. .. 1IM ,,""'_1 ~.IhtI"1fa,",,""" 'alll.-"".
R~nsionCCl_ion:Y(IUnCf)')-)."9+0.1)4(pond'_c)+0.099(mlIlCflOP)+0.109(Il\IIIIiC)+0.1071rttrnIionaI)

Some pondl ill rhe w,*rnMd ihlluld be kepi" ,emcMc ucu. (hold ,.....)

Millinl will diT«lty .11"eel lhe 1r0IM popultlion. (I'll.....)

PropIcwholl$ClIlrIIldIMl8.y_rnhed5hou1d ....YC.$llyin ....... lllrlfO\lt AMny.

Thrm:rnIIauI_fIlhrfyoflndIMl8llywMcnhedcow.ld~_i~oftllrloealeeOlllllftY.

~VaNItIe(S4.I_I):."..... M1Ih11"IlcftI ..... Itt.cWilI.
RcgrnsiOllCClIIMion:Y(_abill)-.7'U+0.2J0(lkvdopmr1ll)+0.11O(lIOcabllll)+0.1«(mincheu)

Cabin dtvdopIMal e.UKI d_,e 10 lhe n.llll".1 environmrnl.

.257 1.066

.1011.OJ'

..l6O 1.1291.021

.m 1.1'01.021

;; N.morcc...... liIoIlldbrbltihinrhclndi_llIywtlcnllcd .J,. .U9 .u,,,
TouriSllWOllldllOlrllhwhnrthrYCOllId 1Mu ...... K1ivity. All .110 .021

DqIrednIIVutable(~):I"""M1ft11l"IltnI""'Itt ........MIJ.
Rqrasioneqllalion:Y(_millC)·G.613+0.l61(1ftinrpopJ"'0.296(hc.millC)+O.119(pond~)

Minina will dircelly.treel IMIrOUI popultlIOll.(....I'pIp)

TOII,llllwould no! AIh ill III ... wheN IMyeould "••r IIIlIIIII K1ivily.

Somcponchin llIe wilcubed 5hou1d brkrpllllmlOIC_lpoH~)

............. V tSta ):I" ara"lItnlc IIra' IClh'Ity.
Repessiontqllllton: Y lhearminr)-2.246+o.J06(miIIepop)+·.216(milinll + 0.167 (blololkal) + 0.122(1011mn)

MillinlwilldiT«lly.lTceilhrllOlllpopulllion·tM....,l

,.,..... Ihould be llllowrd In lhe Indian 8.y _mhrd.

MOfCblalDlk.linfomlilllonllnccdedlnonl.. lOmlll"Clhelroulilllndi",81ywllrr6llcd.
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